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ABSTRACT

This work describes an investigation into the performance of antennas for mobile base

station applications and techniques for improving the coverage and capacity within a base

station cell. The work starts by tracing the development of mobile systems, both in

technical and commercial terms, from the earliest analogue systems to present day

broadband systems and includes anticipated future developments. This is followed by an

outline of how smart antenna systems can be utilised to improve cell coverage and

capacity.

A novel smart antenna system incorporating an array of slant ± 450 dual- polarised stacked

patch elements four columns wide excited by a novel multi-beam forming and beam

shaping network has been designed, simulated and implemented. It is found that for an

ideal smart antenna array, four narrow overlapping beams, one wide “broadcast channel”

beam and right and left shaped beams can be provided. Results are presented for the

simulation of the smart antenna system using CST EM simulation software which

inherently includes mutual coupling and the effects of a truncated ground plane on the

element patterns. The results show some significant changes to the desired set of coverage

patterns and various mutual coupling compensation techniques have been reviewed.

An improved design technique has been developed for compensating the performance

degrading effects of mutual coupling and finite ground plane dimensions in microstrip

antenna arrays. The improved technique utilises combination of two previously known

techniques: complex excitation weights compensation by inversion of the array mutual

coupling scattering matrix and the incorporation of a WAIM (wide angle impedance

matching) sheet. The technique has been applied to a novel multi-beam smart antenna

array to demonstrate the efficacy of the technique by electromagnetic simulation. In

addition, a demonstrator array has been constructed and tested which has yielded a positive

conformation of the simulation results. For the developed demonstrator array which

provides seven different beams, beams “footprints” have been predicted both for free space

propagation and for urban propagation to evaluate the dynamic capacity performance of

the smart antenna in a 3G mobile network. The results indicate that sector capacity can be

dynamically tailored to user demand profiles by selection of the appropriate beam patterns

provided by the novel smart antenna system.
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1

Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The era of Wireless communication began with the work of Heinrich Hertz in 1886 when

he first demonstrated wireless technology. In 1901 the first practical application of radio

wave to communicate over a long distance was demonstrated by Guglielmo Marconi.

Since then communication has not been inherently limited to users’ equipment and wires

only, instead a freedom to roam and still communicate was possible, however only

relatively few individuals were able to enjoy this type of communication [1-2]. The

increasing demand for mobile telecommunication services has made mobile

telecommunication evolve through the years [3-9].

The First generation of mobile telecommunication technology was analogue and it was

introduced in the 1980s mainly for voice services communication only [3-4]. Second

generation (2G) mobile telecommunication technology was digital and was introduced in

1990, with increased features to provide voice services and basic data transmission

services [5]. To support more multimedia services like video messaging and to provide

improved quality of service and higher data rates compared to second generation mobile

telecommunications, third generation (3G) technology was introduced. Third generation

technology is digital, with the capability to provide various forms of multimedia services

like video telephoning, good quality of service and can be used anywhere in the world [5-

9]. It has higher data transmission rates and enhanced features for more efficient use of the

precious spectrum resource compared to 2G. 3G mobile telecommunication can provide

higher data rates of about 384 kbps to 2Mbps compared to GSM (Global systems for

mobile communication) network that is offering between 10 kbps to 20 kbps only[1-2].

Today, mobile telecommunications represent the dominant percentage of all

telecommunication subscriptions around the world. Research has shown that during the

early part of this decade, the number of mobile telecommunication subscribers has

surpassed that of conventional fixed lines telecommunication [10-13].

The field of wireless communications is developing at a fast rate, covering many technical

areas and it has a wide influence on various aspects of human endeavour. At the end of

2011, worldwide cellular subscription passed 6 billion and the rapid growth is expected to

last for many years [14]. The worldwide activities in this fast growing industry are perhaps

an indication of its importance to human development. The growth of this industry has

exceeded all estimates and forecasts. Indeed the question has not been where the demand
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is, but instead the question has been how the demands of subscribers can be met. With the

demand for mobile communication services increasing at an exponential rate there is a

need to: increase capacity, extend coverage and improve transmission quality for network

providers to effectively accommodate the increased wireless traffic in their networks and to

satisfy customer expectations [6, 9, 15-16].

To accommodate the increase in mobile subscriber demand, 3GPP has developed fourth

generation (4G) radio access technology and Long Term Evolution (LTE), which employs

the MIMO-OFDM radio interface. 4G is anticipated to solve still-remaining problems of

3G systems and to provide a wide variety of new services, from high-quality voice and

high-definition video to high data rate of about up to 1Gb/s in wireless channel [12].

However, as WCDMA is expected to remain the leading mobile Internet machinery for a

number of years, the WCDMA standard continues to expand, especially in the High Speed

Packed Access (HSPA) subsystem.

1.2 Research Motivation and Justification

The ever increasing numbers of mobile communication subscribers has placed challenges

on mobile network providers to maintain coverage, capacity and quality of service for its

users [7, 15-17]. A number of different techniques are being investigated to assist with

these challenges and the use of smart antennas is one area currently under investigation.

Currently, each base station (mobile phone mast) typically incorporates three fixed beam

sector antennas, each providing coverage over a 120-degree sector [18]. However, this

approach wastes power in directions away from users and accepts interference from

directions of all users. Furthermore, in 2G networks coverage and capacity are

independent; however, in 3G networks employing wide-band code-division multiple-

access (WCDMA) capacity and coverage are no longer independent[ 19]. This is due to the

fact that as more users access a particular base station additional noise is added to other

user channels because all digital codes are not perfectly orthogonal. This gives rise to an

effect known as “cell breathing”. Since the edge of cell coverage is defined by a specific

minimum signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), then as the noise floor increases,

when additional users access the particular cell, the SINR drops below the minimum level;

hence, the user must move closer to the cell centre to regain the minimum SINR. Clearly

the cell has shrunk. Since this effect is dynamic (dependent upon the instantaneous number

of users accessing the base station), it is therefore desirable to incorporate antennas, which
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provide multiple simultaneous narrow beams and shaped beams which suppress

interference to overcome the above problems [18-22].

1.2.1 Traditional Techniques to Increase Coverage and Capacity
The conventional ways of increasing coverage and capacity are to acquire additional

carriers, mast head amplifiers and active antennas [23], higher order receive diversity,

transmit diversity [9, 21, 24-25], higher sectorisation [15-16, 20, 25], infrastructural

sharing and adding more cells [25-26]. For all the methods listed above there are

associated problems. In the case of cell addition, cells are very expensive not only in terms

of equipment but also real estate cost, regulatory fees and potential legal fees associated

with fighting objections from local residents who do not want mobile base stations nearby

(protests arise from regulatory and political issues as to the RF signal exposure limits,

abutting owner veto’s against new masts and prohibitions of new sites on public buildings).

Additionally, such systems are fixed and cannot easily adapt to changing demands.

Traffic load imbalance places additional challenges on mobile telecommunication network

providers this occur due to the movement of mobile users and their variable capacity

demands in a mobile communication network. Just as traffic users can be highly

concentrated in an area, it can also happen in a sector of a cell in a network. Most areas

with high traffic density are often time-variant; consider football stadiums and or other

sports grounds which present high user density during the hours of the game, but light

traffic after the football match [28-29]. The problem is that traffic in the most highly

loaded sector would jam up the capacity in the other light load sectors. This causes the

unused capacity to be locked up and the cell site reaching its capacity limit prematurely.

Various methods have been used to correct the problem of load imbalance from the first

generation of wireless communications to the third generation, and the most commonly

reported techniques are cell splitting [25], channel borrowing, channel sharing [30-32],

dynamic channel allocation [33], new soft handover schemes [34], cell overlay [35], use of

variable tilted antennas [36-37], dynamic cell-size control [38] and dynamic sectorisation

[39] etc. It is necessary to note that all the listed techniques have their limitations. Re-

sectorisation and overlay of a cell site tend to increase call handover in mobile

telecommunication networks [23].

Smart antennas have emerged as one of the most promising techniques that can solve the

problem of capacity, coverage and high quality transmission and traffic load imbalance

[15, 23, and 40]. Each of the simultaneous narrow beams of a smart antenna concentrate
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transmitted power to a specific user and only “looks” in the direction of the user for the

received signal, thus minimising interference from other users. Hence, cell breathing is

greatly reduced [15-16, 23]. This ensures that the user receives the optimum quality of

service and maximum coverage from a base station. A major feature of smart antennas is

the ability to dynamically change the beam characteristics [16]. The use of smart antennas

provides a higher capacity in wireless networks, combats multi-path, co-channel

interference impairment and also reduces to less than half, the number of base stations

required for wireless communication systems (if deploying a new network), thereby

increasing both the performance and capacity of wireless network systems [15, 40].

Despite the numerous advantages promised by the smart antenna, migration of this

technology into mobile networks has been slow [23]. Various reasons have been given to

explain why it has not been fully used. The reasons have ranged from the fact that smart

antennas were not planned in second-generation systems, smart antennas require very large

panels, the benefits of smart antenna systems proved hard to quantify, the cost of the smart

antenna is too high and many appliqué systems disabled the space-diversity reception

feature on second-generation systems [23]. However, time division synchronous code-

division multiple-access (TD-SCDMA) proposed by China Academy of

Telecommunication Technology, which was accepted by the International

Telecommunication Union(ITU) in November 1999 as one of the 3G standards, is the only

system that requires all base stations to use smart antennas. It has been proven that the

TD-SCDMA and SCDMA system with smart antennas greatly increases capacity,

coverage and quality of service to subscribers [42]. The question is how can it be fully

utilized to the optimum techno-economic advantage?

The majority of current studies of smart antennas has been directed towards the

quantification of the capacity smart antennas can offer, direction of arrival, angle of arrival,

smart antenna algorithm and propagation effects [43-49]. Therefore to accommodate the

current demand for services from mobile communication users and solve the problem of

traffic load imbalance, there is a need for new intelligent or self-optimized and highly

efficient systems. In the pursuit of a cost effective technique that will solve this problem,

attention has recently turned to smart antenna systems and many articles have been

published [29, 50-55]. In [52] it has been proposed that one way of achieving load

balancing is to modify the antenna orientation and angular beam width of each sector to

unify the traffic, this is possible using smart antennas. In [53] the author uses a cooperative
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negotiation technique and semi-smart antenna to provide dynamic geographic load

balancing for mobile cellular networks. The negotiation was used as an intelligent control

to adjust the cell sizes and shapes of the whole cellular network. Reference [54] uses a

case-base reasoning with semi-smart antenna to change the cell size and shape for load

balancing. The technique built up a case library that stores typical traffic patterns and the

corresponding antenna patterns so that when a cell is overloaded the network can react

quickly by adjusting the size and shape of the cell to balance the load. The technique is

effective but complex. The use of a smart antenna to increase uplink capacity of a CDMA

mobile telecommunication network was reported in [55]. The method maximizes capacity

by using a switched beam smart antenna system with an adaptive sectoring algorithm to

combine a subset of the switched beams in the base stations of mobile telecommunication

networks. The adaptive sectoring algorithm relieves the sector load as soon as the outage

probability begins to increase and then divides the mobile users between the three sectors.

The techniques according to [55] is claimed to be effective because it shows that no sector

has outage probability that is above 1% compared to that of fixed three-sector base station

of a mobile telecommunication network. However it should be noted that their result

presented in the paper is that of simulation and the authors acknowledge that it remains to

test this concept in real traffic scenarios. The use of smart antennas to dynamically

optimize the network for enhancement of coverage in sub-sectors while maintaining

capacity has not been investigated.

1.2.2 Outline of New Smart Antenna System

By employing a multiple switched beam smart antenna which can provide beam shaping,

an intelligent sector optimisation of varying azimuth beam shape can be established. The

developed technique, multiple switched beam smart antennas with beam shaping network

can be used to dynamically optimise sector coverage and capacity, especially for hotspots

in mobile networks cell sectors. Furthermore, base stations currently equipped with one

transceiver per sector per polarisation with a conventional sector antenna and the new

antenna system would not be required to add transceivers when the proposed design is

implemented. In this project a smart antenna that will dynamically optimise a cell sector to

relieve congestion at a single hotspot cell sector have been designed, simulated and

implemented. To appreciate the contribution of the subject research to the enhancement of

capacity in mobile telecom networks, it is important to note that previous multiple access

techniques to increase capacity have exploited the time domain (TDMA), the frequency
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domain (FDMA) and the digital signal processing domain (WCDMA). The single

remaining domain for significant capacity improvement to be realised is that of the spatial

domain. What is desired is an antenna system that essentially provides spatial filtering, i.e.

the antenna must be capable of providing a specific radiation pattern level as a function of

spatial angle. In addition, because the mobile network “traffic” is continuously changing as

users move and demand varying data rates dependent upon the multi-media services that

they may request, the required shaped radiation pattern must be dynamically variable. The

proposed antenna system achieves this requirement in a very cost-effective manner and the

“optimisation” provided may be considered a soft optimisation which essentially operates

in an open loop manner by monitoring the traffic channel monitor data. Hence, the capacity

in a given coverage area can be optimally distributed to both high data rate and low data

rate (i.e. voice only) users simultaneously.

1.3 Research Objective

This research work is aimed at designing, analysing, simulating and proving smart antenna

concepts that will dynamically optimise cell sector coverage and capacity of mobile

telecommunication networks, especially for hotspots in the mobile network cell sector,

without increasing the network base station radio frequency electronics. To achieve this,

the research objectives are outlined as follows:

 Review 2G and 3G mobile communication networks using traditional antennas and

identify current challenges of mobile network operators.

 Review the fundamental properties of smart antenna technology.

 Design and analyse a smart antenna system that will dynamically optimise

coverage and capacity over a 1200 sector.

 Simulate the dynamic operating states of the antenna system over the 3G frequency

band.

 Analyse the effects of mutual coupling on the smart antenna system radiation

pattern and return loss performance and compensation, if possible.

 Implement the beam shaping, multi-beam forming networks and array antenna

(with a reduced size array – one element in place of each 10 element column – to
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produce the desired azimuth radiation patterns) as a demonstrator to prove the

concept.

 Experimentally test the demonstrator and extrapolate the smart antenna

performance (i.e. a four column, ten elements per column array) using the

measured results from the demonstrator.

 Develop an analytical model that can be applied to predict the mobile user’s

antenna received power footprint contour (on the downlink) and determine capacity

versus coverage.

 Review network planning strategy with the proposed smart antenna and investigate

strategic deployment of the smart antenna system in mobile telecommunication

networks.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis report is arranged into eleven chapters, following the introduction chapter is

chapter two which presents the basic structure of current mobile telecommunication

networks (GSM and UMTS). 2G and 3G network architectures with their distinguishing

features, conventional tri-sector antenna system and capacity limitations of current 3G

systems are presented in this chapter. The fundamentals of smart antenna technology along

with benefits and cost/performance trade-offs are also mentioned in chapter three.

Alternative multiple fixed beam forming networks and the major building blocks of the

multiple switched beam smart antenna system is discussed. Modelling and analysis of the

proposed smart antenna concept is presented in chapter four.

Chapter five presents the design of the fundamental components of the smart antenna

system. The antenna array element, array antenna and the feed (Butler matrix and beam

shaping network) network design is presented in this chapter.

The simulation results of all the fundamental components of the smart antenna system

designed in chapter five is presented in chapter six. The full network simulation result at

the uplink of the chosen frequency band is also presented in this chapter.

Chapter seven analyses the effects of mutual coupling on antenna array and techniques to

mitigate the mutual coupling effects. This chapter highlights the performance limitation of

compensation of excitation weights (based on the inversion of the array scattering matrix)
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to compensate mutual coupling effects in a small array antenna and presents alternative

techniques to compensate mutual coupling. The chapter is concluded by investigating the

effects of combined wide angle impedance matching (WAIM Sheet) techniques and

modified weight compensation techniques to compensate mutual coupling.

Chapter eight gives a detailed description of the experiments used to measure the various

components of the smart antenna demonstrator. The measured antenna radiation patterns,

return loss, active reflection coefficient, insertion loss and the antenna gain is presented in

this chapter.

Chapter nine presents analysis of received power footprint contour of the smart antenna

system which is useful for radio network planners. The same chapter also discusses the

estimated capacity versus antenna range that can be provided by the smart antenna system

when used in 3G telecommunication system. Chapter ten provides an analogical overview

of current network planning strategy and a basic radio network planning procedure for 3G

and a strategic way to plan a radio network with the proposed smart antenna.

Chapter eleven discusses the key findings of this research, summarising and concluding

comments and recommendations for future research are outlined.

1.5 Original Contributions

During the course of this research, the author has:

1. Investigated the use of multiple beam-forming networks, plus beam shaping

networks with one transceiver per polarisation to dynamically enhance sub-sector

coverage and maintain capacity of a cell sector in a mobile telecommunication

network as detailed in chapter four.

2. Designed and simulated a smart antenna system incorporating an array of slant ±

450 dual-polarised stacked patch elements, four columns (ten elements) wide

excited by a multi-beam forming and beam shaping network with one transceiver

per polarisation as detailed in chapter five and chapter six. It is demonstrated that

using only three phase shifters within the beam shaping network provides dynamic

beam flexibility. For an ideal array (i.e. no mutual coupling and cosine element

pattern) four narrow overlapping beams, one wide “broadcast channel” beam and

right and left shaped beams can be provided with one transceiver per polarisation.

These are all detailed in chapter six.
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3. Investigated the performance of the smart antenna system in the presence of mutual

coupling and employed complex excitation weights compensation and WAIM

(wide angle impedance matching) sheet techniques to compensate the effects of

mutual coupling. This is presented in chapter seven.

4. Developed an improved design technique for compensating the performance

degrading effects of mutual coupling and finite ground plane dimensions in

microstrip antenna arrays, as discussed in chapter seven. The improved technique

utilises two previously known techniques in combination (complex weight

compensation and WAIM sheet), but iteratively optimised

5. Constructed and tested a demonstrator array to facilitate experimental verification

of the simulation results which has yielded a positive conformation of the

usefulness of the technique; these are all detailed in chapter eight.

6. For the developed smart antenna system which provides seven different beams

(wide beam for broadcast channel, four narrow beams and left and right shaped

beams), in chapter nine the beam “footprints” have been predicted both for free

space propagation and for urban propagation (using COST 259 model) to evaluate

the dynamic capacity performance of the smart antenna in a 3G mobile network.

These contributions are summarised in Fig.1.1 on the following page and have led to the

publications listed in section 1.6.
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Fig 1.1 Project roadmap & showing thesis contributions
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Chapter 2 - OVERVIEW OF MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will provide a brief overview of 2G (GSM) and 3G basic mobile

telecommunication systems. Coverage and capacity limitations in 3G systems and methods

used to increase coverage, capacity and traffic load balancing especially in hotspot areas of

a mobile telecommunication network will also be reviewed.

2.2 2G Mobile Telecommunication Networks

A very good treatment of the subject discussing technologies utilized in existing and

current mobile telecommunication networks, the performance in terms of services, and

evolution in wireless system development can be found in [56]. Throughout this thesis, the

term “mobile” is used to denote a communications device on the move, including a mobile

handset. To begin with, let us see the basic architecture of a GSM mobile communication

network and how a typical mobile communications system involving land mobiles and

base stations works [57, 58].

Mobile telecommunication networks are designed to serve large geographical areas with

limited frequency bandwidth and it is different from the traditional fixed-line

telecommunication network with characteristics of high operating frequencies. Fig 2.1

shows a basic GSM mobile telecommunication network system with three major sub-

systems, which are: mobile station (Ms), base station sub-system (BSS) and the mobile

switching centre (MSC). The mobile switching centre connects all the mobile phones to the

public switching telephone network (PSTN). The mobile station (MS) is made up of two

elements, the handset and subscriber identity module (SIM card). The SIM card provides

the user access to the network and the most important task of the SIM card is

authentication, (the process of validating the subscriber to the MS prior to the use of the

network) radio transmission security and the storing of user’s data [1-3, 25, 56-58].The

second major element of a mobile telecommunication network is the BSS. In GSM it

consists of a base transceiver station (BTS) and a base station controller (BSC). The area

served by a mobile communication network is divided into small areas called cells. Each of

these cells contains base station transceivers which provide connection to the mobile

station through the air interface. The BTS functions include generation of radio frequency

(RF) carriers, modulation and demodulation of RF carriers, base band data processing error

coding, etc. The BSC controls a number of BTSs [57-58] and handles signalling, traffic

and operations and maintenance signals to and from all BTSs under its control. It has
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some switching functionality which enables it to establish terrestrial to radio channel

connections for traffic and signalling to mobiles. The switching functionality also enables

it to carry out intra- and inter- BTS handovers without the intervention of the MSC. The

third element is the MSC and its major function is that of switching and connecting mobile

subscribers of a network to other network subscribers, fixed or mobile [58]. All the BSCs

are connected to the MSC for control.

The frequency spectrum bandwidth available to GSM mobile telecommunication networks

is utilized in a number of ways referred to as multiple access techniques. Mobile

telecommunication network access techniques have a profound influence on the network

capacity. The three major multiple access techniques used in GSM are FDMA, TDMA,

and CDMA. In FDMA (frequency division multiple access) systems the available spectrum

bandwidth is shared among the network subscribers by assigning different frequencies to

various users. To reduce interference between two subscribers the frequency pair is

separated by some amount of frequency (e.g. 45MHz and 80MHz in North American

cellular system). TDMA (time division multiple access) is a digital transmission

techniques, in which each user occupies a specific frequency but only communicates

during an assigned time slot. The frequency is used by other users during other time slots.

The TDMA technique improves the transmission and also increases capacity of the mobile

telecommunication network. In CDMA (code division multiple access) techniques users

are only separated by code and all users can occupy the same bandwidth [25, 57-58].

Fig .2.1: A basic GSM mobile communication network architecture [25]
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2.3 3G System Overview

3G which is also referred to as Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), is

the mobile communication system that followed on from the 2G mobile communication

system as 2G started to reach it limits in terms of spectral efficiency along with increasing

demands for higher data rate services[ 25]. The need to improve the network capability and

efficiency of spectrum utilization to provide higher data rate led to the introduction of 3G

[3-8, 16, 25]. 3G has the ability to provide multimedia services especially internet services

of about 144kb/s (Outdoor), 384kb/s (from outdoor to indoor) and 2Mb/s (indoor). It has a

better quality of speech and other services compared to 2G. The 3G system that is based

on WCDMA makes use of 5MHz of bandwidth in both uplink and downlink using

frequency division duplex (FDD) [5-8, 16, 25]. It does not assign a specific frequency to a

subscriber but rather every mobile user accesses the full available spectrum and

discrimination is based on orthogonal digital codes.

The basic architecture of a UMTS mobile telecommunication network based on a W-

CDMA air interface [59] is shown in Fig 2.2. The architecture is divided into core network

and radio network subsystems (RNS). The core network is responsible for performing

switching and transmission functions to external networks. The RNS consists of a radio

network controller (RNC) connected to one or several node Bs. The Node B is the base

station transceiver and is controlled by the radio network controller (RNC) [59]. In 3G the

frequency spectrum is utilized far more efficiently, and the data flow and its bit rate are not

Fig .2.2: Basic UMTS network [25]
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dependent on time slots anymore [16, 25]. 3G has a completely new way to approach the

term ‘Service’. All the services offered are different from that of 2G from technology

platform point of view. One of the key requirements for UMTS is GSM/UMTS inter-

operability, such as system handover whereby the radio access is able to switch from GSM

to WCDMA and vice versa during the transmission. Three major standards are currently

accepted for 3G and all are based on CDMA access technology (where each user occupies

a signal on a particular frequency simultaneously with many other users, but is uniquely

distinguishable by correlation with a special code used only by this user) which are

CDMA2000, WCDMA and time division synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA) [3-4, 16 and

25].

2.3.1 CDMA2000
CDMA2000 is a wideband spread spectrum interface that uses CDMA access technology,

but still maintains compatibility with IS-95 base station systems. It means that mobile

handsets designed using the IS-95 standard can operate in a CDMA2000 system and vice

versa. The CDMA2000 standard’s first component is called 1X radio transmission

technology (1XRTT), the reason is that it uses an RF carrier of 1.25MHz like that of IS-95

base system, therefore it is also referred to as spread rate (SR)1. The major benefits of

1XRTT technology standard under the name of IS-2000[60-61] compared to IS-95A/B

standard [62] are better forward error correction, fast forward link power control

mechanism and multiple services and improved data service support.

2.3.2 WCDMA
WCDMA is the second 3G air interface based on direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA). It

uses a chip rate of 3.84Mcps compared to 1.2288Mcps of IS-95 and IS-2000 standards. It

requires an RF carrier with 5-MHz bandwidth. The WCDMA air interface has two modes

of operation which are: frequency division duplex (FDD) mode, where a pair of 5-MHz

carrier is used, and a time division duplex (TDD), where only one carrier is used.

Channelization is achieved through the use of orthogonal codes referred to as orthogonal

spreading factor codes (OVSF), which are Walsh codes of variable lengths, like that of IS-

95 and IS-2000, but source separation is achieved using gold codes[63-64]. To meet the

demand for high data rates in multimedia services over a network supporting WCDMA,

third generation partnership project (3GPP) has released a new high-speed data transfer

protocol named HSDPA. The HSDPA is expected to provide significant improvements

over the basic WCDMA data rate transmission [3-4].
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2.3.3 TD-SCDMA
The TD-SCDMA operates on low-chip-rate carriers, with 1.6MHz carrier spacing instead

of 5MHz for the other wideband standards. It allows end-user data rates up to 2Mb/s in

optimal conditions [16, 41]. It uses Time division duplex and the number of timeslots used

for uplink and downlink for communication can be adjusted dynamically by the system.

TD-SCMA can accommodate uneven traffic with different service data rate requirement

both for downlink and uplink than frequency the division duplex (FDD) scheme. One thing

that is common to all mobile communication networks is the base transceiver station. In

mobile telecommunication systems wires do not exist in a permanent form. The wires (by

radiation) that allow communication with the network and its subscribers have to be

created before communication can begin. The BTS is responsible to create the radio link

that will enable connections to the MSs.

2.4 Capacity Limitations of Current 3G Systems

The capacity of a 3G mobile telecommunication network using WCDMA air interface is

known to be interference limited (when there is no code limitation). An increase in the

number of active users in the cell causes the total interference seen at the receiver to

increase [8, 16, and 22]. This causes an increase in required received power as each user

has to maintain a certain signal to interference ratio at the receiver for satisfactory

performance. If the maximum capacity is limited by the amount of interference in the air

interface, it is by definition a soft capacity, since there is no single fixed value for

maximum capacity [63]. The load equation [65] is commonly used initially to estimate

average capacity of a WCDMA network cell or sector. There are a number of elements that

influence a WCDMA network load, which defines the maximum number of users per cell

or per sector. The number of users and their bit rates is one of the elements that influence

the total throughput of a cell or sector. The activity factor in speech and data series also

affects the network loading. The most important contributor to the network load is the

energy per bit divided by the Noise per Hertz (Eb/N0) requirement, which depends at least

on the service type, the data rate of the service, the propagation conditions, and the receiver

performance [16, 65]. If a very good quality connection is desired, more bits are need for

the error correction in order to guarantee the quality of the connection. Thus, when more

bits are used for the error correction, the air interface load and the capacity for the traffic

channels are decreased. The well known interference that influences the load of mobile

communication network is the own-cell and other-cell interference [16]. Also, if the total
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received noise is high, high transmitting powers are needed to guarantee communication

and transmit power may be limited. The noise level in mobile communication networks

also depends on the environment [16, 25 and 65].

2.4.1 Capacity Estimation in 3G System
Separate load equations are used to estimate the uplink and the downlink capacity of 3G

mobile communication networks, but both include Eb/N0 requirement, processing

(bandwidth divided by information rate) gain, activity factor and inter-cell interference

[16].

2.4.2 Uplink Load Equation
The uplink loading of a mobile telecommunication network can be estimated using this

equation [65]:

ߟ = ∑
ቀ
ா್

ேబ
ൗ ቁ

ೕ
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Where ηUL is the uplink load factor, ܴis the MSj users bit rate, Eb/N0 is the required

Energy per bit divided by the Noise per Hertz, N is the number of users, ߭ is the service

activity, i is the interference and W is the bandwidth. From equation (2-1) the energy per

bit divided by the Noise per Hertz (Eb/N0) determines the capacity of a WCDMA access

interface, as this decreases then capacity increases but of course the bit error rate gets

worse. Any system that can reduce the Eb/N0 without negative effect to the bit error rate

will definitely increase the capacity of the WCDMA air interface [16, 65]. The uplink pole

capacity (MUL) is define as.

ܯ =
ௐ /ோ

ா್
ேబ
ൗ ∗௩(ଵା)

The uplink capacity is based on a formula called the pole capacity and it represents a

theoretical limit of simultaneous calls a single sector could support if all the mobile users

could maintain their transmit power level at their minimal values with perfect power

control.

In calculating the power budget of the uplink, the uplink load factor defines the amount of

uplink interference margin (IMUL) in order to take into account the effect of cell breathing

(cell shrinkage). It is estimated using this equation:

IMUL = -10log10 (1-ηUL) dB (2-3)

(2-1)

(2-2)
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The output power Pj is given by [65]

ܲ =
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where NP is the noise power, PLj is the path loss from the jth mobile user to the base station

antenna.

The interference margin has a direct relationship with the load factor for a cell or sector of

a mobile telecommunication network. Interference margin, which is also called noise rise,

indicates how much noise (mobile users) could be added to the noise floor of the receiver

to reach the capacity limit. Interference margin, takes note of own-cell and other-cell

interference and as the load increases to maximum, the interference margin approaches

infinity as shown in the Fig.2.3 below [65]. As the interference margin is increased the

coverage area will decrease (cell breathing). This is due to allowing more mobile users into

the cell or sector causing more interference, thus reducing the uplink allowed total path

loss. Typical interference margins range from 1 to 3dB corresponding to 20% to 50%

loading [159-160].

Fig. 2.3: Interference margin as a function of load
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2.4.3 Downlink Load Equation

The downlink WCDMA capacity estimate follows the same procedure, but is different in

behaviour. In contrast to the uplink loading, the orthognality between the codes affects the

downlink loading. The link loss, soft handover, orthogonality of the codes is considered

when estimating the downlink capacity. The downlink load equation is given by [65]

ߟ = ∑
ቀ
ா್

ேబ
ൗ ቁ

ೕ
ோೕజೕ

ௐ

ே
ୀଵ ൫ൣ1 − +൯ߙ ൧݅

and the total transmit power at the base station is given by [65 ]
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Downlink pole capacity (MDL)

ܯ =
ௐ

ோൗ

ா್
ேబ
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ߙ is the orthogonality factor of jth user .(=0.....1ߙ) The value of the orthogonality factor

depends on the orthogonality of the codes. Orthogonality will be one when there is no

multi-path propagation. Multipath propagation destroys orthogonality of the code, thereby

increasing interference and finally increasing the downlink load seen by the system.

Therefore, a system is needed to mitigate multipath propagation to increase the number of

active users of the network [16, 65].

2.5 Conventional Techniques of Increasing Capacity with an Antenna

Conventional antennas for mobile telecommunication networks could be omni-directional

antennas which radiate power in all directions or a directional antenna which directs its

radiation within a particular angular cell range [15].

There are many types of antennas used in mobile telecommunication like wire antennas,

aperture antennas and microstrip antennas etc. Each of these antennas has its own unique

characteristics such as impedance, beam width, bandwidth, polarisation, side-lobe level

and radiation pattern. Early mobile communication networks used omni-directional

antennas for the network cell coverage, but these antennas wasted the limited power to all

directions rather than the mobile network user direction. One of the main results is then an

increase in interference. The need to improve network capacity and reduce interference

(2-5)

(2-6)

(2-7)
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effects led to the development of sectorisation with directional antennas and receives and

transmits diversity to reduce the effects of signal fading [15].

2.5.1 Sectorisation

Sectorised antenna systems take a traditional omni-directional cellular base state antenna

system and subdivide it into sectors, each of which is served by a directional antenna. Each

sector may be treated as a separate cell, which has a greater range than in the previous case

[56]. The typical numbers of sectors are the tri-sector and six sector antenna system in

mobile communication networks. Tri-sector means the cell has three directional antennas

in the cell of the network. Sector antennas increase the possibility of frequency channel

reuse (2G) in cellular systems by reducing potential interference across the original cell,

and are widely used for this purpose [1-3, 56]. They also minimize or eliminate co-channel

interference to neighbouring base stations since their beams are directional. In the case of a

tri-sector, the directional antenna typically uses 1200 10dB beam width. At a minimum, it

can triple the capacity of any given coverage area when compared to the capacity that

would be offered by deploying omni-directional antennas; however, the network is affected

with frequent handovers.

A tri-sector BTS (see Fig.2.4) requires at least three transceiver modules (six transceivers

for the case of dual-polar antenna for diversity gain). The most important factor

influencing the system performance of a sectorised site is the choice of the antenna. To a

large extent this determines the levels of inter-cell interference, soft handover overhead

and any changes in the maximum allowed propagation loss. The uplink loading of a

sectorised base station can be estimated using this equation [16, 65],

1200

Fig.2.4: Traditional tri-sector base station
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where ηUL is the uplink load factor, ܴis the MSj users bit rate, Eb/N0 is the required signal

to interference ratio, N is the number of users, ߭ is the service activity, ௦݊ is the numbers

of sectors, W is the bandwidth and ߦ is the sectorisation gain [16, 65].

2.5.2 Receive and Transmit Diversity
Typical current-generation GSM or 3G base station of mobile telecommunication networks

are usually equipped with a two branch diversity receiving/transmitting antenna fed from

either a single dual slant-polarised antenna (for polarisation diversity) or two separate

vertically-polarised antennas (for spatial diversity) for the diversity scheme to reduce the

effects of signal fading in the network.

A diversity scheme is essentially the combination of two or more uncorrelated signals and,

since the probability of simultaneous fades on both channels is low, fading is reduced [9,

66]. If the diversity is obtained by using two receiving antennas separated by several

wavelengths and combing the signals to reduce fading (for example, by maximal ratio

combining) is space diversity [25]. It requires a separation distance D of 10-20λ for good 

de-correlation. Transmit diversity is used in the downlink of mobile telecommunication

networks to improve performance of the network in terms of energy to noise ratio.

Improvement in the downlink energy to noise ratio translates into improvement of both

coverage and capacity of the downlink of the mobile telecommunication network. It is one

of the key contributing technologies in defining the ITU allowed 3G system (WCDMA and

cdma2000 air interface). The technology has the capability to improve the mobile user’s

receiver performance in a fading environment by presenting several independent copies of

signals at the receiver of a communication link, where the probability of all the copies of

the simultaneously transmitted signal to fade is very limited. Detail descriptions and

comparisons of space and polarisation diversity can be found in [25, 67].

2.6 Traffic Load Balancing to increase Capacity

Another key problem of mobile telecommunication networks is traffic load imbalance

across the network cell sites. This traffic load imbalance problem is as old as the history of

mobile telecommunication networks [29, 33, 68, and 69-72]. Various techniques to balance

traffic load and maintain coverage and capacity include:
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2.6.1 Cell Splitting

With user growth in a particular mobile telecommunication network, a cell may become

overloaded. This means that grade of service objectives are not being met due to a higher

subscriber number greater than planned traffic levels during the busy hour. In these cases,

congested cells can then be subdivided into smaller cells, each with its own base station.

With smaller cells lower transmitter power and antennas with less height are used, thus

permitting greater frequency reuse (in case of frequency division access techniques). These

subdivided cells can also be split still further for even greater frequency reuse. By

repeatedly splitting cells, there is increase in the number of base station transceivers and

hence an increase in the network capacity. However, there is a practical limit to cell

splitting, often a 1.6km minimum cell radius. The use of the cell splitting technique to

increase coverage and capacity clearly increases the cost of the network [1, 2, and 25, 73].

2.6.2 Channel Borrowing and Sharing

Channel borrowing or channel sharing (in 2G only) is a scheme introduced to ease the

problem of capacity in mobile telecommunication networks. In the case of the channel

borrowing scheme, a busy cell can borrow unused channels from an inactive one using a

channel borrowing algorithm. Channel sharing is a scheme where channels are allocated to

each cel1 dynamically according to its need by introducing a distributed channel sharing

algorithm into the network. By doing this no channel can be locked up in one cell while

others cells of the mobile telecommunication network are experiencing blockage [25, 70,

and 74].

2.6.3 Cell Overlay Schemes

Mobile telecommunication networks often employ different classes of cells with many

small cells within an area covered by large umbrella cells, quite often operating in an

alternative frequency band (a 900MHz umbrella cell may cover an area also served by

several smaller 1800MHz cells). Although the scheme increases the coverage and network

capacity it requires an intelligence network to be applied to manage users and the network

resources which leaves the network too complex [28].
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2.6.4 Variable Electrical Tilt Antennas

Tilting of base station transceiver (BTS) antennas on macro-sites has long been a tool used

by network planners to optimise cell coverage and inter-cell interference. In GSM systems

an additional tool for minimising inter-cell interference has been that of frequency

spectrum management by cell frequency reuse assignments [1, 2 and 25]. In 3G networks

utilising WCDMA, inter-cell interference minimisation by frequency spectrum

management is not an option since all cells operate over the same wide bandwidth [16, 25].

Furthermore, owing to greater propagation losses at UMTS frequencies, signal-to-

(interference + noise) ratios will be sensitive to the precise elevation of beam down-tilt on

a site-by-site basis assuming varying terrain. As such, each cell (and perhaps each sector

within a cell) may require a different antenna down-tilt. This can be achieved by variable

electrical down-tilt antennas and many 3G networks and some 2G networks are now being

equipped with these variable electrical tiling antennas which can be remotely controlled

without sending riggers to each mast to change mechanical down-tilts [75, 76].

Furthermore, electrical tilting maintains the same elevation down-tilt at all azimuth angles,

while mechanical down-tilt does not. Remote electrical tilting ability has also recently been

standardised within 3GPP providing a new interface between the BTS and the Radio

Network Controller (RNC) systems within a UMTS network [77].

2.6.5 Dynamic Cell-Size Control

Dynamic cell-size control is an adaptive scheme of controlling cell size according to time-

variance of geographical mobile telecommunication user distribution. It is a scheme where

several BTS radiation patterns are dynamically controlled according to subscriber

geographical distribution to reduce outage probability. This scheme can minimize outage

probability of the whole cellular system in order to guarantee the desired quality of service

to each user and then lighten the burden imposed on a specific BTS [38].

2.6.6 Microcells and Pico-cells

Many mobile telecommunication networks make use of small cells known as microcells

and very small cells known as pico-cells to provide coverage in areas such as traffic

hotspots (sport centre) and gaps in mobile telecommunication coverage areas which are not

covered by high tower macro-cell base stations [1,2,17,25,65]. These small cells usually

employ low-gain antennas mounted at street level or within buildings and other structures

to improve their coverage area. It is a fast and easy method for improving service. The

advantages of microcell systems include a significant increase in system capacity with low
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power at each cell. Microcell systems thus reduce cost and enable the flexible deployment

of cells. However, the microcellular network requires a large number of base stations

compared to the conventional macro cellular system [1, 2]. The installation and

maintenance of the enormous number of base stations is the most serious problem in the

deployment of the microcellular networks.

2.7 Summary

A review of the current mobile telecommunication technology has been carried out in this

chapter. Key features of GSM mobile telecommunications and UMTS for 3G mobile

telecommunication networks have been highlighted. Coverage, capacity and traffic load

balancing challenges and various techniques used in resolving it at present and the

limitation of the techniques have also been reviewed. The use of the cell splitting technique

to increase coverage and capacity clearly increases the mobile telecommunication network

cost. Channel borrowing and sharing schemes can help to relieve cell congestion, but

requires an intelligent network to be able to manage mobile telecommunication network

resources. A remotely tilted antenna can enhance coverage and capacity and also help to

reduce the cost of riggers going to cell sites. The technique does not have the ability to

reconfigure the antenna beam width to enhance coverage and maintain capacity of a

subsector area of a mobile telecommunication network. Hence, there is a need to review

smart antenna technology. The next chapter will review smart antenna technology with its

benefits as a possible technique to solve the problem of coverage, capacity and traffic load

balancing for mobile telecommunication networks.
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Chapter 3 - REVIEW OF SMART ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

An overview of smart antenna technology, types of smart antennas and coverage and

capacity increasing capabilities will be discussed in this chapter. Antennas are not smart; it

is the antenna plus the signal processing unit that are smart. The major components of

multiple switched beam smart antennas will be presented in the later part of this chapter

using both academic and commercial product literature. The aim of this review is to

establish the state of conceptual understanding/knowledge on the subject of dynamic

capacity optimisation using smart antennas for mobile telecommunication networks. The

literature review will assist in the comparison between smart antenna concept and existing

techniques.

3.2 Fundamentals of Smart Antennas

The concept of using multiple antennas and innovative signal processing to serve cells

more intelligently has existed for many years [15, 23]. Smart antenna technology could be

dated back to World War II with the Bartlett beam former [15]. In fact, varying degrees of

relatively costly smart antenna systems have already been applied in military defence

systems and mobile telecommunications [23]. As mobile telecommunications began to

materialize, it was evident that interference in wireless networks was limiting the total

number of subscribers and quality of service the network could handle before unacceptable

call quality and blocking occurred. In the past, cost barriers have prevented the use of

smart antenna in commercial mobile communication systems. The advent of powerful,

low-cost digital signal processors (DSP), as well as innovative software-based signal-

processing techniques (algorithms) has made smart antennas practical for mobile

telecommunications networks. Today, when spectrally efficient solutions are increasingly a

business imperative, these systems are providing greater coverage area for each cell site,

higher rejection of interference, and substantial capacity improvements [15, 16, 23, 78].
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3.2.1 Overview of Smart Antenna Technology

A massive increase in the numbers of mobile telecommunication users worldwide has

triggered a great interest in the investigation of the use of smart antennas in mobile

communication networks.

A viable solution to this increase in the number of subscribers is the use of spatial filtering.

Spatial filtering is a major feature of smart antenna systems. It has been suggested that

smart antennas and TD-SCDMA access technology are the enabling technologies that will

allow efficient use of the limited radio spectrum needed to provide high quality service,

good coverage and increased capacity in dense traffic areas [41]. The term smart antenna

incorporates all situations in which a system is using an array of antenna elements and a

signal processing unit to dynamically adjust the radiation pattern to suit the system

requirement [15, 16]. Generally collocated with a base station, a smart antenna system

combines an antenna array with a digital signal-processing capability to transmit and

receive in an adaptive, spatially sensitive manner [15, 16, 78-80]. In other words, such a

system can automatically change the directionality of its radiation patterns in response to

its signal environment. This can dramatically increase the performance characteristics

(such as capacity) of a mobile communication network [15, 16, and 80]. The type of array

antenna elements and information supplied to the signal processing unit depends on the

application. Smart antennas are currently used in wireless communication systems to

provide interference reduction and enhance user capacity [23]. Capacity here refers to the

number of subscribers that can be simultaneously serviced in a system at a specific data

rate. This is achieved by focusing the radiation only in the desired direction and adjusting

itself to changing traffic conditions or signal environments [81]. The use of smart antennas

can produce different benefits. The most important of all the benefits of smart antennas is

the ability to serve more users per base station thereby increasing revenues of network

providers and also giving network subscribers less probability of blocked or dropped calls

[15, 16, and 23]. The transmission quality is also improved by increasing the desired signal

power and cancelling interference. A smart antenna is capable of providing multiple

narrow beams and/or adaptive beam shapes which increases signal level and suppresses

interference compared to “normal” fixed wide-beam sector antennas. This increases signal

to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) and, hence, coverage and capacity [16, 81].
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3.2.2 Features of Smart Antennas

The following points highlight the features of smart antennas:

 Range improvement

Since smart antennas employ a collection of individual elements in the form of an array,

they give rise to a narrow beam with increased gain when compared to conventional

antennas using the same power. The increase in gain leads to an increase in range and

coverage of the system. Therefore fewer base stations are required to cover a given area.

This is why that the TD-SCDMA standard which dictates the use of smart antennas is

employed in China.

 Reduction in transmitted power

Conventional antennas radiate energy over a wide angular area leading to a waste of

power. Comparatively, smart antennas radiate energy only in the desired direction; hence

less power is required for radiation at the base station. Reduction in transmitted power also

implies reduction in interference towards other users.

 Mitigation of multipath effects

Multipath is a condition which arises when a transmitted signal undergoes reflection from

various structures in the propagation environment. This reflection of a transmitted signal

gives rise to multiple signals arriving from different directions to the mobile user. When

these signals arrive at the user’s mobile receiver, they arrive with different phases because

they follow different paths to the receiver. The effect is degradation in signal quality when

they combine at the receiver. The most severe impact of the multipath effect is the

complete loss of signal. When two signals with the same amplitude from different paths

arrive at the same time, the resulting composite signal could be a null if the two signals are

out-of-phase. Smart antennas can both reduce the illumination of multipath components on

the down link and thus reduce interference, mitigating its effects in terms of fading or on

the uplink it can use the multipath components and add them constructively to enhance

system performance [15, 16, 23, and 83].
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3.2.3 Smart Antenna Impact on Coverage and Capacity

Coverage and capacity are interdependent in the WCDMA access technique. When one is

improved the other will be degraded if conventional broad beam sector antennas are

employed because interference from other users is received on the beam. Thus the effect of

“cell-breathing” occurs, i.e. interference is a function of the number of simultaneous users,

dynamically raising and lowering the noise floor; however, with smart antennas coverage

and capacity can be improved simultaneously. Any smart antenna system whether fixed

multiple beam or fully adaptive that uses arrays of elements can provide greater gains

compared to any conventional sector antenna system in a mobile communication network.

The gains provided by smart antennas have two major elements, aperture gain and spatial

filtering gain. The aperture gain is proportional to the number of elements used for the

array of the antenna and is given by the equation 10log (N), where ‘N’ is the number of

elements. When a signal propagates in a radio channel, the signal is subject to spatial and

temporal dispersions (delay). This spatial distribution of signal power is known as power

azimuth spread (PAS). The standard deviation of the PAS is commonly referred to as the

angular spread (AS). The degree of AS directly impacts the signal strength at the mobile,

and is correlated to the signal power from adjacent antenna. As angular spread increases,

the effective antenna gains decreases. Spatial filtering limits the interference in a limited

AS, therefore the gain is greatest for low AS because the interference is curbed to a small

angular region and is decreased as the AS is increased [16, 83-84].

3.2.4 Cost/Performance Trade-offs for Smart Antennas

Although smart antennas have many benefits, they do have a number of disadvantages

which can preclude the use of certain types of smart antenna into commercial systems. A

fully adaptive smart antenna typically needs separate transceiver chains for each array

antenna element and accurate real–time calibration for each of them. Also the antenna

beam-forming is computationally rigorous which means that smart antenna base stations

must be equipped with very powerful digital signal processors. This leads to a substantial

increase in the cost of the system [79] which may be difficult to justify in terms of

improved system capacity. Alternatively, a simpler conventional switched beam smart

antenna could be implemented, but such a solution can only provide fixed multiple narrow

beams which do not provide any beam shape flexibility [15-16]. Another issue with smart

antennas is that when the angle of arrival of the interferer signals is very close to the

mobile user, the antenna effectiveness becomes less. A number of different types of smart
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antennas have been developed and there is no ultimate antenna solution for all wireless

environments, optimal solution depends on the environment in which the smart antenna is

to operate and the channel characteristics and subscriber behaviour[80-86].

3.3 Type of Smart Antennas

There are basically two types of smart antennas that offer a higher service capacity gain,

therefore reducing to less than half the number of base stations required compared to the

conventional antennas when trying to establish a new network provider. They are switched

beam smart antenna and adaptive smart antenna [15, 16, and 81]. The switched fixed

multi-beam smart antennas consist of a finite number of fixed beams with predefined beam

patterns and fix pointing directions. In uplink (UL), the antenna elements are used to

collect all incoming energy resulting in increased antenna gain, while in downlink (DL),

the beam with the largest UL power received from the mobile of interest will be used for

transmission. The second type of antenna system is the more advanced steered beam

solution [15-16]. That is, the shape of the beams is fixed and the pointing directions are

steered towards the mobile of interest both in UL and DL directions within the cell. As a

consequence, the pointing errors of the fixed beam solution can be eliminated. The two

concepts require different system architectures. For example, in order to translate the angle

of arrival into angle of departure, the steered beam solution requires stringent UL and DL

calibration (coherency requirement). Furthermore, a dedicated pilot signal is required to be

transmitted by the BTS to each user. The dedicated pilot signal should have high enough

power such that the channel estimation is sufficiently good to ensure adequate signal-to-

noise ratio within the demodulator [84, 87].

3.3.1 Multiple Switched Beam Smart Antennas

Multiple fixed-beam smart antennas consist of an antenna array and a multiple beam-

forming network. In this system overlapping fixed beams are generated. Hence, each beam

can be treated as an individual sector serving an individual user or a group of users. These

antennas typically do not have a uniform gain in all directions, but when compared to a

conventional antenna system they have increased gain in preferred directions. It is a system

that can select a beam in order to enhance the received signal. When an incoming signal is

detected, the base station chooses the appropriate predefined beam that is best aligned to

the signal-of-interest direction to communicate with the user. The aim of the multiple

fixed-beam system is to increase the gain in the direction of the desired user and to reduce
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gain in the direction of other users (interferers). The multiple fixed-beam approach is

simpler compared to the fully adaptive approach [59]. However, the multiple fixed beam

design is limited when only one transceiver (it is desirable to avoid increasing the number

of transceivers from the number required using sector antennas to minimise cost impact) is

available because only one narrow beam at a time can be used but it has been shown that it

offers more capacity gain compared to the fully adaptive concept at the expense of much

higher complexity [15-16, and 79].

3.3.1.1 Interference Rejection Capability of Fixed Multiple Switched Beam

Smart antennas have the capability of rejecting interference when used in mobile

communication networks. Assuming four signal sources, S1(t), S2(t), S3(t), S4(t), are

located along the directions of a fixed multiple beams with N interfering signal sources

In(t), located at arbitrary angles φn. Let the transfer functions between the signal sources

along the main beams and their corresponding output ports be denoted by ܨ and the

transfer function between interfering signal n and port j be denoted by .ܨ Also assume all

signals are uncorrelated (no mutual coupling).

Therefore the total signal appearing at port j is given by the equation

(ݐ)ݕ = ܵ(ݐ)ܨ+  ܨ(ݐ)ܫ

ே

ୀଵ

(߮)

The total output power at j will then be given by

หݕ(ݐ)ห
ଶ

= หܵ(ݐ)ܨ+ ∑ (߮)ேܨ(ݐ)ܫ
ୀଵ ห

ଶ

หݕ(ݐ)ห
ଶ

= หܵ(ݐ)ܨห
ଶ

+ ห∑ (߮)ேܨ(ݐ)ܫ
ୀଵ ห

ଶ
+ 2ܴ ห݁൫ܵ (ݐ)ܨ൯൫∑ (߮)ேܨ(ݐ)ܫ

ୀଵ ൯ห

Since the entire signal is uncorrelated, the total output power reduces to

หݕ(ݐ)ห
ଶ

= หܵ(ݐ)ห
ଶ
หܨห

ଶ
+ (∑ ଶே|(ݐ)ܫ|

ୀଵ )ቀหܨ(߮)ห
ଶ
ቁ

The first term on the right side of equation (3-3) is the desired signal power whereas the

second term represents the interference that combines with the desired signal [16, 83].

Hence, because a Smart antenna produces multiple narrow beams, the values of (߮)ܨ in

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3)

(3-4)
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the direction of the interferers is low compared to a conventional sector antenna and

interference is reduced. The amount of information (data) that a wireless system can

transmit is limited by energy-per-bit and signal to interference plus noise level.

3.3.2 Fully Adaptive

Adaptive antenna technology represents the most advanced smart antenna approach to

date. Using a variety of new signal-processing algorithms, the adaptive system takes

advantage of its ability to effectively locate and track various types of signals to

dynamically minimize interference and maximize intended signal reception. The digital

signal processing algorithm is basically an adaptive antenna algorithm and the direction of

arrival algorithm. The multiple switched beam and fully adaptive smart antenna systems

attempt to increase gain according to the location of the user; however, only the adaptive

system provides optimal gain while simultaneously identifying, tracking, and minimizing

interfering signals [15].

The adaptive array approach is the smarter of the two methods of implementing smart

antennas. This approach continues to track the mobile user by directing the beam towards

the user and at the same time forming nulls in the directions of the interfering signals as

shown in the Fig.3.2. Like switched beam systems, they also incorporate arrays. Typically,

the received signal from each of the spatially distributed antenna elements is multiplied by

a weight. The weights are complex in nature and adjust the amplitude and phase. These

signals are combined to yield the array output for a single beam. The complex weights are

computed by a complicated adaptive algorithm, which is pre-programmed into the digital

signal-processing unit that manages the signal radiated by the base station [15-16, 79].
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Interference Rejection Capability of Adaptive Antenna

information supplied by the direction of arrival algorithm is processed by

algorithm to steer the antenna beam maximum toward the mobile user and place n

the path of interfering signals [15-16, 79]. Fig.3.3 is a simple two element linear array half

wavelength apart adaptive smart antenna to receive a desired signal of certain weight say

why rejecting interferer at φ1=300. The array element in Fig.3.3

isotropic radiator and the signal source is sinusoidal.

Fig.3.3: Two element array adaptive smart antenna
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Fig.3.2: An adaptive smart antenna system
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information supplied by the direction of arrival algorithm is processed by the adaptive

algorithm to steer the antenna beam maximum toward the mobile user and place nulls in
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. The array element in Fig.3.3 is assumed
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The output signal due to the wanted signal is given by [15]:

(ݐ)ݕ = ܵ݁ బ௧( ଵܽ + ଶܽ)

where S is the wanted signal

For y(t) to be equal to the desired signal s(t)= ܵ݁ బ௧,

ଵܽ + ଶܽ = 1

y(t) due to the unwanted signal n(t)= ܰ݁బ௧is given as:

(ݐ)ݕ = ܰ݁(బ௧ି
గ
ସൗ )

ଵܽ + ܰ݁൫௧ା
గ
ସൗ ൯

ଶܽ

N is noise, -π/4 and +π/4 are phase lag and phase lead when the reference point is the

midpoint of the array.

Re-arranging the output of y(t) due to interference,

(ݐ)ݕ = ܰ݁బ௧ቂ
√ଶ

ଶ
(1 − )݆ ଵܽ +

√ଶ

ଶ
(1 + )݆ ଶܽቃ

For the output y(t) due to interference to be zero,

ቈ
√2

2
(1 − )݆ ଵܽ +

√2

2
(1 + )݆ ଶܽ= 0

Solving the two equation simultaneously we have,

ଵܽ =
ଵ

ଶ
− ݆

ଵ

ଶ
= ଵܽ

ᇱ+ ݆ ଵܽ
ᇱᇱ, and ଶܽ =

ଵ

ଶ
+ ݆

ଵ

ଶ
=a2‘ + ݆ ଶܽ

ᇱᇱ

Hence the values of a1 and a2 are the optimum weights that we be computed by the

adaptive algorithm to guarantee maximum signal to interference noise ratio for the desired

signal at φ0=00 and interference at φ1=300. The fully adaptive smart antenna is more

complex when compared to fixed multiple switched beam smart antennas and the increase

in performance does not typically justify the higher cost and complexity in a real mobile

communications network application; therefore the research is concentrated on fixed

multiple switched beam smart antenna system. There are two basic subsystems of a

multiple switched beam smart antenna, which is comprised of an array antenna and beam

forming network [15-16].

(3-5)

(3-6)

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-9)

(3-10)
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3.4 Antenna Array

A smart antenna requires an array of elements in order to form multiple beams with high

range or a single controllable beam with high range [15-16, 81 and 84]. An array antenna

typically has identical elements, however it is not compulsory for the elements to be

identical, but it makes it simple, convenient and practical. The array individual element can

be of any type such as: dipole, microstrip slot, patch, horn, wires etc. The total radiation

characteristics of the array are determined by the vector sum of all the individual fields

radiated by each element. However, element signals are perturbed due to mutual coupling

between the elements which will change the radiation and active impedance of the element.

This is discussed in chapter seven.

Linear, circular and planar configurations are the most common of array geometries [15-

16, and 87]. The linear array configuration is mostly used for multiple switched beam

smart antennas. The element signal weights are provided by a feed network (beam-forming

network), these can provide a phase weight to each element yielding a fixed beam or can

provide variable phase weights to form phased array with an adjustable beam direction.

The pattern characteristics such as the beam pointing angle and side lobes levels can be

controlled by adjusting the amplitude and phase weight distribution of the array elements.

The radiated field of the array antenna may be linearly (vertical, horizontally and

vertical/horizontal) or circularly polarised. Although, the industry standard for dual-polar

BTS antennas (sometimes called cross-polar antennas) is ± slant 45o dual linear

polarisation.

3.4.1 Linear Array

In a linear configuration, the elements are aligned along a straight line (vertically or

horizontally) as shown in Fig.3.4, and if the elements are equally spaced this is called a

uniform linear array [15, 87]. The uniform linear array is the simplest of all array

geometries which allows array-processing techniques to be applied easily. However, in a

uniform linear array all elements are not in the same environment especially the end

elements. As such, the element radiation patterns for the end elements may differ

appreciably compared to the central elements. Uniform linear arrays are commonly used in

multiple fixed beam smart antennas [87].
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Assuming arbitrary complex weights, the total field radiated by a uniform linear array of

elements at a far field E(θ, ) in a particular direction is given by [15]:

,ߠ)ܧ f) = ,ߠ)ܮܧ f).ߠ)ܨܣ, f),

where EL(θ, ) is the radiation pattern of a single element and AF(θ, ) is the array factor.

If the elements are arranged along the y-axis and the reference point is at element one as

shown in Fig.3.4 we have:

,ߠ)ܨܣ f) = ∑ ݁ൣݓ
(ିଵ)ௗ௦(ఏ)൧ே

ୀଵ

wn= complex weight, N is the total number of elements, d is inter-element spacing and k is

the propagation constant.

3.4.2 Polarisation

Antenna polarisation is another important characteristics of base station antennas, it is

defined [15,25] as ‘‘that property of an electromagnetic wave describing the time varying

direction and relative magnitude of the electric-field vector’’ that is the orientation of its

radiated field in a specific direction. Polarisation that applies to antennas is classified as

linear (vertical, horizontal and slant ±450), circular (left hand or right hand) or elliptical

polarisation. Fig.3.5 shows the three class of polarisation. A linearly polarised antenna

means the electric field of the antenna radiated field exists in a direction that is normal to

the direction of propagation as shown in Fig.3.5(a), which is usually vertical, horizontal or

slant 450. Fig.3.5 (a) presents a plane wave travelling in the positive z-direction and the

Fig.3.4: Uniform linear array antenna system
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electric field directed toward the y-direction at all times. The electric field of this wave in

terms of time and position is given by:

௬ܧ = ଶܧ sin(ݐݓ− (ݖߚ

where ݖߚ is the phase shift varying with distance in the z-direction.

Circularly or elliptical polarised antennas can be mathematically represented as the sum of

a vertical and horizontally polarised field, ±900 out of phase. It has electric field

component in x and y-direction as shown in Fig.3.5 (b) and Fig.3.5 (c) above. The linear

polarised components in x and y-direction are given by [15, 25]:

௫ܧ = ଵܧ sin(ݐݓ− (ݖߚ

௬ܧ = ଶܧ sin(ݐݓ− +ݖߚ (ߜ

where E1 and E2 are the amplitudes of the electric fields in the x and y-directions and ߜ

represents the time-phase difference between E1 and E2. When E1 = E2 and the phase

difference between the two components is ±900 then it is circularly polarised. If E1 ≠ E2 the

wave is said to be elliptically polarised.

Conventional base station antennas and mobile subscriber antennas are linearly polarised

[2, 25]. In many situations the mobile user antenna polarisation is not aligned with that of

the base station antenna polarisation and any misalignment between these will lead to

polarisation mismatch loss and therefore system efficiency reduction. Objects and barriers

in the communication environment also cause polarisation shifts which may further reduce

the quality of communication.

(3-14)

(3-15)

(3-13)
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The polarisation of the antenna is most important for network efficiency [88]. For best

performance the base station antenna polarisation needs to match up with the subscriber

antenna polarisation which is not possible because the subscriber in many situations place

their mobile receiver angle in alignment with the polarisation of the base station antenna.

The mismatch loss between two linearly polarised antennas (transmitting and receiving

antenna) can be calculated by [88]:

Polarisation mismatch loss (dB) = 20 ݈݃ ( (ߠݏܿ

where θ is the angle of misalignment between the transmitting antenna and the receiving

antenna.

3.5 Beam-Forming Network

Array antennas for multi-beam transmit/reception requires a beam-forming network (BFN)

to separate signals according to the signal arrival or transmit directions [15-16 and 81, 89].

Several types of BFN exist such as digital beam-forming (DBF), Maxon-Blass matrix

multiple beam-forming [90], Rotman lens multiple beam-forming [91-92], Butler matrix

multiple beam-forming network [89, 93] and Nolen matrix beam former [94-95]. A multi-

beam forming network consists of interconnected components that introduce multiple

phase shift distributions and weighting on the signals received by antenna array in parallel,

thereby producing simultaneous beams. Therefore, it is used to provide the array element

weights to form multiple overlapping fixed beams for 120 degree sector coverage [16, 89-

95]. The required characteristics of multi beam forming networks are:

 To provide array element weights to form multiple overlapping fixed beams for

120o sector coverage, by:

 Multiple simultaneous weights set to produce multiple orthogonal beams with ± 60

degree combined coverage from a planar array.

 Low loss (~ < 0.5 dB)

 Low VSWR (~ < 1.3:1)

 High inter-beam-port isolation (~ > 30 dB)

 Low passive inter-modulation products (~ < -153 dBc) ( note: dBc refers to dB

relative to the carrier level)

(3-16)
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Typical number of beam ports is four or eight (for 3G mobile network) [16], [91].

3.5.1 Types of Multiple Beam Formers

The following are the most well known multiple beam-formers.

 Butler matrix

 Maxon-Blass matrix

 Rotman lens

 Nolen matrix

 Digital beam former.

3.5.1.1 Butler Matrix

Butler matrix multiple beam former is a beam forming network that uses a combination of

hybrids (90° or 1800 hybrids) and phase shifters to form N simultaneous independent

beams/channels from an N element antenna array, where N is some power of 2 [16, 89, 95].

A 4x4 Butler matrix is shown in Fig.3.6 [89]. It performs a spatial discrete Fourier

transform and provides orthogonal beams. These beams are linearly independent

combinations of the array element patterns. When used with a linear array, the Butler

matrix produces beams that overlap at about 3.9 dB below the beam maxima. A Butler

matrix-fed array can cover a sector of up to 360° (for a circular array) depending on

element patterns, array geometry and spacing. Each beam can be used by a dedicated

transmitter and/or receiver, or a single transmitter and/or receiver can be used, and the

appropriate beam can be selected using an RF switch.
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A Butler matrix can also be used to steer the beam of a circular array by exciting the Butler

matrix beam ports with amplitude and phase weighted inputs followed by a variable

uniform phase taper [97]. According to antenna array theory, the most crucial part of

beam-forming task is the relative phase shifts of each of the radiating elements [16]. A

conventional Butler matrix realisation has a challenge regarding the relative phase error

with respect to the bandwidth because it operates on very narrow bandwidth. This is true

because the phase shifts required ideally should be fixed (i.e. invariant with

frequency).Since couplers and phase shifters are usually constructed using transmission

line circuits (true time delay which yields phase shifts varying linearly with frequency, i.e.

not fixed phase), the implementation of a Butler matrix usually has fast degrading relative

phase errors as the frequency changes. Several techniques have been proposed to improve

the bandwidth, relative phase error, reduce size and losses of the Butler matrix [96-103]. In

[96] the authors have demonstrated a procedure for designing and implementing wideband

Butler matrix using Schiffman lines to realise the fixed phase shifters. They have been able

to show experimentally that using Schiffman lines yields fixed phase shifts for a Butler

matrix configuration over a bandwidth of 26%. However, the setback of this technique is

that it would require the implementation of long reference lines and couplers with very

45o 45o

1R1L
2R2L

Fig .3.6: A 4X4 Butler matrix [89]
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precise even and odd mode characteristic impedances on a relatively thick microstrip

substrate, which would mean very high complexity and difficulty in its implementation.

In [99] the authors have suggested another configuration which can improve the

bandwidth of the relative phase error of the Butler matrix. They used 4x4 Butler matrix

feed network and incorporated half-wavelength open stubs to improve the relative phase

error performance. The result of the experiment proved that their modified Butler matrix

network configuration produces relative phase errors that are not more than 20 over the

used frequency band (850MHz to 900MHz). The advantage of this configuration is the

relative ease with which it was fabricated in a planar configuration.

A 4x4 Butler matrix was designed in [100] using suspended strip line to reduce the losses.

The Butler matrix is design to operate within frequency range of 880MHz to 960MHz. The

proposed suspended strip line consists of two conducting layers and three dielectric layers

sandwiched between two ground planes. The design requires extensive even and odd mode

analyses to find the optimum overlap between the conducting lines to produce the desired

coupling for the couplers and to minimize the coupling for the crossover between the

hybrids. The designs were able to achieve 0.4dB loss, maximum amplitude error of 0.6dB,

but a maximum of 100 relative phase error. The problem associated with this configuration

is the problem of interconnection between the two conducting layers. It required vias to be

used as interconnects, which have degrading effects on transmission line circuits, where

the crossovers became a problem in the layout of the circuit which sometimes makes the

layout very large. The major setback of this configuration is the increase in the design

complexity and the fabrication, due to the use of multilayer printed circuit boards (PCB)

with different dielectrics used for the non-conducting layers and the extensive even and

odd mode analyses required. This configuration would also be more costly since vias are

also to be incorporated in the circuits when interconnecting lines are not on the same

conducting layer.

Reference [103] has used multilayer strip line to design a reduced size 8x8 Butler matrix.

Over a frequency range of 1.6GHz to 2.8GHz they measured 1.1dB insertion loss and

overall circuit size was 175mmx135mm which is good compared to the one designed using

microstrip transmission lines. The only setback of this design is the increase in the

insertion loss. Recently, a multilayer 8x8 Butler matrix was realised in 0.13µm CMOS for
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5GHz to 6GHz. Although the design shows great size reduction and performance

improvement it is complex and complicated [104].

3.5.1.2 Maxon-Blass Matrix

The Maxon-Blass matrix uses directional couplers and transmission lines to provide the

necessary amplitude taper and phase shift for the arrays in order to produce multiple

shaped beams. Fig.3.7 shows a 4-element array fed by a Maxon-Blass matrix. Each cross-

over network is a directional coupler to cross-connect the transmission lines and to provide

the desired amplitude weight. In principle, subject to the directional couplers being

realisable for the specific coupling values required, the Maxon-Blass network can provide

multiple beams (in excess of the number of elements, if required) of arbitrary shape and

direction ( within quantisation errors associated with the number of elements). However,

the Maxon-Blass matrix has a low performance as a result of the loss attributed to the

resistive terminations, also there will be a reduction in efficiency for non-orthogonal

beams. The Maxon-Blass matrix has the advantage of real-time beam formation,

orthogonal and non-orthogonal beams, low sidelobes, high beam crossover and a non-

binary number of beams. However, the Maxon-Blass matrix has a setback in the realisation

of directional couplers with inherent crossover and high directivity. It is difficult to realize

in a single layer PCB, poor efficiency for non-orthogonal beams and the losses increase

with increasing beam number [90].
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3.5.1.3 Nolen matrix

The Nolen matrix is another form of beam forming network used with an array antenna to

implement smart antenna systems. It is an improved form of Maxon-Blass matrix with less

number of branch line couplers. The diagram of Fig.3.8 shows the general form of Nolen

matrix network. The drawbacks of the Nolen matrix are that the number of the output ports

must be greater or equal to the number of input ports (ܰ ≥ ܯ ,where N is the number of

element ports and M is the number of beam ports) [94-95].
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3.5.1.4 Rotman Lens

Fixed beams can also be formed using a Rotman lens multiple beam-former. The Lenses

are made to focus energy radiated by feed antennas that are less directive [105]. Lenses can

be made from dielectric materials or implemented as space-fed arrays.

A Rotman lens is a parallel-plate structure used as the beam forming network for a linear

array of radiating antenna elements. One can form a two dimensional beam forming

network suitable for use with a planar arrays by stacking multiple lenses.[106]. The

advantages of the Rotman lens multiple beam forming network include: broadband (true

time delay), real-time beam formation, it could be used to form orthogonal and non-

orthogonal beams, it has low side lobes, high beam crossovers and non-binary number of

beams. Because Rotman lens multiple beam former is a true time-delay device, the Rotman

lens produces frequency-independent beam steering and is therefore capable of extremely

wide-band operation.

These characteristics make the Rotman lens an attractive beam former for use in multi-

beam satellite-based applications. Fig.3.9 shows a Rotman lens multiple beam-former.

However, the Rotman lens beam former suffers a disadvantage when the number of array

elements is small (~<20). Then, Rotman lenses have an excessive spill-over loss and the

physical size is very large which makes it difficult to realize [92, 105-106].
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3.5.1.5 Digital Beam Former

The digital beam former is another type of beam forming network that is being used mostly

by adaptive smart antennas. Fig 3.10 shows a generic block diagram of a digital beam

former for the uplink (RX) mode. A similar network could be implemented for the

downlink.

The complex weights, wn, are adjusted in such a way that in the angle of arrival direction,

the waves from the different elements sum coherently in phase, providing directivity gain

in the desired direction. Similarly, no energy is radiated towards the directions where the

waves cancel each other (i.e. the null directions). If the phase shift between each antenna

element is set to zero, the main beam of the antenna pattern would appear in a direction

perpendicular to the line array (= /2). For a phased array system, the beam-forming

algorithm only changes the phase of the weights (wn), and keeps the amplitude |wn| fixed.

For an adaptive array, both the amplitude and phase of the weights are optimised to get the

desired beam pattern. In other words, there is no fixed ‘antenna pattern’ compared to

conventional antennas with fixed radiation patterns. All antenna elements receive all

signals at all times without any form of discrimination (except their inherent element

2 3 41
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Fig.3.9: A Rotman lens beam former
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radiation patterns), and it is the processing of that information in the digital signal

processing that ‘generates’ the antenna pattern. Since this processing can be done in

parallel for several users, it is possible to generate one separate antenna pattern for each

user at the same time with the same antenna elements. These are discriminated by their

digital codes in 3G WCDMA networks. Digital beam forming networks have the

advantage of closely spaced low sidelobe beams and without degradation of signal to

interference plus noise ratio [107]. However, for the case of multiple fixed beams (i.e. not

fully adaptive) the added complexity of the digital beam former cannot be justified. For

simultaneous Tx & Rx, T/R modules (in the case of fixed multiple beams) are required at

each element as well as high speed processing of a suitable algorithm for all the beams to

be active. This imposes additional cost penalties on the design of base station.
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3.5.2 Multi-Beam Forming Network Component Considerations

The components required to realise many of the multi-beam forming networks discussed

above include:

 Branch line couplers

 Phase shifters

These are discussed in the following sections

3.5.2.1 Branch Line Couplers

Branch-line couplers are fundamental and important components for the basic power

division element in microwave circuits [108]. Fig.3.11 shows a basic architecture of a

branch line coupler. They are used in microwave integrated circuits (MICs) as well as in

monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), such as balanced mixers, multiple

beam-forming networks and reflection type phase shifters. Conventional branch line

couplers are four port networks, using a minimum of four quarter wavelength transmission

COMPUTER with
ASIC

Fig.3.10: Digital beam former for uplink [107]
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line microwave structures, where power is fed into one of the four ports is coupled into two

of the four ports while the fourth one is isolated from the fed port. A two-branch line

coupler could be designed for equal power division and unequal power division [108]. The

equal power division branch line coupler is known as a hybrid coupler. Hybrid couplers

are a special type of a four-port branch line coupler that is designed for a -3dB (equal)

power split. Hybrid couplers come in two types, 90 degree or quadrature hybrids, and 180

degree hybrids. The basic advantages of couplers are that they are low loss and 90 degree

or 180 degree phase shift can be realised between the coupled ports. The 0dB type of

coupler has three branches and is comprised of six quarter wave transmission lines so that

the power transmitted from one port to the diagonally opposite port will always be equal to

the input signal (minus a small dissipative loss) and delayed by 270 degrees (or

equivalently advanced by 90 degrees) phase shift at the centre frequency of operation [108-

113].

3.5.2.1.1 Coupling Factor

Coupling factor indicates the fraction of the input power that is coupled to the coupled

output port of a coupler. A hybrid coupler that has equal power division has the coupling

factor of -3dB [108]. The size of a traditional branch line coupler increases as the

frequency reduces. Research into methods to reduce the size of branch line couplers and

improve the performance is ongoing [111-114]. This two branch-line coupler will be

realised with microstrip transmission lines.

(Input)(1)

(Isolated)(4)

(2) (Output)

(3) (Output)

Z0 Z0

Z0/2

Z0/2
Z0 Z0

Z0 Z0

λ/4
λ/4

Fig.3.11: Architecture of a branch line coupler (-3dB hybrid shown) [108]
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3.5.2.1.2 Microstrip Transmission Lines

Microstrip transmission lines are one of the most popular types of planar transmission lines

primarily because they can be fabricated by photolithographic processes and are easily

integrated with other passive and active microwave devices. They are composed of a thin

conducting metal strip of width W0, thickness t and length L placed on a nonmagnetic

dielectric substrate that is in turn placed on a conducting metal ground-plane [15, 108]. The

substrate has thickness h and relative permittivity, .ߝ There are mainly three types of

losses in microstrip transmission lines and these three losses are related to the quality

factor Q. The three losses are

 Conductor losses

 Dielectric losses

 Radiation losses

3.5.2.1.2.1 Conductor Loss

Conductor losses occur due to the finite conductivity of the strip and ground plane. In RF

transmission lines the resistance of the conductor is never equal to zero. Whenever current

flows through the conductor, some energy is dissipated in the form of heat. Losses could

also occur as a result of the skin effect. This loss occurs due to the inductance produced by

the magnetic field within the conductor. As frequency is increased the opposition to flow

of current in the centre of the conductor increases and the signal in the centre of the

microstrip line becomes smaller and most of it will flow on the surface of the microstrip

line. It is reported that the conductor losses can be reduced when the thickness of the

conductor is π/2 times the skin depth [108].

3.5.2.1.2.2 Dielectric Losses

Dielectric losses result from the heating effect on the dielectric material between the

conductors. The heat produced is dissipated into the surrounding medium. When there is

no potential difference between two conductors, the atoms in the dielectric material

between them are normal and the orbits of the electrons are elliptical. When there is a

potential difference between two conductors, the orbits of the electrons change. The

negative charge on one conductor repels electrons on the dielectric toward the positive

conductor and thus distorts the orbits of the electrons. A change in the path of the electrons

requires more energy, introducing a power loss which is known as dielectric loss [15].
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3.5.2.1.2.3 Radiation Loss

The field surrounding the conductor causes radiation losses. These losses occur because

some magnetic fields of the signal do not return to the conductor when the cycle alternates

and this especially occurs in the vicinity of discontinuities in the microstrip line. These

signals are projected into space as radiation and this result in power loss. These radiation

losses become important when working with multiples of quarter wave length resonators,

but in other cases the losses are small enough to be neglected [108,110].

3.5.2.1.3 Impedance Matching

The impedance match defines how well the load impedance matches the characteristic

impedance of the system (typically 50ohms). If a mismatch occurs then a reflected wave is

generated and maximum energy transfer is not achieved. A number of techniques can be

used to eliminate reflections when the transmission line characteristic impedance and load

impedance are mismatched. Impedance matching techniques can be designed to be

effective for a specific frequency of operation (narrow band techniques) or for a given

frequency spectrum (broadband techniques). One method of impedance matching involves

the insertion of an impedance transformer between the transmission line and load [15,

108].

3.6 Performance Comparison of Multi-Beam Forming Network Designs

Alternative multi-beam forming networks which include: Butler matrix, Maxon-Blass

matrix, Nolen matrix, Rotman lens and digital beam forming networks have been reviewed

above. Table 3.1 below presents the advantages and disadvantages of the multi-beam

forming networks. The Butler matrix multiple beam forming network has been selected

based upon its overall performance for the specific application of a small array of multiple

switched beams smart antenna in a 3G network using the WCDMA air interface [16]. The

reasons for this selection are as follows:

 Although the main disadvantage of the Butler matrix is that it is narrowband, this

is not relevant for the subject application as separate multi-beam forming networks

are used for the uplink and downlink bands. Furthermore, the subject smart

antenna would be designed for the specific uplink and downlink sub-bands of a

specific mobile network operator (Orange UK has been assumed as an example).

These sub-bands are extremely narrow. Hence, narrow band performance is not

relevant.
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 For the subject application, seven beams are required (four narrow beams, a right

and left shaped beam and a wide broadcast beam). Clearly, the Butler matrix can

only provide the four narrow orthogonal beams; however, the addition of a beam

shaping network overcomes this limitation by exciting all four beam ports of the

Butler matrix simultaneously with the appropriate adjustable complex weights

which then facilitates the production of all seven beam shapes required. The total

feed network is then comprised of a Butler matrix augmented by a beam shaping

network. This is described in detail on the next chapter.

 The Maxon-Blass and the Nolen networks suffer from poor efficiency and the

Nolen network can only produce four beams if only four elements are used. Hence,

these are not attractive for this application.

 The Rotman lens is a high efficiency network, but when designed for a small

number of elements (4), there would be excessive spill-over loss.

 Lastly, the use of a digital beam forming network would add unnecessary

complexity.
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Design Advantages Disadvantages

Butler matrix

 Straightforward design

 Low inter-pot coupling

 Real-time beam former

 Narrow band (fixed phase

shifter required)

 Only orthogonal beams

 -13.2dB sidelobes

 -3.9dB beam crossovers

 Network crossover required

 Network losses

 PIM( many connections,

unless single layer microstrip

used)

 Binary number of beams.

Maxon-Blass matrix

 Real-time beam formation

 Orthogonal & non-

orthogonal beams

 Low sidelobes

 High beam crossovers

 Non-binary number of

beams

 Directional couplers with

inherent crossover & high

directivity difficult to realise

in single layer PCB

 Loss in loads

 Loss increases with

increasing number of beams

 PIM( many connections,

unless single layer microstrip

used)

Nolen matrix

 Same advantages as

Maxon -Blass matrix with

less number of couplers

 Same disadvantages as

Maxon -Blass matrix but

with reduced loss.

 Number of beam ports must

be < number of elements

Rotman Lens

 Broadband (true time

delay)

 Real-time beam former

 Orthogonal & non-

orthogonal beams

 Low sidelobes

 High number of beams

 Low PIMs

 Spill-over Loss

 Physical size large

 Difficult design for low

number of array elements

 Difficult to maintain equal

beam shapes high if designed

for low beam crossover

Digital beam former

 Closely spaced low

sidelobe beams without

degradation of signal-to-

noise ratio

 Array element pattern

correction

 Array self-calibration

 Improved adaptive pattern

nulling

 Complexity

 T /R modules required for

simultaneous Tx &Rx

 High speed processing

required

Table3.1: Multi-beam forming network design comparison
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3.7 Summary

This chapter has discussed smart antenna technology, including: the two major types of

smart antenna systems, their advantages over conventional sector antennas and the

drawbacks of the smart antenna system. The fixed multiple switched beam approach is

simpler compared to the fully adaptive approach. Its design is limited when only one

transceiver is available because only one narrow beam can be used at a time, but it has

been shown that it offers more capacity gain in mobile telecommunication networks

compared to the fully adaptive concept at the expense of much higher complexity [109].

Hence this research is to develop a smart antenna concept that represents a “half-way”

house between multiple switched beam smart antenna system and the fully adaptive smart

antenna system to overcome the drawbacks of fully adaptive and multiple switched beam

smart antenna systems. The novel smart antenna is a multiple switched beam smart antenna

excited with an adjustable beam shaping network. Major components of a switched beam

smart antenna system which include multi-beam forming networks and array antenna have

been highlighted in this chapter. The next chapter will detail the modelling and analysis of

the novel smart antenna concept.
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Chapter 4 - MODELING AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, modelling and analysis of the new smart antenna concept is described. The

chapter outlines the rational for the development of a dynamically reconfigurable smart

antenna system without greatly increasing the complexity of the system. The subject smart

antenna system is developed to offer good coverage and capacity using multiple beams

throughout a cell sector and to be able to reconfigure the beam to provide enhanced

coverage and maintain capacity in certain areas at reduced, but acceptable coverage

throughout the rest of the cell sector of a mobile telecommunication network. First, the

motivation behind the architecture and the methodology used is discussed and then

modelling and analysis of the antenna system is presented.

4.2 Antenna System Motivation and Definition

Many different technologies and protocols are used around the world to provide mobile

telecommunication coverage, capacity and traffic load balancing. The mobile

telecommunication base station transceiver configuration depends on the network operator

and currently the majority of mobile telecommunication networks using WCDMA access

techniques use 3 sector antennas each covering 1200. These exhibit modest gain (typically

17.5 dBi), good coverage and modest capacity, but do not suppress interference from other

users. The demand for increased capacity is growing (video, TV on the move, etc.); hence,

there is a need for higher antenna gain, narrow multiple beams to reduce interference and

to track high user demand. Smart antennas already exist with multiple fixed beams, but as

a separate transceiver on each beam port is typically required, there is increased

complexity and cost.

In 3G systems there is also a need for constant monitoring and continuous optimisation for

coverage and capacity because of the dynamic variations of subscriber locations in the

sector and traffic behaviour [65]. The behaviour of the traffic demand affects the network

signal quality of the mobile network provider [25]. To avoid coverage holes, cell overlaps

have been used as a remedy [25], but waste power when the traffic demand moves to

another sector. Therefore, there is a desire for antenna system features including: high gain,

narrow beams, tracking capability and, most importantly, shaped beams for optimum

capacity distribution within a sector. The latter is needed because it is desirable to

accommodate a subsector with high capacity demand (for example, during a football
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match) while still maintaining coverage over the remainder of the sector with reduced

capacity demand using a single transceiver per polarisation. To achieve these antenna

system features, a new and novel antenna system concept has been developed. This

antenna system is a multiple switched beam smart antenna which uses a dynamic beam

shaping network to feed a multiple beam forming network to “blend” the beams in order to

enhance subsector coverage and maintain capacity. Such a smart antenna system that can

dynamically select appropriate beam shapes as traffic load requirements change will be of

great interest since traffic demands change much slower than individual signals of

subscribers. The time available to change the radiation pattern of the smart antenna system

is much longer compared to that of individual signal changes [65].

In order to adapt to an unequal user distribution between beams it is a great advantage to

share the power that is available to serve a sector dynamically between the beams of the

sector providing more coverage to areas that have more users and/or higher capacity

demands (that is why it requires two shaped beams). The advantage of this dynamic

sharing is to reduce dropped calls in a sector. The antenna system’s radiation patterns can

be dynamically shaped to enhance the right or left hand side of the sector to accommodate

the traffic load imbalances within a sector. The desired beams are called the right-hand

shaped beam, left-hand shaped beam and a broad shaped beam for the broadcast channel to

avoid the use of a separate integrated sector antenna for the broadcast channel. These are in

addition to the four narrow overlapping beams. The salient features of the required

antenna system that would distinguish the design to be novel include:

 Four narrow beams, two shaped and a broadcast channel beam

 Increased gain (relative to typical sector antenna) and small array width (< 4λ)

 Low complexity and robustness

 Low cost

 Compact size and light weight

 Minimal maintenance requirements
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4.2.1 Broadcast Channel

In a wide-band code-division multiple-access (WCDMA) system, a common pilot channel

is broadcast throughout a sector continuously to provide for cell identification, channel

estimation and handover decisions [25]. Most networks use an independent, but integrated

sector antenna to provide the broad beam for this broadcasting. It has been argued that if a

common pilot is used for a sector using fixed multiple narrow beams for traffic signal

transmission, the phase of the pilot signal and the traffic signal received at the mobile unit

will be different because of multipath effects [84]. Therefore it is advisable to transmit the

pilot signal and the traffic signal through the same channel (on the same beams) when

using a fixed multiple beam antenna for wireless communication (using auxiliary pilots)

[16, 84]. However, if the network provider does not have the facility to use the auxiliary

pilots there is a need to make provision for the sector broadcast channel beam as this

design could be integrated into an existing mobile communication network.

4.3 Standard Switched Beam Smart Antenna System Using Butler Matrix

Modelling

The fundamental components of a basic multiple switched beam smart antenna system are:

the antenna array, multiple beam forming network and a switching network responsible for

switching the individual beams for communication. The beam shapes produced by the

antenna array are dependent upon the complex weights (magnitude and phase) applied to

each array antenna element ports through the beam forming network [46, 81, 87, 103, 115-

116].

Array elements

Fig. 4.1: Standard multiple switched smart beam antenna using Butler matrix

1...2,.............................................N Beam ports

RF switch

N x N Butler matrix

1..2,..............................................N
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A basic multiple switched beam smart antenna system using a uniform linear array antenna

of N elements and a N x N Butler matrix shown in Fig.4.1 with N beam port weights Amejm

(m=1,2,3,...N), will provide array element complex weights, wn, given by [16, 81and 89]:

ݓ =  ൜
ܣ

√ܰ
݁∅ ݁ି(ିଵ)∆∅ൠ

ே

 ୀଵ

Where:∆∅ = −2)± 1)
గ

ே
, p= (1,....N/2) and n is integer (n = 1,2,3.....N).

Note that if only a single beam port is excited, then the complex weights of the array

would be equal in amplitude and linear in phase producing a narrow beam with -13.2 dB

sidelobes (assuming isotropic radiating elements). Hence, equation 4-1 above represents

the complex weights that would occur if all beam ports are simultaneously excited. The

resultant amplitudes will not, in general, be uniform and the phases will not be a linear

distribution. This means that by proper selection of the beam port excitations, arbitrary

(within limits) beam shapes can be provided.

The total array factor is given by:

(ߠ)ܨܣ = ∑ ݁ݓ
ௗ(ିଵ)ୱ୧୬ఏே

ୀଵ

If N is equal to four, the Butler matrix will provide four sets of excitation weights to form a

set of four fixed multiple beams for a cell sector of a wireless communication network as

shown in Fig.4.2. In order to obtain the additional shaped beams and broadcast beam, a

beam shaping network must also be introduced capable of producing the required seven

different beams using one transceiver per polarisation.

(4-1)

(4-2)
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Fig.4.2: Multiple beams formed by using only Butler matrix as beam former
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Alternative beam forming networks include: Maxon-Blass matrix with a seven way switch

and Nolen matrix [91-94]. A Maxon-Blass matrix with a seven way switch can provide

arbitrary complex weights to excite a 4-column linear array antenna to produce the seven

required beams but is lossy and complicated. The Nolen matrix although less lossy cannot

provide seven beams with 4 array elements because the number of element ports must be

greater or equal to the number of beam ports. The Butler matrix multiple beam forming

network provides the best overall performance for the specific application of a small

number of smart antenna switched beams for mobile telecommunication networks. The

Butler matrix is a network without any active circuit elements (passive feeding network)

and it works the same way either in the transmit (Tx) mode or received (Rx) mode. Among

other reasons to select the Butler matrix is that it is easy to realise in microstrip PCB (low

cost), design simulation and optimisation can be done on in house microwave office

software and the PCB can be produced for experimental testing and verification of

performance [16].

In isolation, the Butler matrix can only provide four narrow beams. However, the Butler

matrix plus a dynamic beam shaping network can produce the required seven beams. By

producing a weighted combination of these four narrow beams we can get the extra two

shaped and broadcast beams. Hence, the addition of the beam shaping network to excite

the multiple beam ports of the Butler matrix simultaneously to combine the narrow beams

in space. The proposed design system aims to do this in a simple and efficient manner.

4.4 Novel Smart Antenna System Modelling

The block diagram of the proposed smart antenna system is shown in Fig.4.3. The

fundamental components of the system are: the antenna array, multiple beam forming

network (4x4 Butler matrix) and the beam shaping network. Each of the array columns has

a gain of 17.5dBi (as a conventional sector antenna). The horizontal beam shape produced

by the antenna array is dependent upon the complex weights (magnitude and phase)

applied to each array column. The aim of this proposed design is to provide an antenna

which offers the required features given in section 4.2. These include the ability to offer

good coverage throughout a cell sector to be able to reconfigure the beam to provide

enhanced coverage in certain areas at reduced, but acceptable coverage throughout the rest

of the cell sector.
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A significant improvement over conventional switched beam antennas can be pro

combined beam forming network and beam shapin
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respective up & down-link bands and therefore could be easily optimised because each

sub-band is extremely narrow. This also required the inclusion of diplexers before and after

the feed networks. At present this situation can be resolved by costly measures such as the

introduction of mobile masts to accept large increases in calls on a temporary basis. The

novel technique here overcomes these limitations whilst minimising additional complexity.

It does this by using the architecture outlined in Fig.4.3 with separate beam forming and

beam shaping networks to cover uplink and downlink bands. This slight increase in

complexity is more than offset by the ability to produce shaped beams to cover uplink and

downlink with minimum radiation pattern variation over each frequency band and with the

ability to dynamically alter the antenna performance in a simple manner.

4.4.1 Beam Shaping

The azimuth radiation pattern is controlled by the amplitude and phase of the excitation

weight distribution. The amplitude of the excitation weight distribution has a controlling

effect on the gain and sidelobe levels of array antenna radiation pattern. The greater the

tapering of the amplitude distribution toward the ends of the array, the greater the

achievable sidelobe suppression; however, the greater the tapering, the lower the aperture

efficiency and the lower the antenna gain. Hence, there is a trade-off between sidelobe

supression and array antenna gain.

The angle of the azimuth radiation pattern of an array antenna is primarily controlled by

the phase of the excitation weight distribution. A linear phase progression component

between the array antenna elements affects the scan angle of the antenna radiation and

nonlinear phase progression component will facilitate a further shaping of the azimuth

pattern. In fact, a nonlinear phase progression component can be used to provide null-

filling between the main beam and the first sidelobe below the main beam antenna

radiation pattern which maintains coverage in the null region [15]. The nonlinear phase

progression component can also be used in conjuntion with a modest amplitude taper to

achieve sidelobe suppression. By using this technique, a better optimum combination of

sidelobe suppression and gain can be achieved at the small sacrifice of slightly higher

sidelobes at wider angles. This does not normally affect network performance. Applying

this technique the multiple beams can be blended to form one wide beam and also can be

shaped to provide enhanced coverage over either the right or left of the base station sector

of mobile telecommunication networks.
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For the power to be appropriately ‘’blended’’ using four narrow beams of the Butler

matrix, the technique introduced by Woodward-Lawson can be used [15]. The beam

shaping is achieved by sampling the desired radiation pattern at various discrete locations.

The technique is simple, straight forward and it provides insight into the process of shaping

antenna beams.

4.4.2 Description of the Beam Shaping Technique

This is a beam shaping technique which uses equal amplitude weights and a linear phase

progression. The sampling beam as shown in Fig.4.4 is scanned to sample angle then each

set of sampling beam excitation (weights) are added together.

Example:

Assuming sample point 1

ଵܽ
[ଵ] = ଶܽ

[ଵ] = ଷܽ
[ଵ] = ସܽ

[ଵ] = ܽ

∆∅[ଵ] = ∅

∅ଵ
[ଵ]

= 0, ∅ଶ
[ଵ]

= ∅, ∅ଷ
[ଵ]

= 2∅, ∅ସ
[ଵ]

= 3∅

Sample point 2

ଵܽ
[ଶ] = ଶܽ

[ଶ] = ଷܽ
[ଶ] = ସܽ

[ଶ] = ݇ܽ

∆∅[ଶ] = ݃∅

Fig.4.4: Woodward Lawson pattern synthesis

Shaped beam

Each sampling beam
Sample point1

Sample point N
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∅ଵ
[ଶ]

= 0, ∅ଶ
[ଶ]

= ݃∅, ∅ଷ
[ଶ]

= 2݃∅, ∅ସ
[ଶ]

= 3݃∅

where a is the sample amplitude and Ø’ is the sampling progressive phase.

The total complex weights needed to form the shaped beam is given by [15]:

݁ݓ
ట = ∑ ܽ

[௦]ே
௦ୀଵ ݁∅

[ೞ]

The above considerations facilitate the determination of the beam weights through

interactive simulation. The study have determined that combining four narrow fixed

beams, with the two left-hand narrow beams 12dB down compared to the two right-hand

narrow beams, the total radiation pattern will be shaped to the right of the sector and vice

versa (see the MathCAD program in the appendix A).

This right shaped beam will enhance subsector coverage and maintain high capacity on the

right-hand side of the sector while maintaining low coverage and capacity on the left side

of the same cell sector. The left shaped beam is produced when the excitation is the mirror

image of the right shaped beam (see Fig.4.5 for the shaped beams). Table 4.1 present the

required relative amplitude and phase of the Butler matrix beam ports

(4-3)
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Beam state Beam Port1 Beam Port2 Beam Port3 Beam Port4

Amp(dB) Phase

(deg)

Amp(dB) Phase

(deg)

Amp(dB) Phase

(deg)

Amp(dB) Phase

(deg)

Beam1

only

0 0 - N/A - N/A - N/A

Beam2

only
- N/A 0 -135 - N/A - N/A

Beam3only - N/A - N/A 0 -135 - N/A

Beam4

only
- N/A - N/A - N/A 0 0

Broadcast

beam

0 0 0 -135 0 -135 0 0

Right-hand

shaped

beam

0 0 -12 -135 0 -135 -12 0

Left-hand

shaped

beam

-12 0 0 -135 -12 -135 0 0
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Table 4.1: Relative signal amplitude and phase of Butler matrix beam ports

Fig.4.5: Plot showing right shaped beam, fixed multiple beams & standard sector beam
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the modelling and analysis of a novel smart antenna system has been

presented. This chapter has outlined the coverage limitation, which exist within a cell

sector restricted to four high gain narrow beams. This research has proposed a technique to

optimise coverage in advantageous manner by including the provision of a right and left

shaped beam together with a broadcast beam. The chapter has examined relative merit of a

number of techniques which could be employed to produce this combination of seven

beams in an efficient manner and has selected a combination of Butler matrix and beam

shaping network as the most efficient solution. The beam shaping network was introduced

to excite the Butler matrix in order to ‘‘blend’’ beams. For this combination it has also

determine the required excitation weight to be applied to the antenna beam ports in order to

achieve the desired seven beams. The next chapter will detail the design procedure for

producing this novel smart antenna system.
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Chapter 5 - DESIGN OF THE SMART ANTENNA SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design processes of the smart antenna with dynamic beam

shaping capability. The antenna design process consists of several steps. The first step is to

design a suitable antenna element for the antenna array and then array the elements to form

array antenna for the smart antenna system. The next step is to design a feeder network

which consists of 4x4 Butler matrix and a beam shaping network. The Butler matrix and

the beam shaping network are comprised of hybrids and phase shifters. Hence to have a

good Butler matrix and beam shaping network, there is need for well designed hybrids

which will be coupled together to form the Butler matrix and beam shaping networks. Both

the variable phase shifters (required in the beam shaping network) and the hybrids have

been designed using microstrip PCBs. The antenna element, antenna array, transmission

lines, microstrip hybrids, 0dB cross-over network (to replace the connecting crossing lines

of the Butler matrix), the 4x4 Butler matrix beam forming network and beam shaping

network have been simulated using in-house microwave software (Genesys network

analysis and CST electromagnetic simulation software)[117-118].

5.2 Array Element Design

Antenna elements that are low profile are mostly used in the design of modern base station

antennas for operation in mobile telecommunication networks. Microstrip patch antennas

represent one family of low profile antennas that are very simple and not expensive to

fabricate using modern printed-circuit technology. Microstrip patch antennas can take

different shapes and are excited in different ways but all have a basic element that consists

of a patch of conductor on the upper surface of grounded dielectric substrate [15] as shown

in Fig. 5.1.

L

wPatch

Radiating
Slot #1

Radiating
Slot #2

substrater

Ground Plane

h

x

y

z

Fig.5.1: A microstrip patch antenna

[15]

h

L
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It is simple because the patch is easy to design and analyse using both cavity and

transmission-line models which are most accurate for thin substrates and it has very

attractive radiation characteristics and low cross-polarisation radiation. The full details of

design and analysis of microstrip patch antennas can been found in [15,119]. The major

and serious drawback of a conventional microstrip patch antenna is its narrow bandwidth;

a lot work has been done to enhance the bandwidth of microstrip patch radiators for the

past decades. In [119] the straight forward way to increase a microstrip patch antenna

bandwidth is to use a stacked coupled element to produce a double tuned resonance. The

top patch is electrically coupled to the bottom patch thereby increasing bandwidth.

The array element for this smart antenna concept is a two port slant ±450 dual-polarised

microstrip stacked patch antenna. Currently, base station antennas make use of two port

slant ±450 dual-polarisation for simultaneous transmit/receive [121] and for diversity.

Fig.5.2 shows the slant ±450 dual-polarised patch antenna where port 1 is +450 polarisation

and port 2 is -450 polarisation. Linear polarisation antennas are described with their

radiation pattern both for a co-polarised and cross-polarised response. For port 1 which is

nominally +45 degree polarised (co-polar), there will be a small amount of -45 degree

polarisation which represents the cross-polar component. Similarly, for port 2, the -45

degree polarisation is the co-polar and the +45 degree polarisation is the cross-polar

component.

Note that the use of dual-polar ±450 polarisations facilitates polarisation diversity gain and

this is a much more compact solution than the use of spatial diversity which required two

single polarised antennas separated by typically 10 wavelengths. The two port slant ±450

Fig.5.2: Dual –polarised slant ±450 microstrip stacked patch antenna

Port 2Port 1

Printed patch

Suspended patch
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dual-polarised antenna not only acts as radiating element with orthogonal polarisations but

helps to isolate the transmit signal from the received signal. Another advantage of a slant

±450 dual-polarised antenna element is that the two polarisations will provide identical

azimuth radiation patterns while vertical and horizontal polarisations would provide

different beam widths [122]. The dimension of the printed patch, suspended patch,

substrate and conductor of the stacked patch is shown in Table5.1below.

Parameters values

Operating frequency in GHz Uplink(1.9697-1.9797)

Downlink( 2.1597 -2.1697)

(These are the Orange UK licensed bands)

Substrate RT/duriod5870

Substrate dielectric constant 2.33

Substrate height 1.575 mm

Conductor thickness 0.035 mm

Length/width of the printed patch 46.79 mm

Length/width of the suspended patch 59.02 mm

Spacing between the printed and suspended patch 10 mm

5.3 Array Design

The single slant ±450 dual-polarised antenna element design discussed above was used to

form array antenna for the smart antenna system. Fig.5.3 shows the antenna array with

dimensions of 797.5 x 362.5 x 12.1mm. It consists of four identical columns for frequency

band of (uplink 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz and downlink 2.1597GHz to 2.1697GHz)

Orange UK, forming an array along the horizontal y- axis. Each of the four identical

columns consists of ten identical elements array along the z-axis. The column spacing is

72.5mm (0.5λ0 at the centre frequency of 2.069GHz).

Table 5.1: antenna element dimension
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The horizontal element spacing, d has a significant impact on the shape of the far-field

azimuth radiation pattern of the antenna array. It has been shown that the larger the array

gets, the better the characteristics of the radiation pattern as far as its shape and degree of

freedom and one way of getting a larger array is by increasing d. The drawback of this

approach is the appearance of the replicas of the main lobe in unwanted directions which

are referred to as grating lobes. In practice, the optimum element spacing for beam-

forming and adaptive interference cancellation applications is λ/2. For the purpose of this

design the element spacing of λ/2 (at the mid frequency between the uplink & downlink

bands) has been chosen to avoid unwanted grating lobes [15].

The number of elements in an antenna array is another important antenna array parameter.

Increasing the number of linear array elements is an advantage for smart antenna

performance as it yields better interference reduction capabilities due to narrower beams

and higher gain. However, the consequence is larger arrays which are more costly and

present a more obtrusive appearance in installations. Four columns and ten elements in

-450

polarisations
x

z

y

+450 polarisations

Fig.5.3: Array of 4 column slant ±450dual-polarised antenna
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each column have been identified as a good compromise array antenna. The antenna is

designed for dual-linear polarisation and each column has two ports, one for slant +450

polarisations and the other for slant - 450 polarisations.

Given a linear array of equally spaced identical elements, it can be shown that the total

horizontal (azimuth) radiation pattern of the antenna array E (∅) in the far field, is given by

[15]:

(∅)ܧ = ܧ (݁∅) ∗ (∅)ܨܣ

where Ee(∅) is the horizontal pattern of the column element and AF(∅) is the horizontal

array factor.

=݅ܤ݀(∅)ܧ ܧ +݅ܤ݀(∅݁) 20 ݈݃ ଵ[ܨܣ(∅)]

For the proposed design which comprises a set of columns of ten elements Ee(Ø) is given

by

ܧ =݅ܤ݀(∅݁) +݅ܤ17.5݀ 20 ݈݃ ଵ[ [(∅)ଶݏܿ

Note: Each array column has an identical elevation pattern and the above azimuth pattern

is valid at the peak of the elevation pattern. Equation (5-6) approximately accounts for the

effect of finite ground plane of the patch element as published during this research work

[124-125].

The total array factor ((∅)ܨܣ) is given by [15]

(∅)ܨܣ =  ݓ݁
(ேିଵ)

ଶగ
ఒ
ௗୱ୧୬∅൨

ே

ୀଵ

and d is the inter-element spacing (horizontal) ( d = 72.474 mm)

wn are the complex weights, Ø is the azimuth angle (zero at centre of the sector) and N is

the total number of elements which is four for this design.

5.4 Butler Matrix Design

A Butler matrix consists of a multiplicity branch line couplers (hybrids) and fixed phase

shifters.

A Butler matrix beam-forming network that will feed N element array antenna would

require [97 ]:

ே

ଶ
logଶܰ of 900 hybrids

(5-5)

(5-4)

(5-8)

(5-6)

(5-7)
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and
ே

ଶ
(logଶ(ܰ) − 1) fixed phase shifters to form an N beam patterns

For a 4x4 Butler matrix, the number of the 900 hybrids is calculated by substituting 4 for

‘N’ in the above equation

ସ

ଶ
logଶ4 =

ସ

ଶ
ቀ
୪୭భబସ

୪୭భబଶ
ቁ= 4 900 hybrids

The number of fixed phase shifters required for a 4x4 Butler matrix is given by [98]:

ቀ
ସ

ଶ
ቁ(logଶ(4) − 1) = 2 Fixed phase shifters of 450

The 4x4 Butler matrix requires four hybrids and two fixed phase shifters which will be

configured to form the network of Fig.5.4 below [90].

When a signal is sent into an input port of the Butler matrix, it produces different inter-

element phase shifts between the output ports. The set of the different inter-element phase

shifts is given by [16, 97]:

∆߮ = −2)± 1)
ߨ

ܰ

Where p is the number of beam ports and = ቀ1,⋯
ே

ଶ
ቁ

When N is equal to four and p takes number from one to two, the set of different inter-

element phase shift are +450, +1350, -450 and -1350. If one of the input ports is excited by

an RF signal, all the output ports will produce a progressive phase shift between the ports.

(5-9)

Fig.5.4: 4x4 Butler matrix beam-former

Input to array elements

Port1 Port2 Port4Port3

450450

900 Hybrids

Fixed Phase Shifter

90000
00

900
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The amplitude and phase of a 4x4 Butler matrix with unity beam port excitation are given

in the table5.2 below.

Beam

direction

P  Element weights

1 2 3 4

1L 1 +450
1/2450 1/2900 1/21350 1/21800

1R 1 -450
1/21800 1/21350 1/2900 1/2450

2L 2 +1350
1/2900 1/22250 1/200 1/21350

2R 2 -1350
1/21350 1/200 1/22250 1/2900

Where 1R, 2R are the right narrow beams and 1L, 2L are the left narrow beams of the 4x4

Butler matrix.

5.4.1 Fixed Phase Shifter Design

Phase shifters are used to change the transmission phase angle of a network. The phase

shifters will be implemented using transmission lines whose lengths introduce the required

phase shift. The phase shifters will be implemented in microstrip transmission line. The

phase shift φ associated to a transmission line of length l is given by [16, 97] the equation:

l
g




2


Where l is in meters, φ is in radians and ߣ is the wavelength in the transmission line

medium. For microstrip transmission lines, the wavelength is given by
ఒబ

ඥఌ
, where ߣ is

the wavelength in free-space and ߝ is the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip

substrate.

The required lengths of microstrip line to produce -45o phase shift at the centre of the

uplink and downlink bands are as given below in table 5.3.

(5-11)

Table 5.2: 4x4 Butler matrix element weights for unity beam port excitations
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Phase shift

Uplink centre frequency

1.9747GHz

Downlink centre frequency

2.165GHz

Width W(mm) Length (mm) Width W(mm) Length (mm)

-450 4.63 12.31 4.63 13.50

5.4.2 Branch-line Coupler Hybrid

The geometry of the hybrid branch-line coupler is shown in Fig.5.5a [108]. This coupler

has equal length and different characteristic impedances for the adjacent arms. The lines

are assumed to be lossless and the characteristic impedance at the ports is taken as Z0, Z1 is

the through line impedance and Z2 is the branch lines impedance, θ1 and θ2 being their

respective electrical lengths. Port 1 is the input port and port 4 is the isolated port. Port 2

and 3 are the output ports.

Table 5.3: Fixed phase shifter dimension

ZIN1=Z0

P2

P3=kP2

P1

Open circuit

Open circuit

Z1, λ0/4

Z2, λ0/4Z2, λ0/4

Z1, λ0/4

3

21

Short circuit

Fig.5.5a: hybrid branch line coupler

(b): hybrid branch line coupler with open circuit

(b)

P2

P4

2

3

1

4

P1

Z1, λ0/4

Z2, λ0/4

Z1, λ0/4

Z2, λ0/4

P3=kP2

ZIN1= Z0 (for input Match)

(a)
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For a desired power ratio of P3 =KP2, the task is to find the values of Z1 and Z2 such that

the input impedance at port 1 will be equal to Z0 and power at port 4 will be zero (P4 =0) at

the desired centre frequency fc.

For power at port 4 (P4) is equal to zero and the voltage is also equal to zero, port 4 is short

circuited between port 1 and port 4and also open circuited between port 3 and port 4, hence

the network looks like this:

After removing the open circuit transmission line at the centre frequency fc, the circuit

looks like Fig.5.6 below,

ଶܲ =
|మ|మ

బ

ଷܲ =
|య|మ

బ
,

P3 =KP2

ଷܲ =
| ଶܸ|ଶ

ூܼேଶ

Substituting equation (5-12) into (5-14) we have,

ଷܲ = ܭ
|మ|మ

బ

Equating equation (5-15) and (5-16) we have,

ଷܲ =
|మ|మ

ಿ మ
= ܭ

|మ|మ

బ

Hence, ଶܼ =
బ

√

Also from Fig 5.6,

If ܼ = ூܼேଶ ∥ ܼ and

ܻ = ܭ ܻ + ܻ

(5-13)

(5-14)

(5-15)

(5-16)

(5-18)

(5-12)

Fig.5.6: Two branch line coupler with only three ports

ZIN2

P1

ZIN1=Z0

Z0

P3=kP2

P2

Z2, λ0/4

Z1, λ0/4 2

3

1

Z0

(5-17)
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ܼ =
భ

మ

ಽ
= ቀ

భ
మ

బ
ቁ(1 + (ܭ

ଵܼ =
బ

(ଵା)
భ
మ

Therefore equation (5-18) and (5-19) are used to find the value of the impedance of the

through arms and the branch lines of the coupler. For an ideal two branch line coupler, at

the centre frequency fc K=1, where K is the power ratio and Z0=50 ohms.

Hence the value of Z1 = 35.35 ohms and Z2 = Z0= 50ohms.

The S-parameters provide the values of the return loss, isolation and insertion loss.

For a coupler of four ports the S-parameter matrix at the centre frequency fc is given by

[108]:

[ ]ܵ = ൦

ଵܵଵ ଵܵଶ ଵܵଷ ଵܵସ

ଶܵଵ ଶܵଶ ଶܵଷ ଶܵସ

ଷܵଵ ଷܵଶ ଷܵଷ ଷܵସ

ସܵଵ ସܵଶ ସܵଷ ସܵସ

൪

Assuming an impedance match at all four ports: ଵܵଵ = ଶܵଶ = ଷܵଷ = ସܵସ = 0

Since the network is reciprocal: ܵ = ܵ , where i ≠ j

By symmetry: ସܵଵ = ଶܵଷ = 0

Hence, the S-parameter matrix looks like this

[ ]ܵ = ൦

0 ଵܵଶ ଵܵଷ 0

ଶܵଵ 0 0 ଶܵସ

ଷܵଵ 0 0 ଷܵସ

0 ସܵଶ ସܵଷ 0

൪

The power at port two of Fig.5.6 will be:

ଶܲ = | ଶܵଵ|ଶ ଵܲ

ଵܲ = ଶܲ + ଷܲ

ଵܲ = (1 + (ܭ ଶܲ

| ଶܵଵ| = ൭ ଶܲ

ଷܲ
ൗ ൱

ଵ
ଶൗ

| ଶܵଵ| = (1 + (ܭ
ିଵ

ଶൗ

Similarly

(5-19)

(5-20)

(5-21)

(5-22)

(5-23)
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| ଷܵଵ| = ቀܭ (1 + ൗ(ܭ ቁ
ଵ
ଶൗ

When K=1 we have,

ଶܵଵ = 0.7071 , which is -3.01dB and also the coupling factor is -3.01dB

5.4.3 0dB Branch line Coupler

0dB branch line directional couplers are an efficient means of crossing two transmission

lines with minimal coupling between them. There are many versions of 0dB branch line

directional couplers [110], but for the purpose of this design the three- branch line

directional coupler with quarter-wavelength for each branch have be used. It has been

reported in [ 97, 110] that when three branch directional coupler with quarter-wavelength

at each branch as shown in Fig.5.7 and excited at one of its ports the diagonal output

magnitude will be 0dB at the central frequency of its operation. This will be used to

replace the crossover line in the microstrip 4x4 Butler matrices. Note, the network shown

in Fig.5.7 consists of ideal transmission lines, all of which have a characteristic impedance

of Zo and are a quarter wavelength at the centre frequency. In the next chapter, it will be

shown that the realisation of this network in microstrip will require small alterations of the

characteristic impedances in order to compensate for discontinuity effects in the microstrip

realisation.

Fig.5.7:0dB branch line coupler [98]

Zo, λ0/4

Zo, λ0/4Zo, λ0/4

1

4

2

3

Zo, λ0/4
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5.5 Beam Shaping Network

Fig.5.9: Beam shaping network

Input Signal

−∆∅ଶ

To/From Butler Matrix Beam Ports 1,2 ,3 & 4
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ଷܽ
ସܽ
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ܽ

−∆∅ଵ
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−135−135

Fig.5.8: 2-way variable power divider/combiner controlled by one phase shifter
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In order to provide non-uniform amplitude and non-uniform phase weights to produce the

shaped beams we need to have a network to connect to the Butler matrix to “blend the

narrow beams of the Butler matrix” and this is called the beam shaping network.

The beam shaping network is essentially a variable 4-way power divider/combiner that

utilizes a 2-way variable power divider/combiner which drives two 2-way variable power

dividers/combiners as shown in Fig.5.9. Each 2-way variable power divider/combiner is

realised as shown in the network of Fig.5.8. When two 3dB hybrids are arranged as shown

in Fig5.8 above, the output signals ଵܽ and ଶܽܽ݁ݎ given by the equation [108]

ଵܽ =
ଵ

ଶ
+

ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଵ଼

బା∆∅భ൯ (5-24)

ଶܽ =
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଽ

బ൯+
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଽ

బା∆∅భ൯ (5-25)

Also when the network is arranged as shown in Fig.5.9 above the outputs of ଷܽ, ସܽ ହܽ and

ܽ are given by the equations

ଷܽ = ଵܽ[
ଵ

ଶ
+

ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଵ଼

బା∆∅మ൯] (5-26)

ସܽ = ଵܽ[
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଽ

బ൯+
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଶଶହ

బା∆∅మ൯ ] (5-27)

ହܽ = ଶܽ[
ଵ

ଶ
+

ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଷଵହ

బା∆∅య൯] (5.28)

ܽ = ଶܽ[
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଽ

బ൯+
ଵ

ଶ
݁ି൫ଽ

బା∆∅య൯] (5-29)

For equal amplitude and phase outputs from the 2-way power divider/combiner,

| ଵܽ| = | ଶܽ|

∆∅ = 270

For routing the entire signal to port 1, i.e. zero at port 2,

∆∅ = 180

Table 5.4.0 below summarises the operation of the variable 2-way power divider of Fig

5.8.
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Three two-way power dividers/combiners are connected to form the beam shaping network

of Fig.5.9. Depending upon the communications traffic demand, a control algorithm based

on the parameters of table 5.4 can adjust the relative power divider/combiner ratio to blend

all the beams, or do beam switching or beam broadening for optimum service i.e. control

of the three phase shifters within the beam shaping network dynamically provides the

required complex weights for the desired beam shapes. Table 5.5 shows the Butler matrix

beam ports weights and phase shifter values.

Table 5.4: 2-way Power divider/Combiner states

ΔØ | ଵܽ| Phase

( ଵܽ)

| ଶܽ| Phase

( ଶܽ)

0 0 N/A 1 −90

180 1 0 0 N/A

208 0.97 −14 0.242 −14

270 0.707 −45 0.707 −45

332 0.242 −14 0.97 −14
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Relative Signal Amplitude & Phase of Butler Matrix Beam Ports Phase Shifter Settings

Beam

state

Beam Port 1 Beam Port 2 Beam Port 3 Beam Port 4

Amp

(dB)

Phase

(deg)

Amp

(dB)

Phase

(deg)

Amp

(dB)

Phase

(deg)

Amp

(dB)

Phase

(deg)

1 2 3

B1L 0 0  N/A  N/A  N/A 180 180 Any

B1R  N/A  N/A  N/A 0 0 0 Any 0

B2L  N/A  N/A 0 -135  N/A 0 Any 180

B2R  N/A 0 -135  N/A  N/A 180 0 Any

BCB 0 0 0 -135 0 -135 0 0 270 270 270

RSB 0 0 -12 -135 0 -135 -12 0 270 208 208

LSB -12 0 0 -135 -12 -135 0 0 270 332 332

5.5.1 Variable Phase Shifter

Coaxial, microstrip and coplanar waveguide are types of transmission line that could be

used to form variable phase shifters. Although microstrip lines have the disadvantage of

dispersion (not relevant in this application because both the uplink and downlink bands are

very narrow band) and significant insertion loss they still remain the preferred approach

which can easily be integrated with other passive and active microwave devices. The

structure of a microstrip line variable phase shifter is shown in Fig.5.10. It consists of two

parallel microstrip lines printed on a fixed dielectric substrate and covered with thin Teflon

Table 5.5: Butler Matrix Beam Ports Signal Amplitudes & Phases and Phase Shifter Values

@ ݂ (Downlink & Uplink the same)
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tape (1/4 mm thick) of dielectric constant 2.1 and a chamfered edge U-shaped microstrip

line printed on a movable dielectric substrate which is directly above the two parallel

microstrip lines. The chamfered edge U-shaped microstrip line slides over the two parallel

microstrip lines and is configured such that the movable microstrip line can slide along the

fixed lines, which ensures a continual change of the physical length of the line so as to

realise continuous phase shifting [126-127].

The relationship between transmission line length l and phase delay is given by:

ߠ =
ି

ఒ
360, where ߣ is the wavelength in the dielectric substrate.

5.6 Summary

The design of the major components of the novel multiple switched beam smart antenna

system with beam shaping capability has been presented in this chapter. These include:

array elements, array antenna, Butler matrix beam forming network and a beam shaping

network. The Butler matrix consists of multiple branch line couplers. The beam shaping

network also consists of multiple branch line couplers and variable phase shifters. The

quality of the Butler matrix and the beam shaping network depends on the branch line

coupler. The design of a branch line coupler is also presented in this chapter. In this

chapter all components have been assumed ideal, i.e. comprised of ideal transmission lines.

The next chapter will present simulation results for all components using both ideal

transmission lines and using microstrip transmission lines. It will be shown that for the

latter case, the components will need to be modified in order to compensate for the

discontinuity effects in the microstrip networks.

Fig.5.10: A “Trombone” microstrip line phase shifter

Input

Output

Minimum phase

shift

Microstrip line on fixed

substrate

Microstrip line on

moving substrate

Input

Output

Maximum phase

shift
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Chapter 6 - SIMULATION OF THE ANTENNA SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter has dealt with the design of antenna elements and a suitable

combined feed network for the proposed smart antenna system. To verify the concept of

the proposed smart antenna system over the up and downlink sub-bands for a specific UK

3G network operator (Orange, UK), the array element, antenna array and the feed network

(beam shaping network and Butler matrix) has been simulated using Genesys software and

CST 3D electromagnetic simulation software [117-118]. Two designs of the feed network

were simulated; one for the downlink frequency band and another for the uplink frequency

band. The array antenna was simulated first by modelling one single slant ±450 dual-

polarised stacked microstrip patch antenna element and then a column array of ten

elements of slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patches was formed. Thereafter, four column

arrays were employed to form the smart antenna system. The orange UK sub-bands have

been assumed as a practical example (downlink frequency band of 2.1597GHz to

2.1697GHz and uplink frequency band 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz). The smart antenna

system feeder network was configured initially using ideal transmission lines and then

using microstrip transmission lines to enable comparison.

6.2 Array Antenna Element Simulation

The array antenna element model used for the numerical simulation in CST microwave

studio is as shown in Fig.6.1. The slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch antenna is

designed to simultaneously operate over the Orange UK sub-bands (downlink frequency

band of 2.1597GHz to 2.1697GHz and uplink frequency band 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz)

on a substrate (Rogers Corp. 5870) with 2.33 permittivity and 1.575 mm thickness. Both

the suspended patch and the printed patch are square to obtain a symmetric radiation

pattern and identical performance for both polarisations. However, the suspended patch is

rotated 45 degrees to improve the impedance match. The printed patch and the suspended

patch are located at the centre of the square ground plane of dimensions 0.5λ0 x 0.5λ0 (‘λ0'

is the wavelength in free space). The printed patch size is 46.83mm square and the

suspended patch size is 56.8mm square with a spacing of 10.5mm from the printed patch to

increase the bandwidth of the antenna (this bandwidth broadening occurs because the

volume of the radiating structure is increased when a suspended patch is added).
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6.2.1 Radiation Pattern of the Single Element

The slant ±450 dual-polarised sacked patch antenna was simulated in CST microwave

studio by exciting the +450 port and then by exciting the – 450 port. Two sets of radiation

patterns were obtained for each port at a frequency of 1.975GHz (the result presented in

this report is for the chosen uplink centre frequency and a similar result was also obtained

for the chosen downlink centre frequency). Dual-polarised antennas are described in terms

of the isolation between the two ports and co-polarisation and cross-polarisation of the

antenna patterns for each port. Fig. 6.2 shows the radiation patterns of slant +450

polarisation (co-polar and cross-polar) and Fig.6.3 shows radiation patterns for slant -450

polarisation (co-polar and cross-polar). Dual ± slant 450 linear polarisation is necessary so

that polarisation diversity can be achieved on the uplink and so that on the downlink the

broadcast channel can be transmitted on one polarisation and another beam can be

transmitted on the other polarisation on the downlink. The element’s 3dB beam width is

63.90, the element gain is 9.3dBi and the VSWR is 1.45:1 maximum. The ratio of co-polar

to cross-polar radiation pattern of slant +450polarisation and slant -450 polarisations is

25dB on axis at a frequency of 1.975GHz, which agrees with the report in [120 ] that a

properly designed microstrip element will usually have a cross-polar of 20dB or more

below the co-polarisation level on axis. The simulated radiation pattern at both ports

(+450polarisation and -450polarisation) and at frequency of 1.975GHz, are very similar and

they are mirror images of each other which agrees with [122-123] that a slant ±450 dual-

polarised antenna will provide identical azimuth beam width and performance.

Fig.6.1: Slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch antenna model in CST

Suspended

patch

Printed

patch
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Fig.6.2: Azimuth Pattern of the +450 polarisation port of stacked patch

Co-polar

Cross-polar

Fig.6.3: Azimuth pattern of the -450 polarisation port of stacked patch

Co-polar

Cross-polar
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6.2.2 Return loss and Isolation of the Single Element

The return loss is a measure of the amount of power that is reflected back to input port of

the antenna. For a well matched antenna, the return loss is greater than 15 dB [108].

Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5 show the return loss of the slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch

antenna at each port respectively. Over the uplink band, the worst cast return loss is 19 dB

and over the downlink band the worst case return loss is 15dB. Fig.6.6 shows the isolation

between the two ports which is approximately 21dB. The standard mobile telecom network

specification for isolation is 30 dB minimum. Hence, for a practical product, the isolation

of the subject design would need to be increased. This can be done by the inclusion of a

coupling cancellation network. However, this was deemed not to be necessary since the

essence of the research relates to the ability to provide dynamically changeable radiation

patterns and this is not affected by the isolation performance.
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Fig.6.4: Return loss at +450 polarisation port of the array
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6.3 Antenna Array Simulation

The slant ±450 dual-polarisation stacked patch antenna modelled above was configured

into a linear column array of ten elements each, and these were then configured into four

side-by-side column arrays to provide for the smart antenna array with a horizontal

element spacing (centre-to-centre) of 72.5mm and the elements within the column arrays

are excited with equal amplitude and phase and simulated in CST. The radiation patterns

and gain of the linear column array and the linear four column smart antenna array were

then studied.

6.3.1 Radiation Pattern of Column Array Antenna Simulation

Fig6.7 presents the elevation pattern of the slant +450 polarisation (co- polar and cross-

polar) radiation pattern and Fig.6.8 presents the elevation pattern of the slant -450

polarisation (co-polar and cross-polar) radiation pattern of the ten element column array at

the centre uplink frequency of 1.975GHz. The output radiation pattern is an array

multiplication of the single element far-field pattern and the array factor. As all the

elements in the array are identical, the cross polar pattern of the array product will be the

same as that of the element. The slant +450 polarised patterns and the slant -450 polarised

patterns are mirror images of each other. The column array gain is 17.1dBi which is close

to the figure of 17.5 dBi assumed during the initial modelling of the antenna
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Fig.6.6: Isolation between the two ports of the array
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Fig.6.7: Elevation pattern of column array of +450polarisation port

Horizon

Fig.6.8: Elevation pattern of column array of -450polarisation port

Horizon
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6.3.2 Radiation Pattern of Four Column Array Simulation

The slant ±450 dual-polarised 10 element column array was configured into a horizontal

array of four columns. Fig.6.9 is the azimuth pattern of the slant +450 polarised (co- polar

and cross-polar) radiation pattern and Fig.6.10 is the azimuth pattern of the slant -450

polarised (co- polar and cross-polar) radiation pattern of the 4 column x 10 element linear

array at 1.975GHz frequency excited with equal amplitude and equal phase. Again the

radiation pattern at port slant +450 polarisation is the mirror image of the port slant -450

polarisation radiation pattern.

Fig.6.9: Azimuth pattern of four column array of +450polarisation port

Fig.6.10: Azimuth pattern of four column array -450 polarisation port
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6.4 Butler Matrix Simulation

A Butler matrix multiple beam former uses a combination of branch line coupler hybrids,

phase shifters and 0dB couplers (to realise cross-overs on a single layer) to form N

simultaneous independent beams from an N element antenna array. The performance of the

microstrip Butler matrix depends on the performance of the hybrid coupler and the 0dB

coupler. Therefore the hybrid branch line coupler was modelled, simulated and analysed

first using ideal transmission lines and then using microstrip transmission lines in Genesys

microwave network analysis software for comparison.

6.4.1 Ideal Transmission line Hybrid Branch line Coupler Simulation

The performance of the ideal 3dB branch line coupler over the uplink and downlink bands

was simulated. Fig.6.11, 6.12 & 6.13 below presents the return loss, isolation at port 4,

coupling from port 1 to port 2 and port3 and phase shift between port2 and port3( only

results for uplink ݂, ݂, ு݂ = 1.9697GHz, 1.9747GHz and 1.9797GHz are presented here).

The 3dB branch-line coupler demonstrates the expected characteristics and it is seen that

the branch line coupler characteristics are virtually invariant over the band based upon the

ideal network model and the narrow uplink band. The isolation (-S14dB) and return loss (-

S11dB) at the centre frequency is 76dB, the coupling factors between port 1 and port 2 (S12)

and between port 1 and port 3 (S13) are -3dB and the phase difference between port2 and

port 3 (arg[S12]- arg[S13]) is 900.
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Fig. 6.11: Return loss (-S11dB) and Isolation (-S14dB) of ideal branch line coupler
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Fig .6.12: coupling between port 1 and 2(S12) and between port1 and 3(S13)
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Fig .6.13: Phase different between port2 and 3 (arg[S12]- arg[S13]) of ideal branch

line coupler
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6.4.2 Microstrip Branch Line Coupler Simulation

The branch line coupler designed in chapter five was modelled in Genesys using microstrip

lines with an RT/duroid 5870 substrate of relative permittivity of 2.33, height (H) of

1.575mm and copper thickness (t) of 0.035mm. Fig.6.14, 6.15 & 6.16 show the

performance of the branch line coupler for the uplink frequency band. The coupler shows

a worst case return loss (-S11dB) and isolation (-S14dB) of better than 29 dB which

represents an excellent result. At the centre frequency the 900 hybrid constructed with

microstrip lines shows a good return loss (-S11dB) and high isolation (-S14dB) of 30.78dB

and 31.08dB respectively which again is excellent performance. The coupling factor

between port1 and port 2 (S12) and between port1 and port3 (S13) is virtually unchanged

from the ideal model at the centre frequencies of the band. The results confirm that every

time the EM wave propagation is changed in a transmission line circuit, some disturbance

is created by RF current crowding that behaves inductively, and by the electric field

fringing that has a capacitive nature. When two or more transmission lines of different

geometries are connected, we experience transmission line discontinuities and the most

commonly occurring transmission line discontinuities are change in track widths, Tees and

bends. Current crowding occurs in the lines as they approach the discontinuities. The

presence of the T-junction results in an excess capacitance to ground. The principle effect

is a significant shift in the resonant frequency compared to the ideal model and this effect

has been compensated by changing the microstrip transmission line lengths.
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Fig.6.14: Return loss (-S11dB) and Isolation (-S14dB) of microstrip branch line coupler
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Fig .6.15: coupling between port 1 and 2(S12) and between port1 and 3(S13) of

microstrip branch line coupler

Fig. 6.16: Phase different between port2 and 3 (arg[S12]- arg[S13]) of microstrip

branch line coupler
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6.4.3 0dB Coupler Simulation

The 0dB branch line directional coupler was modelled in Genesys, using three branch lines

with equal track widths and equal track lengths but slight modification to centre line length

of the coupler to compensate for discontinuity effects and simulated. Fig.6.17 below shows

the microstrip 0dB coupler model and Fig.6.18 shows the loss between diagonal ports of

the coupler. This is seen to be virtually 0dB as desired, i.e. coupling between port1 and

port3 (S13) port4 and port2 (S42) is 0dB.

P1 P2

P3P4

Fig.6.17: Microstrip 0dB coupler

Fig.6.18: Diagonal port-to-port coupling plot
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6.4.4 Ideal Butler Matrix Configuration Simulation

Four ideal transmission line branch line couplers were configured to form 4x4 Butler

matrix in Genesys network analysis software. The required phase shifts, two 450 phase

shifters, are implemented using transmission lines that introduce the required phase shift at

the centre frequency of the uplink frequency band. The concept of Butler matrix for beam-

forming and the use of branch line couplers to form it have been well established in chapter

three. A signal (amplitude and phase ) at any of the input ports (port 1, 2, 3, and 4)

produces equal amplitude and progressive phase difference across the frequency band at

all of the output ports (Port 5, 6, 7 and 8) as shown in Fig.5.5

Fig.6.19 and 6.20 shows the output results when a signal is input at beam port1 (using ideal

transmission lines). Fig.6.19 shows the magnitude graph while Fig.6.20 shows the linear

progression phase shift at the element ports. The theoretical value for the amplitude

distribution is -6.02dB at the centre frequency. The simulated amplitude value of the Butler

matrix design with ideal transmission (S15) is -6.02dB, which agreed with the theoretical

value. The phase difference also agreed with the theoretical calculation (see table 5.1 for

the various values of amplitude and phase progression when each beam port is excited). It

is seen that the Butler matrix characteristics (amplitude and phase progression) are

virtually invariant over the bands based upon the ideal network and the narrow band width.

Fig. 6.19: The output magnitude in (dB) when signal is in put into port1 of an ideal

Butler matrix
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6.4.5 Microstrip Butler Matrix Simulation

The microstrip branch line coupler was configured with crossover lines replaced with a

0dB coupler for easy layout to form a 4x4 microstrip line Butler matrix to operate in the

uplink frequency band. A signal at any of the input beam ports (port 1, 2, 3 and 4) it is

expected to produces equal amplitude at the centre frequency at all of the output ports (Port

5, 6, 7 and 8). Fig.6.21and 6.22 shows the plots for the amplitude and phase progression at

the four output ports with reference to port 1. The reflection at each input beam port (that

is port1 (-S11), port two (-S22) etc) varies from 33dB to 44dB across the uplink frequency

band (Fig.6.23 shows the plot). The amplitude of the output signals is not equal across the

uplink frequency band, which are the problems alighted in chapter two about microstrip

Butler matrix. The presence of bends and Tee-joints causes some discontinuities in the

design which now shift the amplitude from 6.02dB for ideal transmission line to 6.56dB

for the microstrip line at the centre frequency. There is also variation in the phase shift of

the 4x4 microstrip Butler matrix. The final layout of the microstrip Butler matrix is

presented in Fig.6.23.

Fig. 6.20: Phase progression graph when signal is input into port1 of an ideal Butler

matrix
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Fig. 6.22: Phase progression graph when signal is input into port1 of the microstrip

Butler matrix

Fig. 6.21: The output magnitude in (dB) when signal is in put into port1 of the microstrip

Butler matrix
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Fig.6.24: 4x4 microstrip Butler matrix layout

Fig.6.23: Microstrip Butler matrix returns loss
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6.5 Beam Shaping Network Simulation

The beam shaping network was constructed and modelled in Genesys using ideal

transmission lines first to verify the concept of the beam shaping network and then

microstrip transmission lines for the implementation. Six branch line couplers and three

variable phase shifters was used to construct the beam shaping network. The three variable

phase shifters are implemented using transmission line lengths that can be varied to

introduce the required phase shift (true time delay) at the centre frequency of interest.

When the three variable phase shifters are set at Ø1=2700, Ø2=3320 Ø3=3320(condition

for the left hand shaped beam), Fig.6.25 and 6.26 below present the non-uniform amplitude

and phase outputs of the microstrip beam shaping network. A close examination of the

amplitude plot shows that the amplitude of port 2 and port 4 are -12dB down compared to

port3 and port4, which is the condition to excite the Butler matrix to blend the four narrow

beams to the left hand side of a cell sector. The required phase delay at port3 and port4 was

also shown in the plot (-1350 at the two ports). The required amplitude and phase delay at

the four output ports of the beam shaping network both for ideal transmission lines and

microstrip lines are quite uniform across the uplink frequency band. Fig.6.27 shows the

beam shaping network implemented with microstrip lines.

Fig .6.25: The output magnitudes in (dB) when a signal is input into port1 of the

microstrip beam shaping network
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Fig .6.26 Phase progression graph when a signal is input into port1 of the microstrip

beam shaping network

Fig.6.27 Microstrip beam shaping network layout
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6.6 Feeder Network Configuration

The feeder network which is comprised of the beam shaping network plus the Butler

matrix was modelled and simulated in Genesys using ideal and microstrip transmission line

couplers. Fig.6.28 and Fig 6.29 shows the amplitude and phase distribution output of the

feeder network implemented in microstrip lines when the variable phase shifters of the

beam shaping network are set at Ø1=2700, Ø2=3320 Ø3=3320. The output results

correspond to the synthesised results presented in chapter four. The non-uniform amplitude

and phase distribution to produce the left shaped beam was almost invariant across the

frequency band.
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Fig. 6.28: The output magnitudes in (dB) for the left shaped beam

Fig. 6.29 Phase progression graph for the left shaped beam



6.7 Smart antenna System S

The results (complex weights) of the

into a four column array with inter

electromagnetic simulation

complex weights applied for each beam state

which each beam is formed

6.7.1 Multiple Beam Radiation P

The performance of the proposed smart antenna over the uplink and downlink bands was

simulated (downlink f

fC, fH, = 1.9697GHz, 1.9747GHz and 1.9797GHz)

the azimuth plots of the radiation patterns of the smart antenna system in the multiple beam

modes (only uplink frequency band radiation

seen that the beams are virtually invariant over each of the bands based upon the ideal

network model and the narrow uplink and downlink bands.

by the antenna array agrees

network is connected with a linear antenna array, the network will produce beams that

overlap at about 3.9dB below the beam maxima. For this design, the beams overlap at

3.3dB and the beams are multiple

Table 6.1: Complex Weights @ Array Element Columns @
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Smart antenna System Simulation (ideal)

The results (complex weights) of the ideal feeder network modelled in G

column array with inter-element spacing of 72.47mm (d) in CST

simulation software program and simulated. Table 6

ights applied for each beam state and the conditions (phase shifter setting

formed.

Multiple Beam Radiation Patterns

The performance of the proposed smart antenna over the uplink and downlink bands was

(downlink fL, fC, fH , = 2.1597GHz, 2.1647GHz, and 2.1697GHz and uplink

= 1.9697GHz, 1.9747GHz and 1.9797GHz). Fig.6.30, 6.31

the azimuth plots of the radiation patterns of the smart antenna system in the multiple beam

modes (only uplink frequency band radiation patterns are presented in this report).

seen that the beams are virtually invariant over each of the bands based upon the ideal

the narrow uplink and downlink bands. The four narrow beams form

by the antenna array agrees with theory that when a Butler matri

is connected with a linear antenna array, the network will produce beams that

overlap at about 3.9dB below the beam maxima. For this design, the beams overlap at

3.3dB and the beams are multiple simultaneous orthogonal beams. One important

Table 6.1: Complex Weights @ Array Element Columns @ (Downlink & Uplink

eal feeder network modelled in Genesys was put

element spacing of 72.47mm (d) in CST

program and simulated. Table 6.1 below shows the

the conditions (phase shifter settings) at

The performance of the proposed smart antenna over the uplink and downlink bands was

, and 2.1697GHz and uplink fL,

.31 & 6.32, below presents

the azimuth plots of the radiation patterns of the smart antenna system in the multiple beam

presented in this report). It is

seen that the beams are virtually invariant over each of the bands based upon the ideal

The four narrow beams formed

atrix multiple beam-forming

is connected with a linear antenna array, the network will produce beams that

overlap at about 3.9dB below the beam maxima. For this design, the beams overlap at -

orthogonal beams. One important thing to

(Downlink & Uplink)
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notice with these beams is that as the beams move away from zero degree azimuth, the

sidelobs get higher and higher and the beamwidth gets broader and broader.

Fig.6.30: Uplink multiple beams @fL

Fig.6.31: Uplink multiple beams @fc
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6.7.2 Shaped Beams Radiation Patterns

Fig. 6.33, 6.34 & 6.35 present the right, left and broadcast channel shaped beams for the

uplink frequency band of the chosen frequency band. The dynamic operating states used to

form these beams were also displayed in Table 6.1. Again these beam shapes are virtually

frequency invariant over their respective bands based upon the ideal network model and

the narrow uplink and downlink bands.

Fig.6.32: Uplink multiple beams @fH

Fig.6.33: Uplink shaped beam @fL
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Fig.6.35: Uplink shaped beam @fH

Fig.6.34: Uplink shaped beam @fc
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6.8 Summary

The simulation data for the individual major components of the smart antenna system

which include: array elements, branch line couplers, Butler matrix network and beam

shaping network have been shown to be close to the theoretical values with relatively small

errors in phase progressions (typically < 3degrees). The final layout of the Butler matrix

and beam shaping network realised in microstrip was simulated with little difference to the

ideal case. The small error in phase shift did not affect performance of the far-field beams

noticeably. Hence, the simulated performance presented is very close to ideal.

If this design is integrated with a control system, it will provide a considerable increase in

network capacity, range and reduce interference when compared to traditional

omnidirectional antennas or sectorised antennas. The beams will be directed towards the

desired user only and hence the user will have a signal with reduced interference. When a

sub-sector of the cell sector is experiencing high traffic of mobile users the three phase

shifters in the beam shaping network can be varied to blend the four narrow beams to

shape the beams to the left or right part of the sector depending on the area that is

experiencing high traffic. Since the four narrow beams are spatially orthogonal this allows

reuse of codes (SDMA) and increases capacity (if additional transceivers are included).

Note that this antenna, in the multiple beam mode does not have a uniform gain in all

directions. As the beams scan (switch) from the zero degrees azimuth, the beam becomes

broader with an increase in the size of the sidelobes. This shows that interference

suppression will be less effective at wide azimuth angles.
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Chapter 7 - MUTUAL COUPLING ANALYSIS AND COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES

7.1 Introduction

In chapter six, the simulation of a smart antenna for mobile applications, incorporating

an array of slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch elements four columns wide excited by

a multi-beam forming and beam shaping network, has been described. Four narrow

overlapping beams, one wide “broadcast channel” beam and right and left shaped beams

can be provided. The shaped beams are to provide high capacity coverage in a specific

narrow angular sector, while low capacity coverage is maintained over the remainder of a

1200 sector. Results (assuming the array elements are in isolation, that is no mutual

coupling) are presented for this smart antenna using CST EM simulation software.

However when these antenna elements are arranged in an array, it is possible that some

radiation from each of the elements could couple to one another.

The existence of mutual coupling between array elements in an array antenna causes two

performance degrading effects. These are radiation pattern distortion (relative to the

radiation pattern that would exist without mutual coupling) and variation of the active

reflection coefficients at each array element port. Furthermore, the radiation pattern

performance is affected by the truncation of the finite ground plane. Accurate

determination of this mutual coupling between the array elements is an important factor

which needs to be considered when implementing smart antenna systems to fully realise

the benefits of the smart antenna.

This chapter will present a brief description of the effects of mutual coupling on smart

antenna systems and discuses the analysis of mutual coupling in array antenna.

Compensating techniques, results achieved with compensated excitation weights and wide

angle impedance matching technique will be presented. The final section of this chapter

will describe an improved design technique (together with simulation results) that has been

developed for compensating the performance degrading effects of mutual coupling and

finite ground plane dimensions in microstrip antenna arrays.
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7.2 Mutual Coupling and Smart Antenna Systems

Mutual coupling (MC) can alter the scan angle which in turn results in gain and pattern

degradation [15-16, 128-129]. The majority of effort in current studies of MC on smart

antennas has been directed towards adaptive smart antennas, direction of arrival estimation

and beam forming algorithms [130-136]. It is clear that MC effects are more significant in

adaptive smart antennas than in other types of smart antennas because of their ability to

automatically place null to unknown interference and direct their signals to desired users

[130, 133]. In [130] the authors show that mutual coupling distorts the adaptive matrices

and the array pattern beam formed. The effects of mutual coupling on adaptive smart

antennas were also investigated in [133]. Using an array of half wavelength dipole

antennas it was concluded that mutual coupling between array elements of an adaptive

smart antenna distorts the radiation pattern of the antenna. References [132, 134-136]

reported on the use of an array of half wavelength dipoles to investigate the performance of

an adaptive smart antenna in the presence of mutual coupling. In [135] it was shown that

MC affects the antenna gain and does not affect the adaptive processing of the antenna.

The effects of MC on a multiple switched beam smart antenna using a slant ±450 dual-

polarisation stacked patch array excited with a beam shaping network have not been

investigated to the best of my knowledge hence this investigation.

7.3 Analysis of Mutual Coupling in Array Antennas

a2

Fig.7.1: S-matrix model of mutual coupling with feed network

b1 b2 b3 b4 a4a3a1

Beam shaping network

4X4 Butler matrix

S-Matrix model for mutual

coupling coefficients
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In multiple switched beam smart antenna systems the aperture of the antenna is increased

by placing several antenna elements in an array. When these elements are arranged in an

array and fed by a feeder network, as shown in Fig.7.1 above, the element excitation

voltage [vi] is define by [139]:

[vi] = [ai]+[bi]

Where [ai] is the complex incident voltage wave at array element i (these are the outputs

of the array feed network) and [bi] is the complex reflected voltage wave at array element i.

For the case of an ideal antenna with no mutual coupling

[vi] = [ai] when [bi] = 0

However for a practical antenna where mutual coupling is present [bi] = [Sij][ai], where

[Sij] are the S-parameters. Sij, i ≠ j are the mutual coupling coefficients which will depend

upon the specific radiating elements used and the array geometry. The effect of the mutual

coupling on the antenna is pattern degradation, loss of gain and a shift in antenna scan

angle.

The performance of the proposed smart antenna in the presence of mutual coupling was

simulated using four array elements (to demonstrate concept, see Fig.7.2 for the CST four

array geometry) modelled in an electromagnetic simulator over chosen uplink and

downlink frequency bands, as shown in Fig.7.3 and Fig.7.4 below (only the uplink result is

presented in this report). An examination of these results shows that the mutual coupling

has little effect upon the shape or side lobe levels of the four individual narrow beams but

leads to a substantial dip, ~5dB, in the shaped beam patterns and a poorly shaped central

section of the broadcast beam. Additionally examination of the active reflection

coefficients for the antenna elements, as given in table 7.1, indicates a high degree of

impedance mismatch with return loss higher than -4dB. This will result in an unacceptable

reduction in antenna gain and hence, compensation is desired. This chapter provides details

of a number of different compensation techniques which have been examined.

(7-1)

(7-2)
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Fig. 7.3: Azimuth plots of multiple beams pattern with and without mutual

coupling included

Fig.7.4: Azimuth plots of shaped beam patterns with and without mutual coupling included

Fig.7.2: CST model of four array element

Single slant ±400 dual-

polarised antenna
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Reflection coefficient with mutual coupling without compensation
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -14.25 -9.90 -11.99 -16.76
B1R -16.99 -12.01 -9.95 -14.20
B2L -7.61 -5.96 -7.96 -11.37
B2R -11.15 -7.91 -6.04 -7.84
BC-Beam -8.64 -18.77 -18.66 -8.85
LS-Beam -7.73 -29.04 -11.14 -3.84
RS-Beam -3.58 -11.04 -29.35 -7.95

7.4 Compensation Techniques

A number of different techniques can be used to mitigate or compensate mutual coupling

effects in smart antenna arrays. One technique is to place dummy columns between the

array elements to prevent coupling between elements. This is at the expense of increased

size and is not acceptable for smart antennas in base stations. Also, this would increase the

spacing between elements causing grating lobes. A second technique is the use of

decoupling networks [138] placed between the feed network and array elements. The

technique can give some improvement in the array characteristics, but it would greatly

increase the complexity of the network. Furthermore, unless the decoupling networks are

adjustable, then mutual coupling can only be cancelled for a specific scan angle condition.

It has been reported in [139] that the best way to compensate in a shaped beam antenna is

by modifying the excitation input from the beam forming network. This is discussed below

in the scattering matrix compensation technique. Additionally, for wide angle scanning,

one of the easiest methods is to use a high dielectric thin sheet in front of the array

elements called wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) sheet [140-141]. The following

sections investigate the use of these techniques. The sections will examine how the use of

each technique in isolation affects both the antenna beam shapes and the input impedance

match. The limitations of each technique will be described, together with a proposed

solution which is a combination of both techniques to produce final design with desired

beam shapes and a good impedance match.

Table 7.1: Element reflection coefficients with MC
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7.4.1 Compensation of Complex Weights Based Upon the Scattering Matrix

It has been established in section 7.3 that for a practical antenna the complex incident

voltage wave at array element ‘i’ is given by [139]:

[ݒ] = [ ܽ] + [ ܾ], i = 1,2,3,4

But what is desired is [ݒ] = [ ܽ] because [ai] gives the desired shaped beams, hence we

need to change[ ܽ] to [ ܽ
ᇱ] where [ ܽ

ᇱ]is the compensated excitation.

[ ܽ] = [ ܽ
ᇱ] + [ ܾ]

[ ܾ] = ][ݏ] ܽ]

[ ܽ] = [ ܽ
ᇱ] + ][ݏ] ܽ

ᇱ]

[ ܽ] = ][ݑ] ܽ
ᇱ] + ][ݏ] ܽ

ᇱ]

where

[ݑ] = ൦

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

൪

[ ܽ] = [ ܽ
ᇱ] [ݑൣ] + ൧[ݏ]

Therefore

[ ܽ
ᇱ] = [ݑൣ] + ൧[ݏ]

ିଵ
[ ܽ] [138]

Where [ ܽ
ᇱ] are the compensated excitation weights, ‘u’ is the unit matrix, ‘s’ are the S-

parameters (mutual coupling coefficients) which depends upon the specific radiating

elements used and the array geometry and [ai] is the excitation that would have been

required if there was no mutual coupling. The s-matrix can be determined from CST by

inputting known [ai] in the array antenna and then determining[ ܽ
ᇱ]. Applying the

technique directly does not compensate for pattern distortion caused by the scattering

between array elements however, modification of the excitation weights gives a closer

pattern to the ideal one. The complex weights are provided by the array feed network. The

excitation weight without mutual coupling and modified compensated excitation weights

for the broadcast beam and the shaped beams are shown in table7. 2.

(7-3)
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Beams excitation weights without mutual coupling Modified excitation weights

Mag.(dB) Phase (dg) Mag.(dB) Phase (dg)

BC Beam -9.10 -131 -9.0 -132

-4.29 -5.64 -3.0 -20

-4.29 -5.64 -3.0 -20

-9.010 -131 -9.0 -132

Left shaped Beam -6.35 -162 -5.0 -160

-3.16 -62 0.0 -62

-5.76 -1.35 -4.0 -8

-18.32 -163.4 -18.0 -160

Right shaped Beam -18.43 -98.53 -18.0 -78

-5.83 60.44 -4.0 52

-3.16 0.025 0.0 0.78

-6.26 -100.1 -5.0 -88

Fig.7.5 presents the simulation result for the multiple narrow beams (only beams B1L and

B2L are presented in this report. B1R and B2R are flipping over of beams B1L and B2L)

Fig.7.6 below shows the simulation results for shaped beam patterns using the modified

complex excitation weights given in table 7.2. The use of compensated excitation weights

has resulted in improved beam patterns for both shaped beams and the broadcast beam but

an examination of the antenna active element reflection coefficients, as shown in table7.3,

still indicates a high degree of impedance mismatch with corresponding loss of gain, hence

additional techniques are required to compensate for the poor reflection coefficient of the

antenna. One method of additional compensation is the use of wide angle impedance

matching.

Table7. 2: Excitation weight without mutual coupling and compensated excitation weights for shaped beams
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Reflection coefficient of weight modified compensation
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -12.58 -10.96 -13.02 -14.97
B1R -15.14 -13.89 -11.65 -12.05
B2L -6.544 -7.37 -9.63 -10.47
B2R -10.28 -9.61 -7.46 -6.75
BC-Beam -7.69 -17.06 -16.99 -7.87
LS-Beam -5.36 -35.15 -9.52 -3.70
RS-Beam -3.36 -9.47 -40.82 -5.68

Table 7.3: Active reflection coefficients after excitation compensation

Fig.7.5: Azimuth plots of multiple beams pattern using compensated

complex weights based upon the scattering matrix

Fig. 7.6: Azimuth patterns of shaped beam patterns using compensated complex

weights based upon the scattering matrix
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7.4.2 WAIM Sheet Technique

In the Wide Angle Impedance Matching technique use is made of a thin sheet of high

dielectric constant material placed just above the radiating elements as shown in Fig.7.7

[140,141] Magill and Wheeler describe how the reflection due to the antenna aperture in an

array can be cancelled over wide angles by the introduction of an additional susceptance

provided by the dielectric sheet located at an appropriate distance from the antenna

aperture. This is possible because the sheet susceptance varies differently in the E and H

planes [140,141]. The reflection of the antenna element at the aperture plane can be

determined by measurement or in our case by simulation. This can be translated to provide

the reflection coefficients in the E and H planes at the position of the thin dielectric sheet.

These can be cancelled by the addition of the reflection provided by the dielectric sheet

resulting in a decrease in the overall reflection and an improved match. For the case of

Magill and Wheeler which used a circular waveguide element in a triangular array the

optimal distance of the sheet was 0.11λ above the antenna array. For the geometry used in 

this work the optimum distance has been determined as 0.125λ where ‘λ’ is the mean 

wavelength between up and downlink wavelengths. The thin sheet is as large as the array,

placed in front, parallel to the array face. The sheet wave-reflection properties depend on

polarization and scan angle [140].

High K Dielectric (approx. =10)

λ/8

Fig.7.7: Wide angle impedance matching (WAIM)

structure geometry

b1
a1
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A brief outline of how the techniques work is as follows.

Total power into the array is defined as [110, 142]:

ܲ =  | ܽ|ଶ
ே

ୀଵ

The total reflected power is defined as [110,142]:

ܲ௧ௗ =  | ܾ|ଶ
ே

ୀଵ

The active reflection coefficient Γactive is given by:

Γn-active = bn/an where n = 1, 2......4

where,

൦

ଵܾ

ଶܾ

⋮

ேܾ

൪=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

ଵܵଵ ଶܵଵ ଷܵଵ … ேܵଵ

ଶܵଵ ଶܵଶ 0 0 ⋮

ଷܵଵ 0 ⋱ 0 ⋮
⋮ 0 0 ⋱ ⋮

ேܵଵ … … … ேܵே ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

൦

ଵܽ

ଶܽ

⋮

ேܽ

൪

ଵܾ = ଵܵଵ ଵܽ + ଶܵଵ ଶܽ + ଷܵଵ ଷܽ + ⋯+ ேܵே ேܽ

Γ1-active = b1/a1 = S11 + S21 a2/ a1+ S31 a3/ a1+ S41 a4/ a1

The WAIM sheet attempts to cancel the second, third and fourth term in equation (7-8)

thereby reducing the effects of mutual coupling. Full EM simulations have been carried

out, using CST, for the case of a WAIM sheet with dielectric constant εr = 10, thickness, t

= 1.5 mm, located at a height, h = 18.12 mm, above the antenna.

Results shown in table7.4, Fig.7.8 and Fig.7.9 indicate, as expected, an improvement in

the impedance matching but at the expense of a degradation of beam patterns, in particular

this has resulted in a pronounced reduction dip in the central section of the control beam

and the return of a pronounced local minimum for the shaped beams.

(7-7)

(7-6)

(7-4)

(7-5)

(7-8)
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Reflection coefficient with WAIM sheet
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -12.25 -7.66 -9.00 -10.95
B1R -11.12 -8.94 -7.72 -11.98
B2L -13.79 -15.58 -14.46 -10.72
B2R -10.62 -14.33 -15.82 -14.13
BC-Beam -15.9 -10.98 -10.95 -15.33
LS-Beam -11.26 -15.43 -8.69 -11.47
RS-Beam -10.78 -8.65 -15.39 -11.23

Table7. 4: Active reflection coefficients with WAIM sheet

Fig. 7.8: Azimuth plots of multiple beams pattern compensated with WAIM
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Fig.7.9: Azimuth plots of shaped beam patterns compensated with WAIM
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7.4.3 Combined Technique

Section 7.4.1 has demonstrated that mutual coupling effects in multiple switched beam

smart antennas with beam shaping capability can be compensated for by using modified

complex excitation weights to excite the array elements. The resultant beam patterns are

close to the ideal case, however this results in unacceptable impedance mismatch at the

antenna input ports leading to significant reduction in antenna gain. Section 7.4.2 has

shown that by incorporating a Wide Angle Impedance Matching Technique (WAIM sheet)

the impedance matching can be improved but at the expense of degrading antenna beam

patterns. By appropriately combining both techniques it has been shown that it is possible

to achieve good beam shape close to the ideal and good impedance matching resulting in

improved antenna efficiency. This has been achieved by adding complex excitation

weights, compensation by inversion of the array mutual coupling scattering matrix and the

incorporation of a WAIM (wide angle impedance matching) sheet. When these are

implemented, an iterative optimisation of performance is required as each affects the

compensating effects of the other. CST simulation results for antenna beam patterns using

the combined techniques are given in Fig.7.10 and Fig.7.11. This approach produces a

significantly improved pattern for the broadcast beam together with improved shaped

beams, closely matching the patterns for the ideal case. Table7.5 indicates that this

arrangement also results in active reflection coefficient values for all beam excitations of

less than 10 dB.

Fig.7.10: Azimuth plot of broadcast beam patterns compensated weight. +WAIM sheet
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Reflection coefficient of modified weight compensation + WAIM
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -12.25 -10.02 -11.22 -11.23
B1R -11.23 -11.22 -10.02 -12.25
B2L -11.67 -11.11 -11.35 -10.47
B2R -10.48 -11.35 -11.11 -11.67

BC-Beam -13.37 -12.34 -12.32 -13.30
LS-Beam -13.819 -17.43 -10.43 -10.27
RS-Beam -10.27 -10.43 -17.43 -13.819

7.5 Summary

An investigation has been carried out into a four element array smart antenna suitable for

mobile base station use. Full electromagnetic simulation has shown that the performance of

a practical antenna departs significantly from the ideal case due to mutual coupling. The

use of compensated excitation coefficients has been shown to restore acceptable beam

patterns but introduces significant impedance mismatch at the input ports of the antenna

elements. The inclusion of a high dielectric constant WAIM sheet has been shown to

improve the impedance match but degrades the beam patterns. By using a suitable

combination of both techniques it has been shown that it is possible to achieve good beam

patterns and good impedance matching resulting in improved antenna efficiency. Note that

all simulation results presented were for the uplink band. Very similar results have also

Table 7.5: Active reflection coefficient after compensation and WAIM sheet
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been obtained for the downlink band. Table7.6 presents detailed comparison of the smart

antenna reflection coefficients using the two different techniques.

Reflection coefficient of weight modified compensation
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -12.58 -10.96 -13.02 -14.97
B1R -15.14 -13.89 -11.65 -12.05
B2L -6.54 -7.37 -9.63 -10.47
B2R -10.28 -9.61 -7.46 -6.75
BC-Beam -7.69 -17.06 -16.99 -7.87
LS-Beam -5.36 -35.15 -9.52 -3.70
RS-Beam -3.36 -9.47 -40.82 -5.68

Reflection coefficient of modified weight compensation + WAIM
S11dB S22dB S33dB S44dB

B1L -12.25 -10.02 -11.22 -11.23
B1R -11.23 -11.22 -10.02 -12.25
B2L -11.67 -11.11 -11.35 -10.47
B2R -10.48 -11.35 -11.11 -11.67

BC-Beam -13.37 -12.34 -12.32 -13.30
LS-Beam -13.82 -17.43 -10.43 -10.27
RS-Beam -10.27 -10.43 -17.43 -13.82

Table 7.6: Reflection coefficient of weight modification and weight modification + WAIM

technique
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Chapter 8 - EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

8.1 Introduction

The design of a multiple switched beam smart antenna with dynamic beam shaping to

operate at an uplink frequency of 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz and a downlink frequency of

2.1597 to 2.1697GHz has been discussed in chapter five. The simulation of all the smart

antenna system major components which consist of an array of four slant ±450 dual-

polarised stacked patch elements, a Butler matrix beam forming network and a beam

shaping network with variable phase shifters, have been presented in chapter six.

Depending on the state of the phase shifters in the beam shaping network, which provide

phase and amplitude control of the array element weights, seven different shaped beams

can be formed. The effects of mutual coupling on the smart antenna system and a novel

technique to compensate for mutual coupling have also been discussed in chapter seven.

In this chapter, an experimental demonstration of a multiple switched beam smart antenna

with dynamic beam shaping to operate at an uplink frequency of 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz

will be discussed. The actual complete smart antenna would incorporate vertical array

columns of ten elements high, but as a feasibility demonstration, only single elements have

been used for each column. As such, all azimuth radiation patterns measured are

representative of the complete smart antenna system. All measured results of the smart

antenna system major components which include: array element, array antenna, Butler

matrix beam forming network and the novel beam shaping network, will be presented in

this chapter.

8.2 Slant ±450 Dual-Polarised Stacked Microstrip Patch Antenna Measurement

The main slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch antenna characteristic measured is its

return loss (S11& S22) at each port and coupling (S12) between the two ports. Fig.8.1 shows

the experimental setup to measure the return loss (S11& S22) and coupling (S12) between the

two ports of the dual-polarised stacked patch antenna. The performance of the single

element will determine the performance of the array of four elements. The instrument used

to measure the S-parameters of this antenna is a network analyzer which has two

measurement ports and a frequency range of 10MHz to 40GHz. The network analyzer

(N5230A PNA-L Agilent technology) was calibrated using an electronic cal-kit. This

calibration removed the effects of the connecting cables from subsequent measurements. A

single antenna element was attached to the network analyzer as shown in Fig.8.1 with
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port1 of the analyzer connected to one input and port2 connected to the second input.

Fig.8.2 presents the measured and simulated return loss (-S11 & -S22) of the single dual-

polarised stacked patch antenna. The dual-polarised antenna has a return loss of about -

18dB at the desired frequencies. The isolation (S12) between the two ports of the antenna

was also measured using the same setup. The measured and simulated isolation between

the two ports of the dual-polarised patch is shown in Fig.8.3. At the desired frequencies the

measured coupling between the two ports of the antenna is 28dB at the uplink frequency

band and 21dB at the downlink frequency band.

Fig.8.1: Experiment to determine return loss and isolation of single element

Fig.8.2: Measured and simulated return loss of single element
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8.3 Array of 4 Slant ±450 Dual-Polarised Stacked Patch Antenna Measurement

The single dual-polarised antenna element measured in section 8.2 was then configured

and implemented into a four element array. Measurement was then performed on the four

element array as shown in Fig.8.4. Measurements were performed on each of the four

elements in turn. For all measurements all other antenna ports were terminated in matched

loads. Fig.8.5 shows the input reflection coefficient (i.e. S11, S22, S33 and S44) for each

element without WAIM sheet and Fig.8.6 shows the input reflection coefficient with

WAIM sheet λ/8 above the four element array antenna. Fig.8.7 presents the isolation

between ports (S12, S23 and S34) of the array antenna +450 polarisation without WAIM sheet

above the top of the array antenna and Fig.8.8 shows the isolation between ports with

WAIM sheet. A similar result was also achieved for -450 polarisation ports. The antenna

array has a return loss of 18dB at the desired frequencies (1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz at the

uplink frequency band and 2.1597GHz to 2.1697GHz at the downlink frequency band).

Fig.8.8 shows the isolation of the antenna array with general level is below -15dB. While

this is not acceptable for a commercial product, -30dB required, this level of isolation is

sufficient for proof of concept of the antenna. The effect of connecting cables from

subsequent measurements affects the measured isolation between the four element array

ports with WAIM sheet.

Fig.8.4: Experiment to determine return loss and isolation of 4 array antenna
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Fig.8.5: Measured return loss of 4 array elements without WAIM sheet
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Fig.8.6: Measured return loss of 4 elements array with WAIM sheet

Fig.8.7: Measured isolation between 4 elements array ports without WAIM sheet
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8.4 Feeder Network Measurement

The feeder network consists of a Butler matrix and a beam shaping network shown in

Fig.8.9 and Fig.8.10. The performance of each of these networks has been determined over

the frequency range of interest using the N5230A 10MHz to 40GHz network analyzer. The

Butler matrix consists of four inputs and four outputs. The full 8x8 scattering matrix was

determine by measuring each S-parameter in turn with all remaining ports terminated in

matched loads. Similar results were obtained on the beam shaping network. Table 8.1

shows the measured and simulated S-parameters of the Butler matrix output ports at the

uplink centre frequency.

3 Phase shifters (fixed shown, but can be

variable by using “sliding microstrip”

sections)

Fig.8.9: PCB microstrip 4X4 Butler matrix @uplink frequency band

Fig.8.10: PCB microstrip beam shaping network @uplink frequency band
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Beam 1R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree

S5,1 -5.99 125.38 -6.08 7.0
S6,1 -6.29 81.15 -6.08 -35.5
S7,1 -6.52 35.93 -7.4 -74.5
S8,1 -6.45 -9.62 -6.35 -128.50

Beam 2R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree

S5,3 -6.29 80.46 -6.42 -40
S6,3 -6.23 -54.98 -5.85 -179.5
S7,3 -6.19 169.81 -7.0 45.1
S8,3 -6.38 35.75 -7.18 -90.8

Beam 1L Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree

S5,4 -6.45 -9.62 -6.30 -128.00
S6,4 -6.52 35.93 -7.3 -75.00
S7,4 -6.29 81.15 -6.14 -37.00
S8,4 -5.99 125.38 -6.00 5.70

Beam 2R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree Magnitude( dB) Phase in degree

S5,2 -6.38 35.75 -7.00 -78.1
S6,2 -6.19 169.81 -7.00 46.3
S7,2 -6.23 -54.98 -5.85 -179.40
S8,2 -6.29 80.46 -6.23 -39.39

The results in table8.1 for the Butler matrix show that the measured and simulated results

are in close agreement based on the chosen narrow bandwidth. The measured beam

shaping network performance is presented in table 8.2. On inspection, Table 8.2 shows

close agreement between theory and experiment.

Table.8.1: Simulated and measured Butler matrix output S-parameters @ uplink
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Beam 1L Simulation Results Measured Results Phase shifter settings
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 N/A N/A -51.02 N/A -180 -180 Any
S3,1 -70 135 -31.25 -112.0
S4,1 -70 135 -38.01 -112.8
S5,1 N/A N/A N/A 67.5

Beam 2L Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 -69.18 0.174 -43 0.25 0 Any -180
S3,1 N/A 135.16 -50 133.5
S4,1 -72.45 45.18 -39 43.16
S5,1 N/A N/A -48 0.17

Beam 1R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 N/A 0.159 -0.52 67.50 0 Any 0
S3,1 -72.4 45 -38.01 -112.8
S4,1 -72.4 45 -31.25 -112.0
S5,1 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Beam 2R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 N/A 0.193 -48 0.17 -180 0 Any
S3,1 -70 135 -39 43.65
S4,1 N/A 135 -50 133.8
S5,1 -72 90 -43 0.19

BC Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 -6.33 103.50 -6.83 -18.90 -270 -285 -285
S3,1 -6.57 -32.53 -6.79 -155.60
S4,1 -6.29 -32.11 -6.40 -152.82
S5,1 -6.48 108.10 -6.32 -20.17

LS Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 -15.34 75.31 -17.2 -41 -270 -346 -346
S3,1 -3.76 -63.18 -4.5 -175
S4,1 -15.30 -60.48 -16.70 -172
S5,1 -3.67 77.27 -3.9 -39

RS Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø1 Ø1

S2,1 -3.67 77.27 -3.9 -39 -270 -222 -222
S3,1 -15.30 -60.48 -16.70 -172
S4,1 -3.76 -63.18 -4.5 -175
S5,1 -15.34 75.31 -17.2 -41

Table.8.2: simulation and measured S-parameters of beam shaping network @uplink fc
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The beam shaping network and the Butler matrix were connected together to form the

feeder network of Fig.8.11 and the overall S-parameters were also measured using the

network analyzer. Table 8.3 presents the simulated and measured S-parameter of each

beam state (B1L B2L, B1R B2R and LS beam RS beam and BC beam). These S-

parameters are measured by varying the three phase shifters in the beam shaping network.

From the Table8.3 it is seen that the simulated feeder network S-parameters and measured

results are in close agreement.

Fig.8.11: Feeder network S-parameter measurement @ uplink frequency band
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Beam 1L Simulation Results Measured Results Phase shifter setting
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -6.63 179.58 -6.43 -177 -180 -180 Any
S3,1 -7.02 -132.79 -7.43 -134
S4,1 -6.44 -89.99 -6.7 -89
S5,1 -6.43 -43.29 -6.11 -45

Beam 2L Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -6.53 6.67 -7.43 -134 0 Any -180
S3,1 -6.80 137.58 -6.43 -3
S4,1 -6.22 -83.99 -6.11 -225
S5,1 -6.89 46.83 -6.7 -89

Beam 1R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -6.43 -43.29 -6.11 -45 0 Any 0
S3,1 -6.44 -89.99 -6.7 -89
S4,1 -7.02 -132.79 -7.43 -134
S5,1 -6.63 179.58 -6.43 177

Beam 2R Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -6.89 46.83 -6.7 -89 -180 0 Any
S3,1 -6.22 -83.99 -6.11 -225
S4,1 -6.80 137.58 -6.43 -3.00
S5,1 -6.53 6.67 -7.43 -1.34

BC Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -10.02 46.7 -9.25 60.9 -270 -285 -285
S3,1 -4.87 174.72 -5.24 -172
S4,1 -5.04 172.95 -4.7 -172.2
S5,1 -10.05 49.13 -9.40 59.0

LS Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Magnitude-dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -7.03 17.16 -6.34 39.4 -270 -346 -346
S3,1 -4.0 118.61 -5.93 135.00
S4,1 -6.18 177.02 -6.64 -163.8
S5,1 -19.31 18.50 -19.1 59.02

RS Beam Simulation Results Measured Results
Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Magnitude- dB Phase in degree Ø1 Ø2 Ø3

S2,1 -19.31 18.50 -19.1 59.02 -270 -222 -222
S3,1 -6.18 177.02 -5.64 -163.8
S4,1 -4.0 118.61 -4.93 135.00
S5,1 -7.03 17.16 -6.34 39.4

Table.8.3: Simulated and measured output S-parameter of feeder network @uplink fc
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8.5 Smart Antenna System Measurement

A full design demonstrator model of the smart antenna has been implemented and this

includes: a four element slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch array complete with beam

forming (Butler matrix) and beam shaping networks. This antenna is shown in Fig.8.12

which consists of an array of four slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch elements, a 4x4

Butler matrix beam-forming network and a beam shaping network and Fig.8.13 which

illustrate the antenna system with WAIM sheet covering the array antenna.

The array antenna, the beam-forming network and the beam shaping network are coupled

together to form the smart antenna system. The implemented smart antenna system is

manufactured on 1.575mm thick (5870 RT/duriod) substrate material, which has

permittivity of 2.33 and a loss tangent of 0.0012. The array elements have been designed to

be double tuned with good return loss performance in the Orange UK 3G uplink frequency

band (1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz) and downlink frequency band (2.1597GHz to

2.1697GHz). The multi-beam forming and beam shaping networks can be specifically

tuned for either the uplink or downlink band. In this case the uplink frequency band

1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz was used. Control of the three phase shifters within the beam

shaping network dynamically provides the required complex weights for the desired beam

shapes. Ideally, the array with feeding networks should be etched on one PCB, however,

owing to practical limitations in etching facilities available within the school, this design

has been constructed on three separate PCBs. This has necessitated considerable re-design

and the acquisition of phased matched inter-connecting cables to realise the demonstrator

model. The phase matched cables are required to ensure that the correct phase relation is

maintained between Butler matrix, beam shaping network and the antenna array.
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Fig.8.12: multiple switched beams smart with beam shaping capability in anechoic

chamber under test

Fig.8.13: multiple switched beams smart with beam shaping and WAIM sheet

covering top of the array antenna capability in anechoic chamber under test
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8.5.1 Active reflection coefficient measurement

The basic properties used to describe the performance of an antenna include: active

reflection coefficients and 3dB radiation pattern. Active reflection coefficient ΓAn is

defined by [110, 142]:

Γ =
ܾ

ܽ

ΓAn = active reflection coefficient at the nth element.

ܾ = ܽ[ ]ܵ

where

ܵ= ൦

ଵܵଵ ଶܵଵ ଷܵଵ ସܵଵ

ଶܵଵ ଶܵଶ ଶܵଷ ଶܵସ

ଷܵଵ ଶܵଷ ଷܵଷ ଷܵସ

ସܵଵ ଶܵସ ଷܵସ ସܵସ

൪

ଵܾ = ଵܵଵ ଵܽ + ଶܵଵ ଶܽ + ଷܵଵ ଷܽ + ସܵଵ ସܽ

ଶܾ = ଶܵଵ ଵܽ + ଶܵଶ ଶܽ + ଶܵଷ ଷܽ + ଶܵସ ସܽ

ଷܾ = ଷܵଵ ଵܽ + ଶܵଷ ଶܽ + ଷܵଷ ଷܽ + ଷܵସ ସܽ

ସܾ = ସܵଵ ଵܽ + ଶܵସ ଶܽ + ଷܵସ ଷܽ + ସܵସ ସܽ

now,

Γଵ =
భ

భ
, Γଶ =

మ

మ
, Γଷ =

య

య
and Γସ =

ర

ర

Hence ΓA1, ΓA2, ΓA3 and ΓA4 are the active reflection coefficients at each input port of the

array antenna.
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An experiment to determine the active reflection coefficient of the smart antenna system

was setup as shown in the Fig.8.14 below. A directional coupler was inserted between line

connecting one output port of the feeder network (Butler matrix and beam shaping

network) to one input port of the four element array antenna while extra phase matched

cables of equal phase and amplitude to the directional coupler (network analyser to

measure the phase of the directional coupler "thru-arm") were used to connect the other

remaining three output ports of the feeder network to the remaining input ports of the array

antenna. The input port of the feeder network was connected to port ‘A’ of a network

analyzer and the couple port of the coupler was connected to port ‘B’ of the network

analyzer while the other port of the coupler was matched to 50ohm load as shown in

Fig.8.15. Two sets of readings was taken, one with the WAIM sheet covering the face of

the array antenna and another without the WAIM covering the array antenna. Table 8.4 and

table 8.5 present the measured active reflection coefficient with and without WAIM sheet.

The results presented in table 8.5 show the smart antenna demonstrator with active

reflection coefficient better than -10dB.

Fig .8.15: Active reflection coefficient measurement Experiment
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Measured reflection coefficient without WAIM
Beam Number ΓA1dB ΓA2dB ΓA3dB ΓA4dB

Beam1 R -15.73 -5.30 -9.45 -13.02
Beam 2R -14.80 -10.39 -18.50 -9.70
BC Beam -17.10 -12.03 -9.53 -13.10
LS Beam -14.21 -12.8 -11 -2.46

Number Measured reflection coefficient with WAIM sheet
Beam Number ΓA1dB ΓA2dB ΓA3dB ΓA4dB

Beam1 R -19.19 -10.33 -10.43 -10.64
Beam 2R -10.20 -13.4 -15.07 -10.50
BC Beam -19.03 -10.03 -11.22 -10.16
LS Beam -12.69 -11.40 -10.05 -10.11

8.5.2 Insertion loss of the Smart Antenna System with Matched Loads

Insertion loss is the net unrecoverable power loss in dB dissipated within the beam forming

network and the beam shaping network at the uplink centre frequency (1.9747GHz). The

input to output couplings of the feeder network are S1 (dB), S2 (dB), S3 (dB) and S4 (dB).

If αi =10S
i(dB)/20 where i = 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The total insertion loss in dB for a particular beam state is give as:

Insertion (dB) = 10Log10 ∑ (αi)
2.

Table 8.6 presents the calculated insertion loss of this antenna feeder network for various

beam states.

Table 8.4: Antenna Active Reflection coefficient without WAIM (dB)

Table 8.5: Antenna Active reflection coefficients with WAIM sheet on top (dB)
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Beam state coupling Magnitude in dB Insertion loss in dB
Beam1L S2,1 -6.43 0.62

S3,1 -7.43
S4,1 -6.70
S5,1 -6.11

Beam2L S2,1 -7.43 0.62
S3,1 -6.43
S4,1 -6.11
S5,1 -6.70

Beam1R S2,1 -6.11 0.62
S3,1 -6.70
S4,1 -7.43
S5,1 -6.43

Beam2R S2,1 -6.70 0.62
S3,1 -6.11
S4,1 -6.43
S5,1 -7.43

BC Beam S2,1 -9.25 0.608
S3,1 -5.24
S4,1 -4.70
S5,1 -9.40

LS Beam S2,1 -6.34 0.763
S3,1 -4.93
S4,1 -5.64
S5,1 -19.10

RS Beam S2,1 -19.10 0.763
S3,1 -5.64
S4,1 -4.93
S5,1 -6.34

8.5.3 Radiation Pattern Measurement

The smart antenna radiation patterns were measured in an anechoic chamber. The anechoic

chamber has a dimension of 3m wide and 5m long. Fig.8.16 shows the multiple switched

beams smart system with beam shaping capability in the anechoic chamber under test. To

measure the far-field radiation patterns of this antenna system, the distance between the

standard gain antenna and the antenna under test (R) must be:

ܴ >
ଶమ

ఒ

where ‘D’ is the aperture of the antenna under test and λ is the wavelength.

For this antenna system under test, D=0.363m and λ = 0.145m.

ଶమ

ఒ
= 1.81݉ and R is 3m.

Fig.8.17 through to Fig.8.19 show simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns

of the smart antenna system. The radiation pattern for each polarisation was measured at

1.975GHz (centre frequency of the uplink frequency band) in both +450 polarisation and -

450 polarisation ports. The measured and simulated multiple narrow beams at 1.975GHz

Table.8.6: Insertion loss of uplink band feeder network for all beam state
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are shown in Fig.8.17. The experimental results for the measured multiple narrow beams

patterns are very close to the simulated multiple beams. The shaped beams are shown in

Fig.8.18 and Fig.8.19 (Fig.8.18 is the left shaped beam and Fig.8.19 is the broadcast

channel beam). The measured left shaped beam has a 2.5dB dip difference at 150 compared

to the compensated simulated left shaped beam pattern. This dip is caused by the effects of

mutual coupling within the array elements. The broadcast channel beam pattern measured

is in close agreement with the compensated simulated pattern.
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Fig.8.18: Measured, simulated and ideal Left hand shaped beam @uplink fc
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8.5.4 Antenna Gain Measurement

One of most important characteristics that describe the performance of antennas is the gain

of the antenna. There are various methods and antenna ranges that are used to measure the

gain and the choice of any particular method depends mainly on the frequency of operation

and the design of the antenna under measurement. Traditionally free-space ranges have

been used to measure the gain of antenna with any operating frequency of 1 GHz and

above. Absolute-gain and gain comparison techniques are the two conventional techniques

usually used to measure the gain of an antenna [15].

The absolute-gain technique is used to calibrate antennas which can then be used as

standards to determine the gain of other antennas and it does not require a priori

knowledge of the gains of the antennas [15]. Gain-comparison or transfer methods can be

used in conjunction with standard gain antennas to determine the absolute gain of the

antenna under measurement. The two antennas that are commonly used as standard gain

antennas are the λ/2 dipole with a gain of about 2.1dB and the standard gain pyramidal

horn antenna with a gain ranging from 12–25dB. In this antenna gain measurement, the

gain comparison method is used [15].

The experiment (gain comparison method) to measure the gain of the smart antenna system

is set up as shown in Fig. 8.16 above in the anechoic chamber. In this case the required

polarisations are ±450. The result can be obtained by positioning the antenna under test

(AUT) as shown in Fig.8.15 and arrange the standard gain antenna to be aligned with the

selected polarisation. Following the Friis transmission equation, the ratio of the available

power at the input of the antenna under test to output power of the transmitting antenna is

given by:

ܲ(݀݉ܤ ) = ௧ܲܩௌீ ுܩ் ൬
ߣ

ܴߨ4
൰
ଶ

ܲ(݀݉ܤ ) − ௧ܲ(݀݉ܤ ) = ௌீܩ ு ܤ݀) )݅ + ܤ݀)்ܩ )݅ + 20 ݈݃ ൬
ߣ

ܴߨ4
൰

ܤ݀)்ܩ )݅ = ௌீܩ− ு ܤ݀) )݅ − ( ܲ(݀݉ܤ )− ௧ܲ(݀݉ܤ )− 20 ݈݃ ൬
ߣ

ܴߨ4
൰

Where R is the distance between the antenna under test and the standard antenna, Pr is the

received power at the antenna under test; Pt is the input into the standard gain antenna,
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GSGH is the gain of the standard horn antenna and GAUT is the gain of the antenna under test.

Table8.7 presents the maximum power received at each beam state, the transmitted power,

the distance between the standard gain antenna and the antenna under test and the

calculated gain for each of the smart antenna beams.

Beam

state

Maximum received

power

Transmitted

power

Cable

Loss(dB)

Distance

(R)

Simulated Gain

dBi

Measured

Gain dBi

B1R -13.15 dBm 20 dBm 7.80 3 m 13.2 12.95

B2R -14.82 dBm 20 dBm 7.80 3 m 12.4 11.28

BC

Beam

-17.36 dBm 20 dBm 7.80 3 m 9.0 8.74

LS

Beam

-15.52 dBm 20 dBm 7.80 3 m 10.9 10.58

8.6 Summary

A multiple switched beam smart antenna demonstrator with beam shaping capability has

been successfully designed, analysed, simulated, implemented and tested to provide good

coverage and increase capacity throughout a cell sector and to dynamically reconfigure the

beams to provide enhanced capacity in certain areas with reduced, but acceptable coverage

and capacity, throughout the rest of the cell sector using only one transceiver per

polarisation. The simulated building blocks of the smart antenna demonstrator which

include a slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch, Butler matrix and a beam shaping

network have been implemented and tested successfully. The simulated characteristics of

all the smart antenna building blocks and the full demonstrator smart antenna system are

very close to the measured values. The next chapter will analyse the varying capacity with

coverage of the smart antenna system.

Table 8.7: Simulated and measured gain in (dBi) of the smart antenna demonstrator
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Chapter 9 - COVERAGE AND CAPACITY

9.1 Introduction

Dynamic concentration of the users within a part of a cell sector has placed pressure on

network operators to find ways to dynamically optimise the sector to increase capacity and

quality of service while maintaining coverage. Smart antenna systems have been identified

as being capable of dynamically optimising mobile telecommunication networks.

Therefore, there is need to estimate the actual performance gain that can be achieved with

this smart antenna system and a comprehensive knowledge of radio propagation effects is

an important factor for the development and performance evaluation of smart antenna

systems in mobile telecommunication networks. This chapter presents a performance

evaluation of the smart antenna concept within a realistic radio environment in terms of

coverage and capacity relationship (only the downlink frequency band is considered). First

a brief overview of the relationship between coverage and capacity in 3G using WCDMA

air interface is presented and thereafter the mobile telecommunication propagation

environment is described followed by propagation prediction models. Then the received

power footprint contours of the proposed smart antenna system are presented and then

finally the smart antenna system coverage versus capacity using the Shannon channel

equation is presented.

9.2 Coverage and Capacity Relationship in 3G

Coverage in a mobile communication network is defined as the maximum distance that a

given user of interest can be from a base station (BTS) and still have reliable received

signal strength at the mobile user station while capacity of a single 3G cell is a function of

the type of users (data rate) services within it. The capacity of 3G systems is itself soft;

more users can be added, provided there are sufficient codes to service the additional users.

However, this will increase the overall interference level within the cell and that will

become apparent to users. It is a well known fact that in a WCDMA air interface for 3G

mobile communication systems the coverage area has a direct relationship with the user

capacity; an increase in the number of active users in the cell area causes the total

interference seen at the receiver to increase [16,25 ]. This causes an increase in required

received power (power at the base station is fixed hence it cannot increase transmit power)

for each user to maintain a certain signal to interference plus noise ratio at the receiver for

satisfactory communication.
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Conventionally those users furthest from the base station will suffer the greatest

interference effects and will be forced below the required signal to interference plus noise

ratio (SINR) to maintain continuous communication service and at this stage the mobile

user may then be handed over to a more lightly loaded cell. The SINR is actually the

energy per bit divided by the noise per hertz (Eb/N0) and as this decreases the capacity of

the cell increases, but bit error rate gets worse ( a minimum of 10-3 of BER is required for

voice communication and 10-6 for data communication) [65]. Therefore, capacity is a

balance between energy per bit divided by the noise per Hz and the bit error rate which can

be mitigated by error correction coding. An accurate estimate of a base station antenna

coverage as a function of user capacity is essential in WCDMA network design and

deployment, and therefore of great interest in this research [57, 65, 68].

Presently, the majority of mobile telecommunication network operators make use of omni-

directional or directional fixed beam sectorised antennas which cannot dynamically

optimise the network if there is a sudden concentration of users in part of a cell sector [16,

25, and 65]. Smart antenna systems have been identified as being capable of dynamically

optimising the network cell sector to enhance coverage in a subsector cell to maintain

capacity and provide the higher quality of service demanded by mobile telecommunication

users; but, they have not been exploited to dynamically optimise the network cell sector to

my knowledge.

In chapter four a novel smart antenna system have been introduced that could optimise a

mobile telecommunication cell sector dynamically. And in chapter eight a demonstrator

model of the smart antenna system has been implemented. To evaluate the performance of

this smart antenna concept, it is very important to model the system within a realistic radio

environment to analyse the received power footprint contours and the relationship between

the antenna coverage and the capacity it can offer using Shannon channel capacity

equation. Though the smart antenna concept has been extensively studied, most of the

research activities have been dedicated to algorithm development, direction of arrival,

beam-forming algorithms and angle of departure [84, 143]. Not nearly as much effort has

been made on implementing and validating the smart antenna system performance by

finding the received power footprint contour within the real environmental characteristics

of mobile telecommunication networks. This chapter focuses on the performance and

evaluation of the smart antenna concept introduced in chapter four, simulated in chapter six

and implemented in chapter eight in a real radio environment by finding the footprint
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received power contours over the ground surface and estimating the coverage capacity

relationship using Shannon channel capacity equation when the antenna is deployed in

mobile telecommunication macro cell sectors.

9.3 Mobile Telecommunication Propagation Environment

The energy radiated by a mobile telecommunication base station antenna often encounters

multiple obstructions such as buildings, trees and vehicles etc... before reaching a mobile

receiver, possibly a moving one. The radiated electromagnetic field from the base station

antenna is reflected, diffracted, and multiply scattered by these various obstructions which

result in multiples of waves impinging on the mobile receiver. These mobile receivers are

predominately located among these obstacles which therefore have the greatest influence

on the propagation of electromagnetic waves over short distances [144].

The radio propagation environment plays a critical role in the operation of mobile

telecommunication systems. The environment determines the performance of the systems

whether used to transmit real-time voice messages, data or other types of communication

traffic [145]. Every day the environment is changing, new types of materials for building

and increasing numbers of obstacles for signal propagation (the effects is multipath,

angular spread, noise, and delay spread interference, etc.). It is a well known fact that the

delay spread and resulting inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to multiple signal paths

arriving at the receiver at different times have a critical impact on communication link

quality [84]. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of this smart antenna concept, it is

very important to model the system within this realistic radio environment.
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Fig.9.1 above shows the geometry used to develop the program to predict the ‘beams

footprint’ of the received power contours for the subject smart antenna. Different radio

frequency propagation models for different wireless communication services that

specifically address varying propagation environments and operating frequency ranges are

generally known [145]. A large number of propagation prediction models for various

terrain irregularities, like tunnels, urban areas, suburban areas, buildings materials, earth

curvature, etc... have been developed [145]. In this simulation [146], free-space

propagation model and COST259 propagation model which has the capacity to model

several different radio propagation environments have been used [52] to enabling

comparison.

9.3.1.1 Free Space Propagation

A program has being developed using a free space propagation model base on Fig.9.1 to

analyse the fundamental performance, i.e. without multiple reflection effects of the

proposed smart antenna system. The calculated received power on the ground for a free-

space propagation environment is given by equation (9-1):

ܲ = ௧ܲ(∅,ߠ)ܩቀ
ఒ

ସగோ
ቁ
ଶ

(9-1)

HBS

(Xgn , ygn,m ,gm)

y

θ
θgn,m

gn,m

z

x

Fig.9.1: Geometry of free space propagation

Smart antenna

Ground
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where Pr is the received power, Pt is the transmitted power, (∅,ߠ)ܩ is the gain of the

transmitter antenna in the direction of the receiving antenna, λ is the wavelength at 

2165MHz and R is the straight line distance between the transmitter and receiver located at

each grid point on the ground.Fig.9.2 shows the propagation loss versus distance in a free

space propagation environment.

Fig.9.3 through Fig.9.6 below show representative results from a full study that has been

carried out using a free space propagation model. The contour plots have been derived

from simulated radiation patterns of the smart antenna system in the downlink frequency

band. The radiation patterns of seven different beams (narrow beams are B1L, B2L, B1R,

B2R and the shaped beams are LS Beam, RS Beam and broadcast beam) from the smart

antenna system are shown in Fig.9.6 & Fig.9.7 and Table9.1below shows the antenna

specification.

Gain (dBi) 3dB Beam
width(deg.)

B1L 23.30 26

B1R 23.30 26

B2L 21.80 29

B2R 21.80 29

BC Beam 17.20 80.7

LS Beam 21.30 39

RS Beam 21.30 39

Fig.9.2: Free space propagation path Loss

Table9.1: Antenna specification @ downlink fc
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Fig.9.3:Beam1L footprint using free space propagation model

Fig.9.4:Beam2L “footprint” using free space propagation model
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Fig.9.5: Right shaped beam footprint using free space propagation model

Fig.9.6: Broadcast channel beam footprint using free space propagation model
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The plots of Fig.9.3 through Fig.9.6 show received power footprint contours in the

downlink UK orange frequency band when a +40dBm power is input into the antenna

placed 30meters above the ground with an area size of 4km x 4km. Note that polarisation

effects have been ignored and a total power radiation pattern has been used. It is observed

that for the multiple beams Fig.9.3 (B1L), the -20dBm and the -30dBm contours are quite

concentrated “spots” on the middle of the ground while the -40dBm contours is spread

over a wide area. Conversely, Fig.9.6 shows the broadcast channel beam (BC beam),

which spreads its power over the defined ground area while Fig. 9.5 for the shaped beams

shows that the -30dBm, -40dBm and the -50dBm contours give a good coverage on the

whole of the right hand side while still maintaining some coverage on the remaining part of
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the sector. The contour plots show the overall coverage produced by each beam in the field

of view. The colour of each pixel corresponds to the signal level on the ground. These plots

are useful for identifying overall coverage extent of an antenna system. The shaped beams

give enhance coverage in the subsector of the sector while still giving some amount of

coverage at the other part of the sector.

9.3.1.2 Urban- Propagation Models

To predict the received power footprint contours that can be provided by this antenna

system for an urban environment the following assumptions have been made: the buildings

in the environment are in a row and the building are separated by the equal distances, the

buildings are the same height (average building height of 15meters and average building

separation distance of 50meters), the base station is 30meters high, the mobile user antenna

height is 1.5meters, and the COST259 model was used to predict the total transmission loss

of the system [52]. The propagation model for a typical macro-cell urban environment is

defined by [52, 147]:

PL[dB] = LddB+ LslowdB+ Lfast dB

Where PL is the total path loss, Ld is the distance dependent loss in a built environment,

Lslow is slow fading and Lfast is the fast fading.

ௗܮ = +௦ܮ ܮ ௦ௗ+ܮ௧௦

(9-2)

(9-3)

Rg(km)

HBTS

d

hm

hb

Fig.9.9: Urban propagation environment
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Where Lfs is free space propagation loss, Lmsd is multiple screen diffraction loss and Lrts is

rooftop to street loss.

௧௦ܮ = 10 ݈݃ ൬
ఒ

ଶగమ
ቀ
ଵ

ఏ
−

ଵ

ଶగାఏ
ቁ
ଶ

൰

ߠ = ܽݐ ݊ିଵ൬
∆ℎ
ݔ
൰

=ݎ ඥ(∆ℎ )ଶ + ଶݔ

hm is the difference between the height of the building and the mobile antenna height and

x is the horizontal distance between the mobile and diffracting edges.

ܮ ௦ௗ = 10 ݈݃ ൫ܳ 
ଶ൯

Where Qm is a factor which dependents on the relative height of the base station antenna.

For a base station antenna height above rooftop level,

ܳ = 2.35ቆ
∆್

ோ
ට
ௗ

ఒ
ቇ

.ଽ

hb is the difference in height between base station antenna height and the building height

and d is average separation between buildings.

Slow fading is caused by shadowing from buildings, mountains, hills and other obstacles in

the front of the direction of signal propagation. The modelling of the effects of slow fading

in wireless communication is very important as it causes the received SINR to change

drastically over a large time scale. Slow fading is modelled as a log-normal distribution

(additive white Gaussian) with 10dB () standard deviation and a mean (ߤ) of zero.

Additive white Gaussian is assumed to have followed a log-normal distribution as a

Gaussian random variable [25].

Fast fading is due to multipath propagation of the transmitted signal (scattered

electromagnetic wave) and it is modelled using a Rayleigh distribution with a random

component. The total fading which is due to fast fading and slow fading is assumed to be

10dB for the investigation [25]. Fig.9.9 shows the propagation path loss versus distance

for an urban environment.

(9-4)

(9-5)

(9-6)
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Fig.9.11, through Fig.9.14 depict the received power footprint contours for two narrow

beams, a shaped beam and the broadcast channel beam that occur when the antenna is

mounted 30meters high above the ground in an urban macro-cell area of 4 km x 4 km for a

mobile telecommunication network. The plot shows that as the electromagnetic waves

propagate through urban areas with multiple buildings arranged along the signal path the

propagation path loss is greater than in free-space (see Fig9.10 shows the propagation loss

versus distance using a macro cell propagation model). The received power footprint

contour plot for shaped beams (right shaped) using a macro cell propagation model shows

that it provides subsector coverage enhancement while still providing lower, but acceptable

coverage for the remainder of the cell sector.

Fig.9.10: Urban propagation path loss versus distance
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Fig.9.12: Beam2L footprint using urban propagation model
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model
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9.3.2 Smart Antenna System Coverage versus Capacity Estimation

Spectral efficiency or bandwidth efficiency measured in bit/s/Hz is an important

performance figure of merit for characterizing a communication system. Shannon’s

channel capacity theorem reveals that there is a maximum spectral efficiency or bandwidth

efficiency which is called the channel capacity, at which any communication system can

operate reliably [148-149]. In other words radio capacity is a parameter which measures

spectral efficiency of a wireless system. This parameter is determined by the required

signal-to-noise-ratio and the channel bandwidth [25]. The antenna is an important

component in a radio communication system and it dominates the overall radio frequency

system performance. It is therefore very important to examine the information capacity that

an antenna system can consistently transmit in relation to its coverage distance which

constitutes the main issue of this research. The capacity of a transmitting antenna based on

the Shannon channel information capacity theory is given by [148-150]:

ܥ = ݃ܮܤ ଶ[1 +
ܵ

ܰ
]

Where C is the capacity in bits per second, B is the channel bandwidth in Hertz and S/N is

the signal-to-noise-ratio.

Applying this Shannon channel capacity equation together with urban propagation model,

and assuming the channel bandwidth to be 5MHz, thermal noise density to be -

174dBm/Hz, antenna height of 30meters, antenna input power of +40dBm and coverage

area of 4km x 4km the channel capacity was computed. Fig 9.15 below shows the capacity

in Mbits/s footprint contour for the right hand shaped beam (RS beam) of the smart

antenna system and Fig.9.16 is the plot that shows the RS beam capacity in Mbits/s

variation with coverage when taken through the beam diagonal. Fig.9.17 shows capacity

in Mbits/s footprint contour of a conventional sector antenna with a gain of 17.5dBi and

Fig.9.18 is the capacity variation with coverage of conventional sector antenna when taken

through the diagonal of the beam. The capacity of the RS beam is concentrated on the right

hand side of the specified area while the capacity of the conventional sector antenna is

spread all over the specified area.

The capacity footprint contour of the shaped beam again confirms that with this smart

antenna system, coverage and capacity can be enhanced in a sub-sector where there is high

demand while still maintaining some capacity in the remaining area of the sector.

(9-7)
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Fig.9.15: RS beam capacity footprint contour using urban propagation model

Fig.9.16: RS beam capacity variation with distance using urban propagation model
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Fig.9.17: Conventional sector antenna beam capacity footprint contour using urban

propagation model

Fig.9.18: Conventional sector antenna beam capacity variation with distance using

urban propagation model
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9.4 Summary

This chapter have detailed the predicted coverage and capacity in terms of received power

footprint contours the smart antenna system offers when used in free space and an urban

propagation environment. When the buildings in an urban environment are uniformly

spaced 50meters apart with an average height of 15meters, the propagation loss compared

to that of free space is much greater. The multiple buildings environment has significant

effects on the beams’ received power footprint contours modelled by the COST259

propagation model. The shaped beams received power footprint contours demonstrate the

advantages that a mobile telecommunication network provider would obtain by dynamic

selection of the various beams of the smart antenna system to provide dynamic sub-sector

capacity enhancements. This chapter has demonstrated the importance of the subject smart

antenna system to dynamically enhance capacity of a sub-sector and thereby maintain

capacity and traffic load balancing especially in hotspots of wireless communication

networks. The research has also shown the relationship of coverage and capacity of

antenna. The next chapter will detail how this smart antenna system can be strategically

used in mobile telecommunication network.
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Chapter 10 - NETWORK PLANNING STRATEGY

10.1 Introduction

The aims of network planning and optimisation for a 3G network system are to provide

connections anywhere anytime and support a high data rate demanded by subscribers.

However, 3G network planning and optimisation is more complex compared to 2G radio

network planning and optimisation because of a new air interface, new technologies (e.g.,

MIMO and smart antennas), mixed services (voice, video and data traffic), co-existence of

different radio access technologies, growing importance of indoor coverage and multi-

dimensional interdependent optimisation problems. Previous chapters have provided

details of the design, construction and testing of a dynamically reconfigurable novel smart

antenna system. This chapter provides a review of current network planning strategies and

basic network planning procedures in 3G network systems and investigates how the

deployment of the subject novel smart antenna system can be used to improve 3G radio

network system performances.

10.2 Current 3G Radio Network Planning Strategy

The existing UMTS (3G) radio network planning and optimisation strategy starts by first

analysing the radio network configuration and then defines the needs of a UMTS network

for a certain geographical area before actual planning is started. In this planning strategy

work the overall layout of the radio network, the BTS, that is the antenna heights, site

density and the traffic growth path are decided upon in order to reach the optimal network

configuration for coverage, capacity, and service quality [152]. The next stage of the

strategy is to define the UMTS network major topology or layout (macro, micro and pico)

in order to define the radio propagation environment and to fix network planning

principles. The major technical definitions of the radio network can be made after defining

the propagation environment of the radio network. These include the conventional cellular

concept and new technologies such as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) concepts

and the smart antenna concept [152]. The following section will present an overview of the

3G radio network planning process.
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Overview of Radio Network Planning Process in 3G
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10.3.1 Dimensioning

Dimensioning, which is also known as initial planning, provides an estimation of the

equipment needed to provide coverage, capacity, and quality of service required to initiate

operation of the network. The aim of the initial planning phase is to calculate the required

site density and configuration type for the area of interest. Dimensioning activities can

include coverage analysis, capacity evaluation, an estimate of the number of base station

transceivers on the site, radio network controller equipment requirements, service

distribution definition, traffic density estimates, traffic growth estimates and quality of

service (Q0S) requirements in terms of blocking and coverage probability. The capacity

requirements of different cell sites during the initial planning phase can be determined by

utilizing the standard load equation for link budgets [65]. The link budget takes into

account the base transceiver station antenna gain, diversity gain, the cable losses and

fading margins when evaluating the uplink and downlink of the radio network. The radio

link budget output is the maximum allowable propagation path loss calculation (dependent

upon capacity) which in turn determines the cell range and the number of sites needed for

the radio network. Interference margin, fast fading margin, transmit power and soft

handover are some of the specific parameters in the radio link budget of the WCDMA air

interface [65, 152-153].

10.3.2 Detailed Planning

Radio network detailed planning can be divided into configuration planning, topology

planning, code planning, and parameter planning. The network is practically ready once

the radio network detailed planning process is completed. The aim of configuration

planning is to find the optimum configuration of the BTS in each site in the planning area.

There are several factors to be considered when doing configuration planning which

include: propagation environment (macro, micro, pico and indoor cell), site characteristics,

required coverage and capacity and the impact of BTS antenna configuration on

interference and network capacity. The output of the configuration planning is a detailed

BTS configuration and a list of the base station and corresponding antenna line equipment

being specified and maximum uplink and downlink path loss information for coverage

prediction. The final configuration phase of the radio network elements is the topology

planning or network layout phase. The BTS site configuration includes definition of the

site locations, antenna sectoring, antenna orientations, and antenna heights [65, 152-153].

The scrambling codes and parameters planning is a very important stage of detailed

planning in the radio network planning process. The major reason for planning parameters
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is to optimise the usage of the radio network and to fully utilise the planned coverage and

capacity. The parameters that are planned can include admission, load, power, handover

control and packet scheduling etc. In the case of scrambling codes, the main work for

network planning is allocation of scrambling codes for each BTS downlink direction in

order to separate them. The code planning is straightforward as a planning tool typically

allocates the scrambling codes automatically to each base transceiver station [65, 152-153].

10.3.3 Optimization and Monitoring

Detailed planning of the radio network requires careful performance verification before

launching the network for commercial use. Detailed planning is based on system-level

simulations including a number of assumptions and approximations. The optimisation and

monitoring is to verify that the planned coverage, capacity and quality of service has been

reached with efficient resource usage and whether the key performance indicators (KPI)

are met. These KPIs are parameters that need to be checked closely while the network

monitoring process is going on. Radio network performance is usually verified using KPI

monitoring and radio interface measurements provided by the network management

subsystem. Generally, after the WCDMA network is fully launched for commercial use,

the network is still constantly optimised and monitored because of subscriber location and

traffic behaviour which vary dynamically[65, 152].

10.4 Topology Layout

In order to outline how a smart antenna deployment can systematically increase capacity

on a dynamic basis it is useful to provide details of the network topology for 2G and 3G

systems because 3G may be deployed in areas where 2G service is already provided. The

different base station layer structures such as the one shown in Fig.10.2 and the radio

propagation environments must be defined first for the UMTS radio interface before the

final site selection can be done. The required size of each base station coverage area must

also be determined. In addition to the base station layout, the average base station antenna

height for the network must be decided. In the early stage of the radio network

development the network requires large coverage areas primarily just to cover areas which

are known as macro cellular typical size of macro cell is 30km network topology

where base station antennas are above the average building heights in urban areas. If there

is a need to increase capacity for a dense urban area, most network providers use several

micro cells typical size of micro cell is 500m. In this topology the base station antennas are

implemented below the rooftop levels in order to avoid interference because the macro cell
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10.4.1 Radio Network Planning with Conventional Antennas

A variety of antennas are available to be used on UMTS base station sites. Ideally,

antennas are selected based upon planned site divisions into sectors as the sector

overlapping needs to be kept at optimal level for best possible performance [156].

Generally, antennas that are used in a UMTS network are either dual-polar if polarisation

diversity is employed or plane polar if spatial diversity is employed and dual-band

(typically 2G & 3G) unless they are wideband in which case they cover both 2G and 3G.

The antenna beam width that is commonly employed is 85 or 65 degrees with mechanical

or variable electrical elevation down-tilt (VET). The antennas with variable electrical

tilting are more expensive compared to other conventional antennas. Although they are

more expensive, VET antennas give the greatest flexibility, allowing remote tilting of the

sector antenna to enhance coverage in 3G mobile telecommunication networks. The use of

directional antennas in a sectored base station configuration are shown to be an efficient

method for increasing coverage and capacity of a cellular network system because of a

reduction in interference in current 3G mobile telecommunication networks [65, 153 and

158].

10.5 Radio Network Planning with New Technology and Smart Antenna

Conventional radio network planning strategy for UMTS using a WCDMA air interface

with conventional antennas must be modified if new technologies like standard smart

antennas systems, Space Division Multiple Access techniques (SDMA) and Multiple Input

Multiple Output (MIMO) systems are utilised in UMTS networks in the future. Smart

antenna systems for mobile telecommunication networks [151] have different grades of

complexity in terms of digital signal processing (DSP) and hardware implementation.

When complexity is increased, system intelligence and performance are also expected to

increase. All of these factors present new challenges for network planning in 3G.

Identifying and overcoming the challenges of network planning for smart antennas will

help to enhance coverage and maintain capacity in 3G mobile telecommunication

networks. Fig.10.3 shows two basic smart antenna systems, fixed multiple beams and

adaptive beam forming smart antenna solutions, for a mobile telecommunication network

layout.
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10.6 Investigation of the Novel Smart Antenna System Performance in an Existing

3G Mobile Network

To investigate the strategic deployment of this smart antenna system into mobile

telecommunication networks to the optimum techno-economic advantage of mobile

network providers, i.e. to identify the best locations for smart antennas in the radio network

in the most cost-effective deployment, there is a need for a radio network planning and

optimisation tool. A radio network planning and optimisation tool is the main tool used by

network operators in planning and optimising their network daily. It consists of a digital

map with properties such as projection and ellipsoid, target planning area, selected radio

access techniques, input parameters for calculations and antenna models. For 3G mobile

telecommunication networks, some mobile network vendors have suggested a stepwise

strategy for deploying smart antennas for optimum techno-economic advantage. The

vendors first step strategy is coverage driven which is used for the initial network

deployment. They suggested that smart antennas should be used only in the network uplink

to reduce the number of base station sites. The reason is that, for a lightly loaded radio

network, the cell range is mainly limited in the network uplink by the mobile terminal’s

power. In this strategy, the cost of smart antennas can be easily compensated for by

savings in the base station equipment and site leasing cost and the cost of fighting protests

from people living nearby who do not want a mobile tower installed close to their homes.

In the second step of the vendor strategy, smart antennas should be introduced in the

downlink when the traffic load in the network becomes heavy and the downlink power

becomes the capacity blockage [67]. However, the network vendor strategy does not cover

the situation when the network cell is experiencing unexpected high concentrations of

mobile users, i.e. a situation where the network is experiencing traffic imbalance in both

uplink and downlink of the radio network.

Orange UK is one of the leading providers of mobile telecommunication networks. The

company’s spectrum sub-bands have been used as a practical example to design, simulate

and implement this smart antenna concept. Its network parameters and Glasgow city centre

map have been used for this radio network planning and optimisation tool to investigate the

best location of the subject novel smart antenna in the radio network for optimum techno-

economic advantage.
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10.6.1 Simulation Results
In this project, work has been undertaken in conjunction with Orange UK to demonstrate

how the antenna design described here can be used to enhance capacity and improve

coverage. As a benchmark result, shown in Fig.10.4 is the coverage plot of a standard

sector antenna of 1150 10dB beam width placed in a macro cell sector of 1200 downlink in

Glasgow city centre and excited with 40watts of power. This antenna is mostly used to

cover busy areas of the mobile telecommunication network especially hotspots of the

network. Fig.10.5 and Fig.10.6 are the coverage plots of the subject smart antenna beam

1R and beam 2R, also placed in a macro cell sector of 1200 downlink in Glasgow city

centre and excited with 40watts of power. The received power levels are set at default, -

58dBm is the highest level and -110dBm is the lowest level. The pink colour indicates the

highest received power level on the ground, followed by red, yellow, light green, and light

purple is the lowest power level. Also shown on Fig10.4 is an illustration of the sectors

within the cell. It can be seen that with a conventional sector antenna there is a significant

overlap with adjacent sectors and interference suppression is only through perfect

orthogonality of digital codes.

This can be compared with the use of the proposed antenna which can be switched to

individual high gain beams. Results shown in Fig10.5 and 10.6 demonstrate the reduced

overlap between sectors while providing desirable coverage over the full sector.

Additionally, as all subscribers within a sector utilise the whole frequency spectrum, the

SINR will be reduced for standard antennas. This can be illustrated with reference to

Fig.10.4 where it can be seen that for a conventional antenna the coverage pattern will

mean that a strong signal will be received from widely separated interfering subscribers in

addition to the wanted signal from the desired user. This will result in an overall lowering

of SINR.

This situation can be compared to the situation with the proposed antenna as shown in

Fig10.5 and 10.6 where the use of dynamically reconfigurable narrow beams leads to a

much reduced level of interference from unwanted subscribers and an increase in SINR.

Hence, the subject smart antenna will suppress interference both through orthogonality of

digital codes and spatial suppression offered by the narrow beams. The four narrow beams

of the subject smart antenna can be reconfigured to produce a shaped beam shown in the

plot of Fig.10.7 thereby enhancing sub-sector coverage and maintaining capacity for high
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at sector area at the expense of slightly reduced gain compared to the

narrow beam mode of operation.

Fig.10.4: standard sector antenna coverage plot

Fig.10.5: Subject smart antenna coverage plot typical beam1R
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Fig.10.7: Subject smart antenna left hand shaped beam coverage plot

Fig.10. 6: Subject smart antenna coverage plot typical beam2R

Z-axis in meter

Fig.10.7: Subject smart antenna left hand shaped beam coverage plot

Fig.10. 6: Subject smart antenna coverage plot typical beam2R
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10.7 Summary

The key problems of mobile telecommunication networks and the conventional techniques

to minimise the problems have been highlighted in this thesis. Smart antennas have also

been reviewed as a promising technology that can mitigate the current problems of mobile

telecommunication networks which include: interference impairment and traffic load

imbalance especially in hotspot areas of mobile networks. The importance of smart

antenna deployment in the overall mobile telecommunication cell plan has also been

highlighted. This chapter has reviewed 3G radio network planning strategy and planning

procedure. Challenges of cell planning for smart antennas have been identified, including

size and receiver structure. These drawbacks have been the major reason why most mobile

telecommunication network providers have not installed smart antennas into their

networks. A novel smart antenna system has been introduced that can be used with the

existing resources, base station electronics without increasing the number of transceivers of

mobile telecommunication networks and is cost-effective when shaped beams are utilised.

Using a commercial radio network planning tool, coverage plots of the novel smart antenna

system have been shown in this chapter. The result shows that better range and focus can

be achieved using this smart antenna system. Since coverage and capacity in 3G are

interdependent due to interference when employing standard sector antennas it can be

deduced that the smart antenna system employing either multiple narrow beams or shaped

beams thus reducing interference will offer better benefits to network providers compared

to conventional directional sector antennas.
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Chapter 11 - CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

11.1 Conclusions

Over the last few years, mobile telecommunications has experienced rapid growth in the

number of subscribers for voice services, high data rate mobile multimedia services and

traffic load imbalance. To accommodate the current demand for services from mobile

communication users and traffic load imbalance, research into new intelligent or self-

optimized and highly efficient systems is on-going. Smart or adaptive antennas have

emerged as the promising technology to enhance the spectrum efficiency and solve the

problem of imbalance in traffic load of present and future mobile telecommunications

systems by dynamically exploiting the spatial domain.

Therefore, the main objective for studying the subject smart antenna system for use in

mobile telecommunication networks is to exploit its potential in addressing the coverage,

capacity and traffic load balancing in cost effective ways. The research reported in this

thesis supports this fundamental objective by investigating and analysing the use of a smart

antenna system in a mobile telecommunication network as an improved performance

alternative to the current conventional antenna systems and traditional techniques of

increasing coverage and capacity and traffic load balancing. This work describes an

investigation into the performance of antennas for mobile base station applications and

techniques for improving the coverage and capacity within a base station cell sector.

The motivation behind this research is to overcome the performance limitations of

conventional antenna systems and techniques for solving the problems of coverage and

capacity in hotspots of mobile telecommunication networks. The smart antenna has been

proven to overcome the limitations of conventional antenna systems and techniques to

enhance coverage, capacity and traffic load balancing, but not without its own

shortcomings. A full multiple fixed beam smart antenna (which is the simplest of the smart

antenna family) needs separate transceiver chains for beam port and a fully adaptive smart

antenna needs accurate real–time calibration. Also, the adaptive antenna beam-forming is

computationally rigorous which means that smart antenna base stations must be equipped

with very powerful digital signal processors which leads to a substantial increase in the

cost of the system [45] which cannot be justified in terms of improved system capacity,

Switched beam smart antennas could be implemented, but it is hard to incorporate the
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antenna receiver structure into the mobile telecommunication base station electronics

which increases complexity and cost and cannot provide any beam shape flexibility.

To be able to achieve the objectives of this research, the fundamental principles of mobile

telecommunication networks, smart antenna systems and its building blocks had to be

reviewed and discussed. It started by tracing the development of mobile systems, both in

technical and commercial terms, from the earliest analogue systems to present day

broadband systems and included anticipated future developments in chapter two. The

chapter reviewed the current mobile communication network architectures (GMS and

UMTS), challenges of the current mobile communication networks and identified the

limitations of 3G networks. The fundamentals of smart antennas, benefits and

cost/performance trade-offs were identified in chapter three. Smart antennas have the

ability to provide enhanced range and capacity leading to reduced infrastructure costs in

early deployments, enhanced link performance as the system is rolled out, and increased

capacity in overloaded 3G networks. Smart antennas can enhance coverage and capacity

simultaneously in 3G which cannot be done with conventional sector antenna systems for

which coverage and capacity are inter-dependent.

Following this, chapter four presented the modelling and analysis of the new smart

antenna concept which included multiple beam-forming and beam shaping methodology.

Conventional multiple switched beam smart antennas require separate transceivers at each

beam port to enable all the beams to be active simultaneously. The novel feed network to

enable the smart antenna system to use one transceiver per polarisation was also introduced

in chapter four. This network blends the narrow beams if the number of users within sector

increases and also shapes the beam to enhance capacity in a sub-sector and maintains

capacity in the remainder of the sector. In chapter five, the design of the major building

block of the new smart antenna system were presented. The array antenna element, the

array type, beam forming network and beam shaping network was discussed. The array

element is a slant ±450 dual-polarised stacked patch antenna for simultaneous

transmit/receive application. This design is an alternative to the old bulky combination of

separate transmit and receive antenna systems. The two antenna ports will provide two

orthogonal polarisations for polarisation diversity gain.

To verify the performance of the proposed smart antenna concept, a specific UK 3G

network operator licence frequency sub-bands has been assumed. The orange UK sub-

bands have been assumed as a practical example (downlink frequency band of 2.1597GHz
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to 2.1697GHz and uplink frequency band 1.9697GHz to 1.9797GHz). The smart antenna

system’s major components incorporating an array of slant ± 450 dual-polarised stacked

patch elements four columns wide excited by a multi-beam forming and beam shaping

network has been simulated and results were presented in chapter six. It was demonstrated

that using only three variable phase shifters within the beam shaping network provides

effective dynamic beam flexibility.

For an ideal array (i.e. no mutual coupling and cosine element pattern) four narrow

overlapping beams, one wide “broadcast channel” beam and right and left shaped beams

can be provided. The later shaped beams are to provide enhanced capacity and maintain

coverage in a specific narrow angular sub-sector while low capacity coverage is

maintained over the remainder of a 1200 sector. Results were presented for the simulation

of this smart antenna system using CST EM simulation software which inherently includes

mutual coupling and the effects of a truncated ground plane on the element patterns. The

results show some significant changes to the desired set of coverage patterns. Mutual

coupling effects and various mutual coupling compensation techniques have been reviewed

in chapter seven. The two main factors which have been identified are mutual coupling

between antenna elements and a variation of active reflection coefficients at each antenna

element.

An improved design technique has been developed in chapter seven for compensating the

performance degrading effects of mutual coupling and finite ground plane dimensions in

microstrip antenna arrays. The essence of the technique is summarised as follows. The

existence of mutual coupling between array elements in an array antenna causes two

performance degrading effects. These are radiation pattern distortion (relative to the

radiation pattern that would exist without mutual coupling) and variation of the active

reflection coefficients at each array element. Furthermore, the radiation pattern

performance is affected by the truncation of the finite ground plane. If only one fixed beam

was required, then the mutual coupling effects could be compensated by changing the array

excitation weights (to correct the radiation pattern) and by the inclusion of suitable fixed

impedance matching networks at each array element. However, when dynamic multiple

beam radiation patterns are required these simple compensating methods do not work.

Hence, an improved technique is needed.
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The improved technique utilises two previously known techniques in combination which to

my knowledge has not been done before. These are: complex excitation weights

compensation by inversion of the array mutual coupling scattering matrix and the

incorporation of a wide angle impedance matching (WAIM) sheet. When these are

implemented, an iterative optimisation of performance is required as each affects the

compensating effects of the other. The effect of the finite ground plane truncation is to

change both the mutual coupling coefficients and the edge array element radiation patterns

and this has been taken into account.

The technique has been applied to a novel multi-beam Smart antenna array for use in 3G

mobile networks to demonstrate the efficacy of the technique by electromagnetic

simulation. In chapter eight, a demonstrator array has been constructed and tested to

facilitate experimental verification of the simulation results which has yielded a positive

conformation of the usefulness of the technique. The Smart antenna array excitation

network consist of a Butler matrix multiple beam-forming network which is excited by a

novel beam shaping network. The latter actually facilitates the correct compensated array

excitation weights determined by the subject technique for optimum performance for each

of the seven desired beams (achieved by adjusting of the three phase shifters within the

beam shaping network).

For the developed demonstrator array which provides seven different beams (wide beam

for broadcast channel, 4 narrow beams and left and right shaped beams), beam “footprints”

have been predicted both for free space propagation and for urban propagation (using

COST 259 model) to evaluate the dynamic capacity performance of the smart antenna in a

3G mobile communication network, presented in chapter nine. The results indicate that

sector capacity can be dynamically tailored to user demand profiles by selection of the

appropriate beam patterns provided by the novel Smart antenna array described. Strategic

deployment of this smart antenna system into mobile telecommunication networks to the

optimum techno-economic advantage of mobile network providers has been investigated in

chapter ten. The best locations for smart antennas in the radio network and cost efficient

deployment of smart antennas, using commercial radio network planning and optimisation

tools was also highlighted in chapter ten.

This research has developed a smart antenna concept which has been designed, simulated,

implemented and tested. The smart antenna concept represents a “half-way” house between
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a multiple switched beam smart antenna system and the fully adaptive smart antenna

system. This has been achieved by the development of a beam shaping network which

essentially excites all beams of a multi-beam smart antenna simultaneously in the optimum

“blend ratio” (and relative phase) to produce the desired shaped beams. The resultant

antenna system represents an improvement in performance over a single multiple switched

beam smart antenna without the cost and complexity of a fully adaptive smart antenna. The

simulated and measured radiation patterns and active reflection coefficients over the UK

3G frequency sub-bands show that useful dynamic capacity & coverage enhancement can

be implemented with the proposed smart antenna system in a mobile telecommunication

network.

11.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Although the objectives listed in chapter one of this thesis have been fully achieved, the

work was never envisaged to be fully comprehensive to cover all smart antenna system

concepts development for mobile telecommunications research areas. Since the amount of

work and time required to do so is beyond the scope of this thesis, the author recommends

further works, which can be carried out to extend the work reported here.

In other to make this smart antenna system design into a commercial product, there is need

to develop the variable phase shifters using mechanical motors because using electronic

phase shifters would cause unacceptable inter-modulation distortion. The antenna array

used in analysing the effect of mutual coupling is four elements, but for the full antenna

system the array antenna comprises of four column arrays and each column has ten

elements. Therefore, to implement this antenna for a commercial use the effects of mutual

coupling need to be analysed for the full array antenna. It is expected that this will slightly

alter performance, which could then be re-optimised.

Lastly, a control system could be developed which controls the adjustable phase shifters

within the beam shaping network to achieve the desired dynamic beam shaping

performance. An appropriate control algorithm would need to be implemented which

monitors the traffic load distribution within a sector to determine the optimum beam shape

at each time sample.
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APPENDIX A - A PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE ARRAY ELEMENT EXCITATIONS ‘AE & ΦE’ FOR ANY

COMBINATION OF BEAM INPUTS TO THE BUTLER MATRIX BEING EXCITED WITH ‘AB & ΦB’

A program to determine the array element excitations 'Ae & e' for any combination of beam Inputs being
excited with 'Ab & b'
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Beam4 excitation
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